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SPEAKING ON

Major Thrusts for Increasing Reliability of Electronics Materiel
BERNARD REICH ha.• gained
prominence durinJ( reclmt years
working as a scien.tist with the U.S.
Army Electronics Command at Fori
Monmoath, NJ, in the critical problem area of increasing reliability of
f!l£dronics materiel. He spoke at the
meetin{( of lhe Technical Cooperation
Prowam Panel W-6, NA 1'0, held
Aa{(. 2·4 at the U.S. Air Force
Academy, Colorodo Springs, Co.
Currently, Reich is chairman of the
Joint "',{(istics Commanders (JLC)
Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Reliability, A uailability and
Maintainability of military eqaipment/s.ystems. He is also chairman of lhe
Nor/.h A tmntic Treaty Organization Group of Experts on Electronic
Parls, and heads the Special Workin.g Group on Semi· conductor Devices
and In.te{(rated Circuits. He is a Fellow af the lnstitule of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers in the United States, and a charter member and
Fellow of the lnstit.ution of Electrical En{(ineers in the Uoiled Kingdom.
The Joint Services, U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Commund (OARCOM), Naval Material Command (NMC), Air Force Logis·
tic' Command (AFLC). and Air Force Systems Command (AF8C) have
laUlwhed a major program in the Mea of weapons systems reliability. The
curront major priority thru ts are in the area of Computer Aided 0 sign;
I';ndronm ntal Profiles and Methodology; and Combined Environmental
R liability Testing.
Additional Ilriority thrust include the revi ion of MIL-STDs 781 and
7H;;. and development of an Engineering Education Program.
One previous noteworthy achievement of JTCG activities has re ulted
in the preparation of a uniform standard. MIL-STD-965, for Parts Control and Selection following other standardization action recommendalions. Similar payoffs are expected to be forthcoming from current Reli.
ability, Availability and Maintainobility (RAM) activities.
R ~pon 'ible for meeting the needs of the U.S. operating force are:
Commnnd r. U.S. Army Moteriel I)evelopm nt and Rodine. Command
(IlAHCOM); Chief of Noval Materiol (CNM); Command r of the Air Force
Logistirs Command (AFLC) and Commander, Air Force System CornmanclIA~'. 'C).
These four commander are commonly referred to as the Joint Logistics
Comnwnder ,or JLC. Th.is presentation offers information relative to the
~('tjvities

of one of Lhe JLC .Joint Technical CoordinatinJ'{ Groups on Rell.

ability, Availability and Mainwinobility (JTCG-RAM).
The charter of the JTCG-RAM describes the direction/purpose of the
g-roup tiS being' responsible for coordinating the Sel'vices' implementation

of the recommendations of the JLC Electronics Systems Reliability Workshop held in May 197;;. A paper summarizing the output of the workshop
was presented at the 1976 Heliability, Availability and Maintainability
Symposium.
An a,ldition.1 direction/purpose of the JTCG-RAM is to develop
1)Qlicies and procedures t.hat will improve the management and utilization
or HAM

en~ineeril1~

disciplines wilbjn the various military departments

and Department of Defense agencies.
The JTCG-RAM organization has representation from the four ele·
ments of the JLC, i.e.. DARCOM. NMC, AFSC and AFLC. Six Working
Groul>S and three Ad-Hoc Groups report to the JTCG-RAM.
The Working Groups cov r the areas of Reliability Testing and Analysis; Reliability Design; Field Data Colle tion, Reliability Acquisition
Manajl"ement; Software Reliability; and Reliability Documentation Man·

participation in the JLC Workshop; and interaction with some of the
Working Groups of interest.
JTCG-RAM Chronology. JTCG-RAM was chartered in October 1976.
However, prior to tnis time, pI'edecessor JTCGs were formed whose ac·
tivities were limited either to electronic parts or electronic systems
reliability.
During the period August to December 1973, an Ad-Hoc Group was
formed aod was quickly followed by a Joint Technical Coordinating
Group on Electronic Equipment Reliability (JTCG-EER).
Prime activities of these groups were directed to electronic parts standardization problems, primarily on microcircuits. JTCG-EER spawned the
Electronics Systems Reliability Workshop held at the Airlie House in May
1975, directing its att.eotion to topical areas affecting electronic systems
reliability.
Followiog the workshop, the Joint Tecbnical Coordinating Group on
Electronic Systems Reliability (JTCG- ESR) was formed in September
1975. [n October 1976 it was expanded to include the total area of RAM
with the chartering of JTCG-RAM.
Accomplislunents of tne Joint Technical Coordinating Group mentioned already have been noteworthy. JTCGs have been instrumental in
lifting the DoD policy prohibiting the preparation of a list of standard
parts.
Accordingly, MIL-STD-1562, List of Standard Parts for Microcircuits,
was issued Nov. 5, 1974. The groups were instrumental in getting the
Military Services to imp! ment the use of the Defense Electronic Supply
Center, Military Parts Control Advi ory Group, MPCAG.
imilarly the group was influential in having MlL-STD-965 prepared,
covering unified procedures for Parts Control and Selection for the Services_ A forecasting procedure has been developed and implemented on a
trial basis to give industry a better visibility of DoD microcircuit requirements.
In the equipment area, MlL-STD-781, covering r liability testing for
equipmenVsystems following an exponential di tribution, has been up·
dated to the "C" version and should be issued within the near future.
Finally, t.he group serves as an excellent inter- and intra·service forum
on RAM and associated disciplines. Similarly, the group serves as a forum
for industry where new concepta and ideas can be presented.
J1'CG-RAM Tasks. The priority tasks of JTCG-RAM include application to weapons sy terns (Mll,-STD-781 and MIL- TD-785); environmental profiles and methodology; guidance documentation; and engineering education program. Also, application to electronic equipment (reliability in computer·aided de ign, and CTreoinglburn-in).
These wsks a.re being supported find implemented by the Sel'vices in ac-

cordance with an approved schedule and funding. They have been categorized as to their applicability to both electronic and nonelectronic
equjpmentlsyst.ems or their sole appHcability to electronic equipment/sys-

tems.
Most of the priority tasks have application to Weapons Systems Reliability. MIL-STD-781 relates to Reliability Testing and MIL-STD-785
to Reliability Program Planning. Environmental Profil s cover expected
"real world" environmental levels in military platforms and methods of
t.heir definition.
The preparation of contractual guidance and government program plan
documentation, and the development of a nonstatistical practical engineering program, are also deemed equally applicable to electl'Onic and
nonelectronic systems_

The integration of reliability method. and techniques in a computeraided design program and development of effective screeninglburn-in procedures are deemed applicable solely to electronic equipment reliability as
currently defined.

ag'emenL.
~:fforts

TABLE 1
Funding (K) JTCG-RAM Priority Tasks

of these working groups are directed primarily to electronic
equipmentJsystems reliability. The Ad-Hoc Groups cover maintainability,

FY 76

rebahiLity desil!l1. and testing on Tlonelecb'onic systems.

The JTCG-RAM interfaces in various operational areas with the Office
of the Secret.ary of Defense (080). the Office of the Director of Defense
Hesearch and ~:ngineerinjl" (DDR&El. and the Office of the Assistant
S{'(Tet."ry of Defense for Manpower, Resel've Affairs and Logistics. The
formal channel followed is through the Joint Command rs, Service
Chiefs, Military Secl'et""ies and finally to the OSD_
In IlHlIly inst.ances. excellent informal conL'lCts have been developed
with OSD in ins!.nnces wh€l'e f I'Ilwlity i not required. In the past. the infOI'll",1 route has b«'n u'ed to OSD on the Electronic -X Study follow-on;

FY 7T

Army
Navy

Air Force

40
40
80

96
96
FY 76- 78

1800
Total

(Continued on page 23)
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520
425
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Selective Scanner ...
Army Slates Operations Research Symposium XVI
New weapon systems, related doctrine, personnel and
training, and logistic concepts are among topics programed for presentation in technical papers at the u.s.
Army Operations Research Symposium XVI, Oct. 12-14.
Themed on Operations Research Support tor the 80s looking Ahead, the symposium is scheduled at Fort lee,
VA. Co hosts tor the fourth consecutive year are the Army
logistics Center, the Quartermaster Center and Fort lee,
and the Logistics Management Center. Cohosts are commanders MG Homer D. Smith, MG Dean Von Lydegrat and
COL Don A. Wilkinson.
Army Vice Chief of Staft GEN Walter T. Kerwin Jr. is
scheduled for one of the principal addresses. Keynoter is
Dr. Seth Bonder, president of Vector Research Inc. Banquet speaker is Dr. Daniel McDonald of Braddock, Dunn
and McDonald Inc. Another featured speaker is Dr.
Morvin E_ Lasser, Army chief scientist and director of
Army Research.
About 300 expected attendees will be invited, stated
Wolter Hollis, who heads the arrangements committee for
the U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluotion Agency,
Falls Church. VA. Inquiries for additional information
should be directed to him or MAJ Will Griffith, AUTOVON
289-2368 or 2B9-2367. The address is 5600 Columbia Pike,
Falls Church. VA 22401.

AVSCOM, TROSCOM Change to AVRAOCOM, TSARCOM
Another of the organizational changes effected within
major elements of the U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command during the post two years has
split functions of the former U.S. Army Aviation Systems
Command (AVSCOM) and the Troop Support Command,
headquartered in St. Louis, MO.
More than a year of intensive planning was climaxed
when AVSCOM and TROSCOM were divided into the U.S.
Army Troop Support and Aviation Materiel Readiness
Command (TSARCOM) and the U.S. Army Aviatian Research and Development Command (AVRADCOM). both
headquartered in St. louis.
Commanded by MG Richard H_ Thompson with BG
Arthur J. Junot as deputy, TSARCOM is charged with
responsibility as the host command and will provide common service support to AVRADCOM as a "tenant."
AVRADCOM is commanded by MG Story C. Stevens and
COL William E. Dosch is deputy.
Prior to the AVSCOM realignment, COL Thompson was
in the Office 01 the Deputy Chief of Stoff for Logistics, HQ
DA. BG Junot was commander 01 the TROSCOM and COL
Dosch was AVSCOM chiel 01 stoff.
AVRADCOM's mission includes development and inilial
acquisition of aviation materiel. Responsibility for additional acquisitions and moteriel readiness throughout its
life cycle is assigned to TSARCOM.

Natick Plans Combat Flame-Resistant Uniform
Planned development 01 a one-piece, lIame-resistant
unilorm for ground combat vehicle crewmen in hot and
temperate climates has been announced by the U_S. Army
Natick (MA) Research and Development Command.
Designed with special pockets to corry necessary equipment and items for survival and protection, the uniform
will have a "breathing" capability to help prevent
2

abnormal build-up of body heal.
Other features will include on extraction strop to help in
removal of injured crewmen from the vehicle and a
special collar for protection 01 the neck. Repeated washings will not destroy the fabric's flame-resistant characteristics. Development completion is scheduled in 1979.

DARCOM Film Depicts Weapons System Development
Depicting the latest progress 01 the U.S. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command in weapons system development is a 35-minute, 16-millimeter color film
available through local training aid support officers.
Produced by HQ DARCOM training aids personnel, the
film responds to a request Irom retiring Deputy CG for
Materiel Development l TG George Sammet Jr. DARCOM
Special Briefing Film 17-8 is intended for use by officers on
oversea trips or in the Continental U.S., primarily for
showing to combat arms personnel.
The weapons items film report deals principally with
materiel that is project/product-managed including
armor, antiarmor, aviation. field artillery, air defense and
target acquisition. For example, it shows how the XMl
tonk and the TOW antitank missile can complement one
another in repelling enemy armor.

Army Funds Infantry Assault Weapon Development
Exploratory development of on infantry assault weapon
with a contaloupe-size. rocket-propelled. high-explosive
warhead is called lor in a $509,000 contract announced by
the U.S. Army Missile Research and Development Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). the work will be done by the Defense
Division of Brunswick Corp. Success of test firings
provided a satisfactory basis. for follow-on work.
The Rifleman's Assault Weapon (RAW) warhead mounts
on a launcher bracket that slips on the end 01 on M-16 rifle
barrel. Firing a regular cartridge round in the rille
activates a small rocket motor that propels the RAW to the
target.
lhe RAW is expected to enable a rilleman to hit a c1osein target, such as a building or bunker, with on impact
now obtained only with mortars, satchel charges or
artillery. Designers envision spinning the RAW to stabilize
the warhead as it leaves the launcher.

USMC Air Station Wins Environmental Quality Award
Recipient of the 1976 Secretory of Delense Environmental Quality Award is the United States Morine Corps
Air Station Kaneohe, HI. Fort Sill, OK. Vandenberg Air
Force Bose, CA, and Point Mugu Test Center. CA, also are
commended for exemplary environmental programs.
Announced by Secretory of Delense Harold Brown,
award winners were selected by a committee that commended the efforts to meet the spirit as well as the intent
of notional environmental policies. The committee made
specific reference to the Kaneohe Stations's excellent
cooperative effort to work with state and local officials to
protect the Oahu environment.
The commitfee consisted of Rob Robson, Office of Management and Budget; Ms. Becky Hanmer, director of Federal Activities, Environmental Protection Agency; and
Harold O'Connor. deputy associate director, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Deportment of the Interior_
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977

CORADCOM Contract Calls for REMBASS Fabrication

Communications Satellite to Serve 40 VA Hospitals

Final design and fabrication of the basic Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor System (REMBASS). including
initial delivery of hardware for testing in about 14 months,
is ordered in on $8,986,200 contract announced by the U.S.
Army Communications R&D Command (CORADCOM).
RCA Corp., Camden, NJ. one of three competing con·
tractors, will provide engineering development support
leading to a projected production phase in 1980. Establishment of initial operational capability is set for 1982.
Deportment of the Army descriptive requirements for
REMBASS. first opproved in 1972 ond revised in 1976. call
for on unattended ground sensor system providing early
warning surveillance and target acquisition capabilities in
a worldwide environment.
Implanted by hand. air delivery or projectiles. the
REMBASS sensors are designed for responsiveness to
passage of target objects, including sensitivity to seismic,
acoustic. magnetic and infrared disturbances.
REMBASS is expected to replace the Phase III Sensor
(formerly known as the Southeast Asia Operational
Sensor System), currently in limited us~.

Patients in some 40 Veterans Administration hospitals
will be served. beginning in September, by the "world's
most powerful communications satellite" in the second
phase of a VA program to improve medical education.
The VA first used satellites for medical consultation in
1974 when 10 VA hospitals in the Appalachian region
participated in weekly television broadcasts for 11
months. Administrator of Veterans Affairs Max Cleland
said weekly 2-way telecasts will link 31 VA hospitals in 11
western states and as many as 10 other institutions during
the new IS-month experimental program.
launched into orbit above the equator at an altitude of
22.300 miles in January 1976. and currently used for
experiments by other organizations in the United States
and Canada, the satellite will relay telecasts from various
points in the nation to the VA hospitals. Staff members
will view a wide range of presentations ond pose
questions or solicit comments from broadcast participants
through 2-way video transmissions.
Participating VA hospitals include Fresno. livermore.
Long Beach, Brentwood. Wadsworth, Martinex. Polo Alto,
San Francisco and Sepulveda. all in California; Fort lyon,
Grand Junction and Denver, CO; Miles City and Fort Harrison, MT; Phoenix, Prescott and Tuscan, AZ; Portland,
Roseburg and White City. OR; Reno, NV; Salt Lake City.
UTi Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma, Vancouver and Walla
Wallo, WA; Sheridan and Cheyenne. WY; Boise, JD; and
Albuquerque. NM.

$2.5 Million Awarded for X-Shaped Wing Aircraft
Initial funding of $2.5 million for development of an X·
shaped wing aircraft, designed for vertical takeoffs and
high-speed horizontal flight, has been announced by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
lockheed-California Co.• prime contractor. reports that
with the wing rotating, the aircraft will take oft and land
vertically, and attain flight speeds up to 233 mph.
Transonic speeds equivalent to those attained by commercial jet aircraft will be possible with the wings locked
in a fixed "X" position. Conventional takeoffs and landings can be made in the fixed-wing configuration.
Turbofan jet engines will provide forward-thrust and
rotary·wing power. The developers expect the aircraft to
be faster and feature greater lift power thon any vertical
takeoff and landing plane currently in use.

2 Contractors to Develop DIVAD Gun System
Twa contractors will be selected in October to undertake a 2-year competitive development of a Division Air
Defense (DIVAD) Gun System, using 3D, 35 or 40mm ammunition. to replace the 6-barrelled. 20mm Vulcan Air Defense System (VADS) now in the field.
Five prime-system proposals for developing the DIVAD
Gun System have been submitted by contractors desiring
to participate in the program. Development will differ
from former procedures by minimizing government
involvement ond emphasizing industry initiative.
Mounted on a modified M48A5 tank chassis, the DIVAD
gun will provide better mobility and armor protection for
infantry division troops, and faster reaction against lowflying aircraft. The system will employ acquisition and
tracking radars and is expected to use the most modern
fire control digital computer.
Overseeing the effort for the U.S. Army Armament R&D
Command (ARRADCOM) will be the Project Management
Office (PMO) for the Army Gun Air Defense Systems
(ARGADS). recently relocated from Rock Island (IL)
Arsenal to Dover, NJ. The PMO is headed by COL leonard
S. Marrella. who \/ill supervise the development phose
and the testing program for DIVAD.
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USACSC Relocates AT Directorate to GIT Campus
Establishment of the U.S. Army Institute for Research in
Management Information and Computer Sciences at the
Georgia Institute of Technology. Atlanta, has been announced by the u.s. Army Computer Systems Command.
Relocation of USACSC's Advanced Technology Directorate from Fort BelVOir. VA. to the Gil campus is mode to
"provide improved technology transfer from the research
source to the operational environment."
Georgia Tech was selected by the Army partially because of recent expansion of its School of Information and
Computer Science and because of Gil's strong traditional
emphasis on interdisciplinary research.
AIRMICS is programed as a focol point for numerous
Army agencies seeking information relative to data-bose
technology, distribution systems. software, engineering,
system performance and programing languages.

Army Audit Agency Establishes Office at USACSC
Establishment of a U.S. Army Audit Agency (USAAA)
Office at HQ U.S. Army Computer Systems Command, Fort
Belvoir, VA, to improve accuracy. security and privacy of
processing data was effected June 1.
"Dramatic advances in the capabilities of computer
hardware and software," an announcement stated. "have
permitted many systems to reside in common computer
environments. . .. While advanced technology has
improved computer capabilities, it has at the some time.
created potentially serious security problems.
"The USAAA has accepted on invitation from USACSC to
expand the current audit concept to include ongoing audit
during the system design phase. This expanded concept
will insure that proper audit-trail, security. and privacy
controls are built into the systems."
.\IDIY RE!-.EAlWIl \'OJ) DE\ EI.OI')lE\-1 .'OEW!-. \1.\(,.\ZI;I;E
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R&D News...
R&D Achievement Awards Recognize Work of 63 Army In-House Scientists, Engineers
ixty·three Army scienti ts and engineers
justifications and citations follow.
will receive U.S. Army 17th annual R&D
U.S. ARMY MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT
AND READINESS COMMAND (DAR OM).
Achievement Awards in recognition of scientific advancements of "military importAnce
U.S. Army Missile R&D Command (MJRAD·
COM), Redstone Arsenal, AL. A 13-man team,
and/or which contribute to the national wei·
fare."
aU with the U.S. Army Mis ile RD&E
onsisting of a wall plaque and a 2-inch cast·
Laboratory, will receive award for significant
bronze medallion. the award was initiated in
achievements in high·energy laser R&D.
1961 as the most prestigious recognition the
Cited for competence, kill and boldness in
Army bestows annuaUy for Army in-house
the design, fabrication, operation and testing of
laboratory R&D activities. High·ranking Army
the Mobile Te t Unit (MTU). th group consists
R&D leaders will make the presentation during
of Dr. John A. Hoyle, Myron W. Cole. Winifred
coming months at field activities where the reE. Buffington. Dean C. Reese. Joe C. Walten;,
cipients are employed.
Kenneth R. Smith. Sylvon A. Walliser, Willinm
Army Chief Scientist and Director of Army
Brinda, William H. Gurley III, Joel W. trickResearch Dr. Marvin E. Lasser, Office of the DeiDnd. Herbert Gray, Edward O. Bronum and
Robert L. Light.
puty Chief of Staff for Research, D velopment,
and Acquisition (ODCSRDA). wa chairman of
The MTU is tbe fLrSt high-energy laser device
to be packaged in a military track vebicle and
the panel of judges. Winner were elected from
operated successfully on a test range. The qualnominations submitted by laboratorie through·
out the U. '. Army Materiel Development and
ity and timeliness of this achievement
establishes a "sound technical basis for
Readiness mmand (DARCOM). the Office of
th hief of Engineers (OCE). and the Office of
evaluation of higb-energy laser potential in
future Army missiona and advanced military
the Surgeon General (OTSG).
An individual award will be pre nted for
applications."
A second award will go to Stephen P. Golden
U.S. Army Medical Servic research. Two group
awards. involving five personnel, and foul' in·
and Joseph R. McGinty for a major breakthrough in infrared guidance for air-defense
dividual award will go to U.S. Army Corp of
Engin I' researcher. The remaining 53 award
missiles. Their cilalion states, in parl:
'"They independently originated an inf"ared
winners are a igned to aclivities of DARCOM,
counter·countermeasure concept, fabricated
which includes more than 80 percent of all U.S.
Army in-house laboratories.
feasibility hardware and successfully demonstrated, through captive and flight tests, lhe
Listed within their major command. subcommand and/or installation. the award win·
ability of their concept to provide major imners and brief excerp from their nomination
provements in infrared seeker performance, in
U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown, MA- (I) Dr. Joseph
J. Prifti (2) Eugenio DeLuca (3) Anthony L. Alesi. .S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
(AAMRDL), Eustis Directorate, Fort Eustis. VA- (4) Timothy D. Evans (5) Robert HaU (6) Gary
R. Newport. Picatinny Arsenal. Dover. NJ- (7) Raymond Goldstein. U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Command (MERADCOM). Fort Belvoir. VA- (S) Stanely . Kurpit. Ballistic Research
Laboratory CBRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG). MD- (9) Dr. Andrew M. Dietrich. Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, NH- (10) Dr. Malcolm Mellor.
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), Champaign, IL- (11) Douglas C. Billie,
Brooke Army Medical Center. Fort Sam Hou ton. TX- (12) Dr. Douglas W. Wilmore.

n countermeasure environment.
"Their technique, in conjunction with an

improved Chaparral seeker, greatly enhances
the United States' air-defense capability."
U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM),
Fort Monmouth, J. Dr. Harold Jacobs and
Metro M. Chrepta, Electronics Technology and
Devices Laboratory. were cited for the con·
ception and developmen of practical, low-cost
millimeter·wave integrated circuits.
'"This innovative approach bas resulted in extension of application into portions of the electromagnetic spectrum heretofore not considered economically feasible," the citation states.
'"The impact of these developments on system ba been COD iderable. Fresh and effective
systems approaches have been made possibl in
the areas of raillimeter·wave for radar, elec·
tronic warfare, secure communications and terminal homing.
"Immediate application have been found in
the 60 GHz to 94 GHz region with proven p0tential for higher frequenci s, including the
submillimeter regions."
Drs. Louis D. Duncan and Willis L. Webb,
both with tl,e ECOM Atmo pheric ciences
Laboratory (ASL) at White ands Missile
Range, NM, will be honored for developing
technique and designing a system to u e
meteorological data in the 15·30 kilometer altitude range.
"The system i based upon the analysis of
spectral radiance data measurements obtained
from satellite-borne thermal sounders and will
result in significant cost redu tions in operatioual battlefield meteoro] gical support."
Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL),
Adelphi, &ID. Tadeusz M. Drzewiecki and
Francis M. Manion were selected for a breakthrough in scientific knowledge that improves
the Army's capability in fluidic systems.
They were cited for "technical competence in
fluid mecbanics and fluidic circuits which en-
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abled them to significantly reduce the temperature dependence of fluid amplifiers, such that
tbeae inexpenaive and reliable systems can be
utilized in numerous additional applications of
precision fluidic control systems."
Night Vision Laboratory (NVL), Fort Belvoir, VA. Sen·Te Chow will be honored for design and development of a new image-processing concept called Automatic Low Frequency
Gain Limiting Circuit (ALFGL) for use in all
tbermal imaging systems. This circuit eliminates the aerious image streaking problem (loss

of scene detail) tbat occurs in thermal imaging
systems when t.he scenes being viewed contain

extended hot1cold objects.
His citation states: "This major advancemenl

in the development of signal processing
circuitry for infrared systems will improve the
performance of all thermal imaging systems for
the Army and for more generaJ Department of
Defense system applications and, in fact. the
performance of any electro-optical system that
requires AC-coupled signal processing."
U.S. Mobility Equipment R&D Command

(MERADCOM), Fort Belvoir, VA, nominated
Stanley S. K urpil, Electrical Power Laboratory,
for development and design of a low-temperature methanol-steam reformer and its demonstration in fuel-cell power plants.
"This has resulted in a technical "pproach
that meets the major requirements of the
SLEEP family and has allowed progression of
ihi program into engineering developmenl.
"Thi will provide the Army with ilenl. lill'htweight. efficient. low-signature power plants
(Continued on page 7)
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R&D Achievement Award Winners
Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY- (I) Front row (I. to r.): David P. Kendall, Dr.
Thomas E. Davic!son, Clarke G. Hnman. Back row: WWiam Korman, John A. Barrett,
Joseph W. Hart, Julius Frankel, William M. Yaiser_ U.S. Army Armament R&D
Command (ARRADCOM), Edgewood Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), MD- (2)
Dr. George T. Davis (3) Dr. Joseph Epstein (4) Arthur K. Stuempfle (5) Joseph P.
Sansonetti, Larry T. Shaff, Donald M. Cohen, Ned L. urratt, William C. Dee,
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (A L), White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM- (6) Drs_
Louis D, Duncan and Willis L. Webb. Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg,
MS- (7) Jerry R. Lundien (8) Daniel H. Cress (9) Bob O. Benn. Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory (CERL), Chanlpaign, rL- (10) Ronald D. Webster and Rikki L.
Welsb. U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratory (USAETL). Forl Belvoir. VA- (11)
GwynneH. Jones Jr. (12) Dr. Bryce Schrock.
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977
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R&D Achievement Award Winners
u.s. Army Electronics Command (ECOM), Fort Monmouth, NJ- (1) Metro M.
Chrepta and Dr. Harold Jacobs. Night Vision Laboratory (NVL), Fort Bel·
voir, VA- (2) Sen·Te Chow. Harry Diamond taboratorie (HDL), Adelphi,
MD- (3) Francis M. Manion (4) Tadeusz M. Drzewiecki. U.S. Army Arma·
ment R&D Command (ARRADCOM). Edgewood Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG), MD- (5) Leo G. Appel (6) Robert B. Moll (7) Harold L.
Feller (8) Donald C. Behringer (9) Dale H. Tomlinson (10) Frederick C.
Baldauf. U,S. Army Missile R&D Command (MIRADCOM), Redstone Arsenal,
At- (11) Stephen P. Golden and Joseph R. McGinty (12) William Brinda,
Kennetb R. Smith, Dr. John A. Hoyle, Joe C. Walters, Winifred E. Buf.
fington, William H. Gurley ill, Edward O. Branum, Herbert Gray, Dean
C. Reese, Myron W. Cole, Joel W. Strickland, Robert L. Light, Sylvan A.
Walliser.
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R&E Achievement Awards Recognize 63 Army Scientists, Engineers
(Continued from page 5)
for use in forward areas...."
U.S. Army Armament R&D Command
(ARRADCOM). Edgewood Arsenal, Aber·
deen Proving Ground (APG), MD, nominated
DOTlllId C. Behringer, Leo G. Appe~ Frederick
C. Baldauf of its Development and Engineering
Directorate, Harold L. Felkr of its Cbemical
Laboratory, and Robert B. Moil and Dak H.
Tomlinson, Cbemical Agent Munition Disposal
System Directorate, Toole Army Depot, UT.
The group was cited for contributions in the
development of a "real-time" air-monitoring device. "In the course of satisfying strict requirements of emission control, specificity, and response time," the citation states, "they
developed a detector that reliably monitors both
ambient and stack effluents at and around demilitarized sites to detect subtoxic-level emis-

sions."
A 5·mAn team from the arsenal will receive
achievement awards for scientific and engineering contributions to successful development of
the 155mm M687 projectile.
'1n tbe course of this effort, they were respon·
sible for important advances in technology in s
number of areas including reaction kinetics,
chemical engineering design, special projectile
balliatics and tecbniques for simulation."
The team consists of Joseph P. SaflSonett~
William C. Dee, Larry T Shaff and Ned L.
Surratt, Development and Engineering Direclr
orate, and Donald M. Cohen, Office of tbe Project Manager for SmokeJObscurants, APG.
Under the direction of Dr. Joseph Epstein and
Dr. George T. Dauis, both with the Cbemical
Laboratory at tbe arsenal, a team was nominated in recognition of technical contributions
that have led to significant advances in demilitarizing obsolete toxic chemical munitions.
"Througb imsginative concepts, followed by
outstanding design and execution of experi·
ments to validste the concepts, together with
masterful interpretation and extrapolation of
the test data, the team aucceeded in fmding the
cause for evolution of toxic materials into the
atmosphere and ways for minimizing this oc·

currence."
Arthur K. Stuempfk will be bonored for progress in clarifying and mathematically describing the liquid dissemination and breakup
process from spin·stabilized expulsive delivery
systems. "As a result of his efforts, substantial
improvements have been made in the chemical
deterrent development program and a new tool
for ayatems analysts bas been made avsilable."
Watervliet (NY) Arsenal. An 8-man team
from the Benet Weapons Laboratory at Watervliet was recognized for outstanding contributions to ultra-higb pressure reaeareh.
The citstion states: "Through its efforts, the
range of attainable static high pressures has
been significanUy extended, ultra-high pressure
has been successfully coupled with cryogenics,
and new measurement techniques developed.
"These achievements now make possible the
conduct of meaningful experiments to previously unexplored pressures of 400-500 kbars.
They have discovered several new phenomens
that are not only important in themselves, but
indicate the potential of this new regime for the
synthesis of unique new materisls of
significantly practical importance."
Team members include Dr. Thomas E. Dauidson, Dauid P. KendolJ, Clarke G. Homan, Julius
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977
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John A. &rrett, William Korman,
Joseph W. Hart and WiUiam M Yaiser.
Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL),
APG, MD. Dr. Andrew M. Dietrich was selected
for highly effective formulation, planning and
supervision of the Crossing Velocity Research
Program, a high·priority effort to determine
the effect of missile flight characteristics and
the dynamic motion of armored targets on the
perfOrmAnce of high-explosive antitank missile
warheads.
"He completed the objectives of this project
through the use of a combined experimental and
computational analysis program, and utilized
the results of this study to develop a (mathematical) model to predict the effect of crossing
velocity on antitank missile warbesd performance."
In addition, he is cited for "the application of
this research to the design of unique highexplosive, antitank warheads, the modeling of
warhead·armor interactions, and his effective
adviser 886istance to U.S. Army program
managers."

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ. Rnymond
Godstein's aww-d justification states that
impact of his work on "modernization and ex·
pansion of TNT production facilities is substantial. Using computer simulation, Goldstein
has been sble to generate a number of improve·
ments in the design, operation and control of
the Continuous TNT Process, which will not
only result in significant production cost sav·
ings, but will improve the safety, reliability and
operability of the process."
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command
(AVSCOM). Three aerospace engineers from
the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
(AAMRDLl, Eustis Directorate, Fort Eustis,
VA, will be recognized for their part in advanc·
ing helicopter evaluation methodology.
Timothy D. Evans, Robert Hall and Gary R.
Newport are credited with developing a
simulation model capable of comparing "... different kinds of helicopters performing typical
Army utility belicopter tasks in a combat
environment, including enemy threat weapons
and missiles.... Based on the current cost of
new helicopters, potential avings of millions of
dollars will result from this procurement decision and future applications of this new evaluation methodology."
U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown, MA.
Anthony L. Aksi, Eugenio DeLuca and Dr.
Joseph J. Prifti are recognized for their efforts
in developing a "practical production process
for molding thick, large-size armor panels (elec·
tromagnetic radiation transparent) from multiple plies of unidirectionally oriented polypropylene fUm.
"This achievement provides the Army with
the capability of hardening radomes (housing
sheltering the antenna assembly of radio sets)
against fragmenting munitions."
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS.
Waterwaya Experiment Station., Vickabl1l1l.
MS. Bob 0. Benn, Jerry R. Lundien and Daniel
H. Cress were selected for con'dueting research
activities leading to a system evaluation tool for
deftning advantages and limitations of discrim·
inating logic designs used to activate mine war·
heads and intrusion-detection systems.
Using mathematical modeling techniques,
they devised "methods and techniques for pre-

dicting performance as a function of terrain
conditions of existing and proposed seismic
mine and intrusion·detection logics.
"This work appreciably extends the stste-of·
the-art for designing new and more sophisticated discriminating logics for seismically
activsted mine and intrusion detection systems,
and represents a signifIcant engineering
achievemen t. ..."
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERLI, Champaign, IL. Ronald D.
Webster and Rikki L. Welsh will be honored for
their work in developing procedures for "assessing the socio-economic impact of Army programs that will permit the Army to comply
with the provisions of the National Environ.
mental Policy Act at a minimum of cost and
effort."
DouglDs C. Hittk, Energy Systems Branch,
was cited for his part in developing a computer
simulation program for analyzing building
energy consumption, evaluating energy conser·
vation alternatives, and for developing a man·
ual method for sssessing the feasibility of solar
energy systems. "Application oftbese tools and
procedures will permit the Army to design and
retrofit huildings with greatly reduced energy
consumption requirements."
Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, NH. Dr. Malcom Mellor is cited for "outstanding scientific
and engineering contributions to the fields of
earth materials cutting and earth excavation,"
The citation states. "His work haa formed a
technology base for the U.S. Army in ex·
cavation technology, providing a rational basis
for the design of excavating machines."
U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Labor·
atory (USAETL), Fort Belvoir, VA. Gwynne
H. Jones Jr. will receive an award for successful
development of the Replacement of Photography Imagery Equipment (RPIE). The award
justification ststes:
"This new instrument provides a unique and
effective means for producing image-hssed
topographic products as well as significantly reducing the time required to interpret and extract photographic images in support of the
map-making process at the Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center.
"Successful development and implementation
of this new high. resolution, high-speed orthophoto printing capability is largely the result of
Jones' outstanding technical and administrative
efforts."
Dr. Bryce Schrock was selected for his efforts
in developing a flexible and computationally
powerful interactive digital image-processing
facility to be used for R&D work. The facility
"can be used easily by engineers and scientists
who are not computer experts, and has a rapid
response for most image processing functions."
OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL.
Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam
Houeton, TX. Dr. DouglDs W. Wilmore will be
honored for his role in contributing new medical
knowledge concerning the metabolic and
nutritional consequences of burn injury.
The summary of achievement states: "The
contributions of Dr. Wilmore to the total body
of medical knowledge provide a secure founds·
tion for investigations of'fering great promise of
furthering the understanding of the response to
injury and the ability to control and manipulate
that response."
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Portable Dispenser Eyed as MP Riot Control Aid
Riot control in outdoor areas will be eased for
mili wry police by a portable dispenser being
readied for use in the Chem;cal SysLems Labora·
tory aL Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, it was
announced Aug. 17.
Known as Lhe M33A1, Lhe multi-purpose dis·
pen er was redesignated from the M33 when a
liquid di pensing capability was added hy a 3gallon (11.4 liters) tank. Initial development of
the sy tem began at Edgewood Arsenal, which
thi year was redesignated the CSL.
A 4.port rotating nozzle on the end of Lhe disperser gun provides a steady stream or spray of
irritant solution which can be fired in either
continuous or intermittant bursts up to 20 meter ,about 70 feet.
The disperser can be converted to fire a dry
powder riot-control agent (CS) hy substituting a
single port in place of the 4.port nozzle and replacing the agent container valve with an agita·
tor·type assembly. This CS can be di persed at a
range of more than 50 feet in 60 to 120 seconds.
CS is a non·hazardous but effective chemical
agent for the temporary restraining conditions
long sought by civil law enforcement agencies
in riot·control situations. The multi·purpose disperser concept was developed by Fred Alter, assigned to the projectiles and mortar section of
CSL's Munitions Division.
Alter conceived the idea after spearheading
development of a lightweight portabl flame
thrower for use by small·statured troop of the
Vietnamese Army. He wa awarded a U.S. patent in 1972 along with an Army commendation
for developing the dispenser. Larry Shaff is the
current CSL development engineer.
Possible applications for the dispenser include
a fire-fighting apparatus on Naval ships, as a
portable flame thrower, and for crop dusting. A
potential use is as backpack fire·fighting equipment by the Department of Interior National.

Park Service, and as a device for decontaminat·
ing obsolete field equipment.
Shaff is also development engineer in Lhe
Army's program to provide individuals engaged
in riot control operations and police duties with
a small disperser which can be carried on the

Designated the M36 liquid riot-eontrol agent
disperser, the small, cylindrical device, ) I/,
inches in diameter and a little more than six
inches long, fits into a compact leaLher case
with an easy accessible nap button and belt
loop. Weighing less than a pound, it provides in·
dividual protection from 3 to 12 feet against unruly crowds or sman groups.

Chesapeake Hydraulic Model Earns National Acclaim
Acclairn as one of the nation's 10 outstanding
engineering achievements of 1976 is tbe latest
honor that bas been accorded Lo the $15 million
Chesapeake Bay Hydraulic Model, a U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers achievement that reduces
64,000 sqUlue miles nf the bay to 9 acres for research purposes.
Selection of the model for Lhis distinction was
announced in July hy the National Society of
Professional Engineers (NSPE), which earlier
had voted the project its Professional Development Award for "advancement of the engineer·
ing profession."
Designed, built and being operated hy the
U. . Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
tation (WES), Vicksburg, M , for the Balti·
more District of the Corps, the model was iniLi·

$3.5 Million Contract Funds
ABC High-Speed Flight Tests
FlighL tests of Lhe Advancing Blade Concept
research helicopter, XH·59A, at high speeds UBing Lwo auxiliary jet engines, are stipulated in a
$3.5 million contract funded hy the U.S. Army,
Navy, and National Aeronautics and Space Ad·
ministration.

The U.S. Air Force is providing two Pratt and
Whitney J.60 turbojet engines for the test air·
craft. Tbe funding agreement requirements are
managed by the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D
Laboratory' Fort Eustis (V A) Directorate.
Terms call for 45 hours ')f flight testing at
speeds up to 345 mph in level flight, beginning
in early 1978.
Successful flight tests of the ABC in its pure
belicopter configurations were completed in
March 1977 under a program funded by th
Army. That effort achieved gradual expansion
of the flight envelope to 184 mph in level flight.
Other accomplishments of the program bave
included flight speeds up to 224 mph in a shallow dive, up to 180 mph aL an altitude of 10,000
feet, up to 46 mph in sideward fligbt and up tp
35 mph in rea rward fligh t.
Featuring two counter-rotating rigid main rotor mounLed in piggyback fashion on a corn·
mon shaft. the ABC system combines advan·
of a
tages of low·speed belicopters with th
higb· peed aircraft without using a wing.

M33Al Portable Disperser
8

person without restricting movement.
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ated witb ground·breaking ceremonies June 11,
1973. Planning began in 1965 under provisions
of the Rivers and Harbors Act of Congress.
The model was created as the result of years
of cooperative planning and effort in support of
the Corps of Engineers by 11 major federal
agencies and four tate governments - Mary·
land, Virginia, Pennsylvanis and Delaware.
Federal agencies interested in Lhe model's as·
signed mission are the Departments of Interior,
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development; also, the Environmental Protection
Agency, Federal Power Commi ion, ationa!
Science Foundation. Smitbsonian Institution,
Atomic Energy Commi ion, and U.S. Navy.
Publicized as "unique and the largest project
of its type in the world," the model provides a
complete means to study water utilization and
navigation, fisheries, flood control, water pollution, control of noxious weeds, beach erosion,
recreation resources, and water quality control.
When work on the hydrauli model was tart·
ed, it was stated: "Determjnations in tbe research will be used to evolve an over-all management plan for the Chesapeake area that will be
submitted to Congress with recommendations
for cooperative federal and stale implementa·
tion. Estimates predict the bay area population
will more than double in 50 years, creating
many study problems."

Communications Center links
HQ DARCOM, APG Computers
Computers at Aberdeen (MD) Proving
Ground are being linked to APG's communication system and the U.. Army Materiel Devel·
opment and Readine s Command headquarters
computers in Alexandria, VA, in a new data
processing and communications center.
Complete renovation of a former warehouse
has provided pace to accommodate APG's
Management Information Systems Office and
the Communications Command detachment,
previously located about two miles apart. The
new decor is compatible with the Army Test
and Evaluation Command HQ building.
Tbe MISO operation occupies an area 75 by
40 feet on the first floor and about one-balf of
the second floor. The remaind r of the upper
floor is programed for future use by the Army
Communications Command detachment.
The detachment provides the post and tenant
activities with adminisLrative telepbone service,
firing range and test facility communications,
and communications management planning and
project services.
Heat generated by the computers is recycled
to heat tbe cornpuler rooms and a back.up gen·
erator assures uninterrupted operation of the
facility in case of emergency.
Contract design and construction of the cen·
Ler was under jurisdiction of the Baltimore
(MDl District Corps of Engineers.
AUGUST-SEPT~mER
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OPE May Improve Protection From Hazardous Chemicals
Persons working in a chemically hazardous
environment have the promise of better protection at less cost by using the Demilitarization
Protective Ensemble (OPE) which is in the final
tages of a 2-year expedited development program at the U.S. Army Chemical Systems Lab·
oratory (CSL).
Located in the Edgewood Area of Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, C L is a major research
activity of the Army Armament R&D Com·
mand (ARRADCOM).
Designed for use in the Chemical Agent Munl·
tions Disposal System (CAMDS) the primary
function of the OPE is to provide respiratory
pr~tection, ,~ith secondary emphasis on whole

body protectIOn.
Using a modular concept of a reusable respi·
rator and a disposable outergarment, the OPE
baa shown that it is compatible with the requirements of the Army Demilitarization and
Installation Restoration Program Manager's
Office.

The air supplied respiralor system of the ensemble includes a full facepiec und r positive
pres ure. An aUlomatically actuated auxiliary

air supply is also provlded for emergency use.

The respirator has been certified to the requiTements established by the National lilstitute of
Safety and Health NIOSH) and Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
More than 35 different materials were inves-

tigated and rigidly tested before two were selected to be used in the outergarment These
materials provide a durabl barrier against the
hazardous chemicals. The disposal-after-use
concept with the outergarment eliminates the
costly decontamination, laundry, and recertifi·

cation process required with other typ

of

chemical environment protective ensembles.

The outergarment i air upplied and ventilat·
ed, wbich provides an additional protective barrier_ Tests have shown thaI since the OPE is
ventilated, it provides a reduced heat burden
when worn for extended periods.

MERADCOM, ERDA Testing 4 Battery-Powered Vehicles
Four passenger' type electric vehicles are behicle AssociaLea, Jet Industries Inc., SebrinJ(ing tested under a 2-year program conducted by
Vanguard [nc., and the Daihatsu Motor Co_ At
the U.S, Army Mobility Equipment R&D Comleast eight more electric vehicl are cheduled
Oland (MERADCOM) and the federal Energy
for tests at APG in 1978.
R&D Administration (ERDA) at Aberdeen
The Army has a large inventory of special·
Proving Ground (APG), MO.
purpose electric vehicles in service, mostly f_ rkTesting of the battery-powered vehicles was
lift truck, and 3·wheeled, golf·cart-like carrier.
made possible by Public Law 94-413, enacted in
A MERADCOM spokesman tated: "A survey of
a typical Army base ha indicated that 50 perSeptember 1976, which states thaI ".. , the Sec·
retary of Defense and heads nf other federal
cent of the 314-ton engineering ulility trucks.
agencies shall:
Bnd 57 percent of the half· ton pick-up vehicles
could be replaced with electrics.
• Carry out a study of the practicBbiJity of us"The Army needs early access to actual pering electric and hybrid vehicles in the perform·
anoo of some or all of the functions of their
forma nee of tate-of-tha-art vehicles to asceragencies; and
tain the extent that these could be used on mili• Arrange for the introduction of electric and
lary installations. and, , , is studying the appar·
bybrid vehicles inlo their neets as soon as posent potential advantages stemming from lower
sible."
operating costs; improved logistics, because of
an independence from petroleum fuels; and reScheduled for completion of tests by the end
of September are vehicles built by Electric Veduced air pollution."
THREE OR FOUR experimental battery-powered electric vebicles, all manufactured by different companies, currently under test for tbe Army at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
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A unique communications y tern uliliz.inf! infrared lo transmit through the outergarment,
along with reusable boots. and gloves complete
the ensemble.
Under lhe direction of D'lVid EnJ(li.h, thi.

crash prOb'Tam has touched on almo~t ("vpry

R&D facet of CSL and its pred,'ressor, E(lJ(pwood Arsenal.
An engineer, English previously hended up
the program on he developm nt of the Army's
M51 protective shelter system, and dire<"ted the
Army's exploitation prol.{faOl of r re.ign mnlrri01. Thomas Mitchell. who assists Rnl(lish
technical manager. i a textile tE'ChnoloJ(isl with
more than 16 years experience in developinJ(
chemical protective c1othinJ(.
English noted that mosl nf the vil(or-tll1ll-$L
program has been compl ted. "N[OSH has certified the respirators." he said, "and we have com·

a"

pleted a series of tests wilh mannikins in chemi·

cals. Only the final manned test in a loxic
agenl environment remain."
The U.. Army Materiel 0 velopmrnl and
Readiness Command Safetv Office. Ihe U.fl.
Food and Dru/( Adnlinistration and industrial
firms have expre sed interest in the ensemble,

PM Value Shown on Vehicle
'Running Well' at 244,000
Value of preventive maintenance on vflhidcs

of all types has a phenomenally suc(:essfu] "dvc>c"te in AI Tatyrek, a U.S. Army Armamenl.Rpsearch and Development Command (ARI{ADCOM) employe. His 1969 co,' ha rolled mOl'
than 244,000 miles with" minimum of trouble.
Tatyrek's PM "Bible" i. the owner'" manual.
which he follows reliJ(iOllsly for troubl",savinl(
guidance. Except. for repairs thnt require- °pecial

tools or heavy lifting, he does all hi. PM. His
pockel-size nolebook is a "ompl te documenL.1TY
on the PM he has performed. "nd at whaleos!.
Use of good enl(ine oil i. ba'ie til him, indudin/( synthetic oil. which he say. he d s n t h"ve
to chanJ:e f " about 20,000 mil . What about
/(as? "The ch.." pest 1 can find," he msponds .
says he averag-es about21 miles "l(allon.
"Luck has b n a lady" ridiJl/( wilh him. he "dmits. becau e he ha neVer had to replace in""rnal engine part.~. th differ ntial. ('I""trnnic
voltllge regula LOr, "adiator, tran, mission. hrake
master cyclinder or power teering- unit. Only
recently did b have to install" new furl pUlllp.
He has r placed the clutch. wllter pUlllp and
(several times) exhausl system.
His worst trouble was the dUlch. whic'h went
bad on the road, leadlnl( to 11 :15-milo tow and repair at a total ost of ij;:H7 .8~),
His 1969 American Rebel i , in th parlance
of used·car sale man, "a cream puff." that i ,"in
mint condition." imma ulately hiny, without
dents, rust or othar deterioratinJ: signs of aJ(e.
'The way it's runninJ.!." hr says, "'lhink it has
a lotof life left in it"
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Army Supports $334 Million Coal Conversion Project
Conceptual design of a $334 million demontration plant for converting coal into pipeline
quality gas and low-sulfur crude oil is being
funded under a $24 million contract awarded
recently by the Energy Research and Developm nt Administration (ERDA).
The contract. in which the U.S. Army will
have a support role tlll'ough its Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL) at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, was awarded to the Illinois Coal
Gasification Group of hicago (ICGG). It caUs
for design of a plant to use a conversion process
of the COGAS Development Co., Prill eton, NJ.
The process involves pyroly is (chemical
decomposition of coal by heat) to produc liquid
fuels and char (coal residue) for production of
high Btu gas. The plant is expected to use 2,200
tons of coal daily to produce 1 million cubic
feet of gas and 2.400 barrels of crude oil.
The Fossil Energy Office of ERDA anticipates
that the demonstration facility could advance
coal conversion technology to the commercia l
production stages in the 1980s. Engineers from
the ERDA Support Office in the Chemical Systems Laboratory, the U.S. Army's only fossil
energy support group, will assist in process
engineering for the joint ERDA-industry plant.
Under the direction of Hugh T. Reilly, the
ERDA Support Office staff of about 25 will
monitor purchases, changes and tests; supply
input; and recommend approval to ERDA for all
final d isions.

HDL Reports lfigh JreIIability
With M734 Multi-Option Fuze
With no premature detonations in its final
serie of development tests, the M734 MultiOption Fuze has been type classified for the
Army inventory in general fi Id use. it wa announced Sept. 2.
Introduction of the M734 - developed by th
U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories for tbe
new 60mm Lightweight Company Mortar Sy tern - will permit elimination of seven different fuzes from the tockpile. Other advantage
are increased safety and simpler training for users; also, adaptability to the 81mm mortar.
The Multi-Option Fuze give. the mortarman a
choice of time for the warhead detonation, i.e.,
airbur t or proxi.mity, near surface, at the surface or delay hurst, and as a target of opportunity is encountered.
Developed as a joint Army-Marine Corps program, the LWCMS enables the infantl'yman to
increa flexibility of firepower.
lncreased safety is achieved via several, state.
of·the-art technology advanc . A fluidic tur·
bine/alternator sensor, coupled with the safety
and arming m hani m. integrates the projectile's velocity to give the minimum safe arming
distance while providing lectTical power to the
rf and amplifIer assemblies. The safety and
arming meccanism was designed with an independent setback sensor that recognizes the
proper sustained launch acceleration.
The M734 is the first mortar fuze to meet the
dual safety requirements of the MIL-STD-1316.
The use of CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide
Semi-conductor) electronic technology in the
signal processor permits the Army to take advantage of modern, reliable, low-cost technology.
The fuze becomes the third in as many year
to be developed by the Harry Diamond Laboratorie and to be accepted into the Army's ar nal. Following completion of an ongoing cost reduction program, multi·year procurements at'e
proR'ramed, tarting in FY7li. and field deployment is scheduled in FY80.
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Reilly describes the effort as a "partner" project between ERDA and U.S. industrial organizations. CSL engineers, he said, will coordinate
in all phases. In the construction and operation
of the pilot plant, funding will be shared equaUy
by ERDA and the lllinois group, a consortium
of utilities.
Participating with the Illinois-hased group,
headed by ICGG in Chicago, will be the Dravo

Corp. of Pittsburg, an architectural engineering
contractor. as well as the COGAS Development
Co., the process licensor providing the technical
support.
Input into the environmentaJ consideration of

the project will be provided by Gibbs and Hill in
New York City, and the Army Corps of Engineers may be involved in construction of the
plant. A pilot test plant in Leatherhead, England, will provide research data to help guide
design of the demonstration facility.

TARCOM Allocates $252 Million for Heavy Trucks
Award of a $252 million multiyear contract
for more than 5,500 heavy trucks - believed the
largest single contract ever issued by government or industry for commercial trucks - was
announced July 28 by the U.S. Army TankAutomotive Materiel Readiness Command
(TARCOM), Warren, MI.
TARCOM Project Manager for Heavy Equip·
ment Transporter Systems COL Robert W.
Pointer Jr. said the successful bid by AM General Corp. was lower than expected, and that
the cost will save about $80 million from tbe
Army budget estitnate. Other bidders were
International Harvester Corp, FWD (Four
Wheel Drive) Corp., White Autocar Corp., GM
Truck and Coach, and Kenworth Truck Co.
Six types of vehicles in the XM915-920 series
will be produced with 400-hp Cummins diesel
engines, new 16-speed Caterpillar semiautomatic transmissions, heavy-duty Rockwell
axles, and a Crane Carrier Co. chassis.
Included in the series are a line-haul truck
tractor (XM915) designed to pull the Army's

XM915-920 Series Chassis

new M872 breakbulk container trailer; an 8 x 6,
20-ton dump truck (XM917); a l,500·gallon bituminous di tributor for road building
(XM918); a heavy-duty concrete mixer
(XM919); a high-performance. light-duty transporter (XM916); and a medium-duty transporter (XM920).
The transporters will replace the Army's 10ton truck tractors. About 3,000 of the vehicles
will be line-haul tractors; 1,000 will be lightequipment transporters, and an equal nun,ber
will be medium-equipment transporters. Special
military requirementa were held to a minitnum.
The only specified extras were winches on some
and forest green paint for all vehicles.
The concept of chassis, parts and other com·
ponents commonality is expected to bring about
substantial savings to the Army, not only in the
initial buy but during the life-cycle of the vehicles. Commercial dealer service facilities will
be responsible for repairs or adjustments to the
trucks, in most ca es. under a 12,OOO-mile, 15·
month warranty.
One of the big advantages of the acquisition
program is that the proliferation of model generally associated with commercial vehicle buy
will be eliminated; also, requirements for spare
parts, technical publications, and mechanics
and operator training are greatly reduc d.
First delivery of vehicles to transportation
and engineer construction uoits is scheduled
during the fall of 1978. with production continuing until July 1981. Specifications require
that all models will meet U.. Gov~nment
emission, noise control and applicable safety
standards for the year they are produced.

Helicopter R&D Contracts Total More Than $1 Million
Helicopter technology research. testing and
development contracts announced recently by
the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory,
Moffett Field, CA, an element of the U.S. Army
Avintion R&D Command, total $1,163,297.
The largest award, a 24-month .$352,600 con·
tract, is wi th Kaman Aerospace Corp. to verify
and demon trate a Force Determination concept, a applied to helicopter hub loads from
measured in-flight fuselage accel rationS.
Joseph H. McGarvey, project engineer, in the
AMRDL Eustis Directorate. Fort Eustis, V A,
reports that Force Determination has undergone successful laboratory verification. If
implemented, he expects the concept will have
far- reaching possibilities.
Lockheed-California Co. will receive $351,085
to complete fabrication of improved ice-protect·
ed UB-IH main rotor blades, itnprove ice protection and data acqui ition sy terns, and support government- conducted simulated and natural icing flight tests.
Boeing-Vertol was awarded $99,900 to investigate single-rotor helicopter configuration
interactional aerodynamics, and develop a set of
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generalized configuration guidelines for design
and operation of single-rotor helicopters.
Hughes Helicopters will get $191.690 (two
contracts) for flight tests of an OH-6A helicopter equipped with an experimental tailboom,
using circulation control principles to produce
an antitorque force; and for evaluation of an
energy distribution system for helicopter landing gears during hard landings.
Bell Helicopter Textron is gaining $63,367 to
analyze and evaluate l' pon characteristi s of
a helicopter performing low-speed nap- of·theearth operations. AMRDL's Eustis Dir torate
will monitor the work.
Fiber Science Inc. will receive $62,225 for development of an itnproved, lighter weight apex
fitting for use with the new advanced technology cargo slings now being tested.
Honeywell Inc. gained a $42,430 contract to
study a simple servoactuaLor concept with performance reduced to the minimum level of
slew rate, output force, output troke and response, sufficient to meet requirements for a
safe bydrofluidic stability augmentation system.
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Project Indocom Supports Economic Growth Through Modern Communications
Modern communications systems are rec-

inflationary price increases in equipments.

ognized as a prime requisite of rapid industrial

Indocom is still an ongoing project.
Initially, it was decided that the best com·
munications system to satisfy the over-all
requirements of the Indonesian Department of
Defen e and Security would be multi-channel,
common-user type, similar to the U.S. D fen e
Communications Systems. Soon it became apparent that such a system would be prohibitivelyexpen ive.
Indonesia's 3,000 mineral-rich islands are
scattered over 3.000 miles of ocean; and witb an
annual per capita income of $185, Indonesia's
140 million people rank among the world's poorest. A a result, the communication networks to
be instaUed to satisfy the immediate long·haul
requirements were limited primarily to lowcost, single-channel high·frequency systems.
In view of many different types of equipment
furnished by other governments, it was deter·
mined that replacement of total systems rather
than individual pieces would be most beneficial.
This would provide a commonality of equip-

and economic growth in developing countries,
as evidenced in Indonesia where Project

Indocom, a Military As istance Program aided
by the U.S. Army Communications Systems
Agency, is contributing to "winds of change."
Long regarded as "one of the last frontier of
the Pacific Ocean" ~ a "romantic paradise" in
tourist literature . Indonesia brings to mind
places like Java, Timor, Sumatra and the Spice
Islands.
In less than 10 years, however, vast sections
of a breath-takingly beautiful country have
yielded to moderniza tion expansion. Immense
development projects have brought electricity
to the remote interior, along with new roads,
hospitals, schools and other civilian ac·
commodations.
When Project lndocom was initiated, the In·
donesian military service used many different
types of communications, ranging in quality
from "good to very poor." The project is designed to provide effective command and
control communications.
Originally, the project was expected to cost
under $18 million and be completed by July
1975. Because of budgetary restrictions and

trained

by

American

gional Vl HQ near Djakarta. Training
enables the Indonesian Departmen t of Defense and Security to plan, install, operate
and maintain commun.icalions networks.

ment and also simplify logistics. maintenance

and trai ning,
Commercially

available

communications

equipment was selected since replacement

equipment and foUow·on spare parts would be

are mounted on trailers. Others are readily portable with the aid of Cranes for loading onto flat·
bed trucks.
Subnormal temperatures and dehumidifica·
tion are achieved by use of carbon dioxide
(stored in pressurized tanks) or mechanical reo
frigeration_ Electrical heating units provide
warmer

lemperatures.

Te.mperatures

available on the world market. Project Indocom
consists of 37 subprojects.
The U.S. Army Communications Systems
Agency/Project Manager DCS (Army) Communjcalions Systems, Fort Monmouth. NJ, is

APG Climatic Chambers Control Weather for Tests
Man can control the weather. very precisely
in fact, to produce conditions in which weapon
systema and other military maleriel may have
to operate· by using various environmental test
chamber8 at Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground.
APG's Maleriel Test Directorate teams can,
merely by the flick of control switches, produce
temperatures from 100 below to 200 above zero
F., or they can vary the bum.idity from 5 to 95
percent. Salt-fog, sanddust, light·heat and other
extremes of weather are producible in the test
chambers.
Currently, for example, the U.S. A rmy's new
XM911 Heauy Equipment Transporter is being
tested following exposure to temperature
extremes from 12 to 24 hours. The surface
temperature of ten tons of steel can. be changed
from 90 aboue to 70 below zero F. in 12 hours
for te IS scientifically ca/culnted and measured.
Most of th chambers are con8tructed of 4·

INDONESIANS,

advisers, assemble an anten.na at Army Re-

may

range from 70 to 185 F. in the solar radiation
chamber, by using two sets of movable lights to
achieve the solar spectrum.
Almost ill constant use, the chambers are

monitored by operators and mechanics, often
round-the-clock on a 3·shift basis. Testing is
planned and administered by directors who
transmit instructions to the mechanics and
operators.
In addition to the massive systems or units.
such as guns, tanks, ai.rcraft components.

trucks, personnel carriers and other vehicles,

inch-thick aJuminum sheeting and insulation.

lest items may include electronic devices, fuzes

They vary in size from 3 x 3 x 3 feet for portable
units to 15-feet wide, 24-feet long and 10-feet
high for the larger cold rooms. Some chambers

and explosives, lubricants. paints and other protective coatings.

responsible for completion of four of the subIJrojects . one of which is near complehon: inst..'l1lnt.ion of the communications fl lworks between the Army Regional (KODAM), Sub"egional (KOREM), and District (KODlM) Com·
mands.
The networks are hi/(h.frequency (HF'), ultl'll'
high frequency (UHF) and very· high frequency
(VHF) rndio command, administrative and
logistics communications networks. They pro-

vide single-channel teletype or simplex voice between the 16 Army are.1 commands and th ir
ector and district commands.
The U.S. Army Communications System
Agency. Project Manager DCS (Army) Com·
munication Systems has also been tasked to
procure equipment for four direct- upport and
38 general support maintenance faciliti
These two subprojects, expected to be com·
pleted this fall, wil.l provide the Indon ians
with third- and fourth-level radio maintenance
capabilities.
The fourth subproject also has been aS8i/(ned
to the Fort Monmouth. NJ. agency. It requires
intellration of xisting subordinate h adquarters HF raclio communications sy tems into
the tel phone switching systems in eight major
Indonesian citi s.
The Radio/Cable and Switehinf( Intellration
ubproject, scheduled for completion hy December 1979, wilJ permit semi-autornalic com-

ARTILLERY PROJECTIT..ES are placed in a mobile environmental test chamber which
produces low humidity and high temperature for storage of weapons and test materiel.
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munications switching, and will enable voice
and teletypewriter inter·connection at specific
Indonesian armed forces commands and units.
The IndonesLan government willa. ume more
and more of the workload, for engineerin/( and
equipment selection as well as installation, as
Project Indocom moves closer to compt tion.
The ultimate goal is to give complete authority
to the Indonesian Department of Defense and
Security to plan, instaU, operate and maintain
each new network.
Project lndocom is an example of an inter·
national cooperative ffort which aS8ists
developing nations grow into today'g communications society.
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Materiel Product Improvement Program
Product Improuement Program ClCtiuitie are planned to moolue expenditure of more than $950
millinn within the U.S. Army Materiel Deuelopment and Readines Comnumd's elf!ment during Fis·
cal Year 1979. A substantial portion of PIP funding is directed to improuement of the reliability.
auaila.bility and maintainability (RAM) of fielded materiel, the DARCOM Product Improuement Program Office stated. More than $100 million has been approued for improuement of the M551 her·
idan Weapon System. RAM improuements on this Armored Reconnaissance Ai"borne Assa"/t Ve·
hicle (ARlAA V) will use about 50 percent of the funding for ouer-all improuement to the sy tern.
Most of the M551 program is the responsibility of, and is managed by, the Tank·Automotiue Materiel
Readiness Command (TARCOM) headquartered at Warren, MI.
Correlated efforts for improuement of the hillelngh missile guidance on the M551 are the manage·
ment responsibility of the Mis ile Materiel Readiness Command, headquartered at Redstone Arsenal,
AL. The Armament Materiel Readine Command, Rock Island, IL, is concerned with the turret and
armament system. TARCOM efforts on the Product Tmprouement Program for the chas is of the
M551 are described in the following articlf!.

By Robert B. deClaire
The ProducL Improvement Program for the
M551 ARJAAV (Armored Reconnaissance/Airborne A sault Vehicle) resulting from the 1974
M551 Mid-Life Review is approaching its midpoint. Prototype testing is completed and procurement is being initiated. '!'he M551 ProducL
Improvement Program addresses implementation of user-suggested improvements.
The objective of this program was to research
and implement corrective solutions to those
problems considered most important to the user
community - improvements aimed at ea ing
the maint.enance burden. removing safety hazards. or imprnving crew comfort. One of the
most important consideration has been im·
proving user confidence in the vehicl BY tern.
Since the M551 PIP was derived from field
complaint listings rather than from tabulated
failure data, in many cases all that was avail·
able to work with was the problem tatement.
Little information was on hand regarding fail·
ure modes. frequency, etc. Therefore. the program was structured in sucb a way a to provide
time and funds for an investigative phase. Out
of these investigations. concept soluti ns have
been proposed. finalized and tested.
Philosophy of De ign. This program was
established to fmd technical solutions to a number of problems important to the u er. It was
not the typical PIP effort to dieselize. up-gun,
etc. Consequently. it was necessary to e tablish
the following guidelines:
Solutions to be fielded by FY 1980; investiga.
tive phase would establisb whether cost-effec·
tive solutions could be found; wherever possi·
ble, modify existing hardware; minimize longterm testing; installation of modification kits to
he performed by depot-level technicians on
team visits to using instaUations; wherever pos·
sible, design repair parts which can be fielded
prior to depot team visi ts.
Testing. Corrective design was biased
Lowards keeping test requirements to a minimum. Many PIP items did not require longterm durability testing, since they are essentially human engineering changes. TECOM durability testing was unavoidable in some cases,
however. and it was performed at Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground and Yuma (AZ) PG.
TARADCOM M551 PIP Items. '!'he fnllowing
are the 26 automotive items included in the
Army Tank-Automotive R&D Command M551
PIP. Additional M551 PIPs are being performed by the Armament R&D Command and
the Mi i1e R&D Command. lncluded is a tat
ment of the problem.
The Enginf! Exhaust System Clnmps <Beyond
the turbocharger) have not proved relisble. The
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muIner becomes disconnected from the exhau t
elbow and hot gas escapes to impinge Opon vital
components. This can result in engine compartment fIres. In the sub-PIP, V·band type clamps
will be used to connect two flanged ducts. In ad·
dition. tbe exhaust elbow outlet muffler inlet
port will be modified.
Fuel Cells. '!'he earlier M551s were equipped
with metal fuel cells which. as they aged. became "work hardened" due to tympanic flexure.
This led to the development of hairline crack
and fuel lcakag . A subordinate PIP provides
for a rebuild/rework procedure wherein weld re. pairs will be made, foUowed by an annealing
process to relieve "work hardening" due to vehicle vibration and flting shock.
The SIa.Uf! Receptacle is currently located in·
side the vehicle. just over the combustible case
ammunition. During a typical "slave" start
operation, arcing usually occurs, and hot particles could fallon the ammo. '!'he nx relocates
the receptacle to a position 00 the front armor.
outside the vehicle. The slave connector also
will be changed from a U.S. standard to a
NATO standard.
The Driuer's Hatch. Open Position Latch incorporates a small roller and locking-eam assembly at both ends of the closed and open
hatch position. In the open position. this roller
may jar loose due to vehicle vibration. If this occurs. the batch is then a free-moving piece of
heavy armor which could inflict serious bodily
harm. The sub-PIP provided for reevaluation of
an MWO to prevent such retention failure.
CBR Unit !Driuer's) Stowage. The M551 initi·
ally lacked a proper place to stow the driver's io·
dividual CBR (chemical. biological. radiological
warfare protection) unit. As a result. it is often
left to lay on the floor. where it becom con·
taminated with water. dust and gre . The subPIP will Ive the problem by installing a balding bracket to cradle the CBR unit to keep it
readily available and uncontaminated.
The Drive Sprockets mounting metbod bas
had a problem of lug breakage and bolt shearing. The sprocket and mounting hardware have
been redesigned to prevent tbe lugs and bolts
from moving with respect to one another, which
was the origin of the problem.
Power PClCk Mounting. The M551 engine
mounts are located deep within the engine compartment. It has been dirncult to ascertain that
mounts have been properly secured after engine
installation. Due to vibration and recoil shock,
failed engine mounts and looseoing of the engine/transmission jnnction may occur. The subPIP involves tbe designing of a positive means
of determining when the power pack mounting
is properly secured. A mnre positive means of
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attaching tbe engine to the transmission also
was developed.
Generator Mount. The current method of
mounting the generaLor to the engine u es a
light aluminum alloy bracket. In time, this
bracket fatigues out••Old • higb incidence of
failure is occurring. The sub-PIP involves twn
changes. First, the bracket bas been redesigned
in steel. Second. the bracket has been relocated
to the engine monnting rail to remove the tension load on tbe mounting bolts.
Generator Drive. Th drain plug in the generator drive assembly gearbox may loosen and fall
out from vehicle vibration. causing loss of lu·
bricant and destruction of the unjt. The gener·
ator drive assembly housing wiD now be made
'out of steel to increase durability. The drain
plug will be replaced with a riller type dipstick
to facilitate checking the oil level.
The Personnel Heater fuel supply/fuel filter is
located in an almost inaccessible marmer, mak·
ing maintenance difficult to perform. This often
results in improper assembly of the glass sed·
iment bowl after servicing, causing leaks and
bowl breakage. '!'he fuel sediment bowl is being
relocated to make it more accessible and im·
prove maintenance operations.
Towing Prou;Sions. Cross-cable towing, sideangle pulling and LAPES operations place demands on the present towing provisions beyond
their design limits. This results in broken welds
and torn-off tow lugs. The sub-PIP will replace
the welded-on-aluminum tow lug with teel
lugs bolted to the hull. with backing plates on
theinsid .
Vehicle make Reduction. When accelerating.
the amount of exhaust smoke from the M551 is
quite large. TIris could prevent uccessful ac·
complishment of reconnaissance missions. The
sub·PIP will reduce the level of exhaust smoke
by use of a throttle delay mechanism which has
been used extensively in commercial trucks.
Driuer Communication Controls. The cord
leading from the driver's communication control box Lo his headset is allowed to lie on the
floor where it becomes contaminated with
water. dirt and grease. This results in a squeal
in the vehicle communication system. The fIX is
a holding clip to keep the cord away from aU
contaminates.
Roodwheel Arm Lubrication. Tbe conversion
of the suspension systems from oil to grease
during the early production phase of the M551
did not made adequate provisions for grease to
traverse tb labyrinthal passage within the
upper roadarm spindlelhouslng assembly. '!'he
external relief valve pops off during lubrication.
giving a full signal when. in reality, the grease
has not reached the inboard hearing. This
causes premature failure. Modification of the
upper roadarm spindle assemblage will provide
more open passages for grease to tbe inboard
bearings.
The Tmck Adjustor often "freezes." after long
use, in the extended position. thereby prevent·
ing track maintenance.
'!'he nx will provide for modincation of the
grease cylinders. New channels will be drilled
straight in from exterior nttings to the inner
cavity. preventing the grease from being
trapped in angled passages.
Diesel Engine (6V53T.1300 HP. The M551 vehicle currently is powered by a 6V53T. 300 lIP
engine with an aluminum block. The present
problem with the aluminum eogines is their
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977

age; they have been rebuilt many times. The
sub-PIP will provide a cast-iron version of the
sarne engine that will be. rugged, less subject to
tempersture warp, have a more efficient turbocharger, a water pump with increased capacity,
a new air box heater system, an improved
crank.case breather system, and will cost approximately half as much.
The Engine Oil Filtu Location has made it
very difficult to service. It is, therefore, often
neglected, compromising the life of the engine.
In the fix, the fLlter has been relocated over the
hull 1100r access hole, remote from the engine.
The Cold Start System Pressure Gauge location hss made it susceptible to damage and
breakage during maintenance, causing fuel
leakage and a possible fire hazard. Rel¥tion of
the gauge will make it less susceptible to breaksge, and s bracket will shield it.
•
Crossover Tube and CJolarlt Drain! The M551
vehicle's radiator outlet is often dapJ~ged due to
corrasion and fsulty engine support when it is
removed during maintenance. The sub-PIP provides for a 2-part solution. A protective bracket
will shield the crossover tube from damage
when the engine is removed and improperly
supported on the ground. Secondly, s noncorrosive and easily removed drain plug will be used
to prevent damage.

Fuel Line Disconnect. A new cast iron 6V53T
engine comes with new style metal fittings and
an improved method of attachment. PIP '22
provides improvements in the return·line quickdisconnect shock mount to remedy a former
source of wear.
Th£ Fuel Filter Drains presently are located
immedistely adjacent to the engine exhaust
manifold, causing s dangerous condition if the
manifold is hot when the fuel mters are
drained. The sub-PIP relocates the mters with a
redesigned bracket, awsy from the manifold.
Generator Wiring Harness. The smaller
cables within the existing generator wiring harness do not have the desiredlength to obtain the
proper installation of this component. A more
"tailored" wiring harness will replace it.
The Headlight Protective Bracket on the
M551 is used as a handhold (for which it was
not initially designed) when mounting the vehicle leading to frequent hreakage. A redesigned bracket will be better able to stand the

strain placed upon it; it also will deflect tree
limbs and branches, instead of catching them,
as th.e present one does.
Driver's Hatch Seal. The geometry of the
driver's rotatable hatch can accumulate water
which falls on the driver upon opening the
hatch; or when the batch seal is worn. The PIP
provides a corrective drip tray and drain tube.
The M551 Speedometer/l'achometer Drive is
difficult to disconnect and service without loss
of the driving pin into the engine compartment,
necessitating removal of the engine to retrieve
it. The sub-PIP will provide a driving pin as an
integral part to prevent loss.
The Voltage Regulator currently contains
some mechanical relays and the fix will ·replace
it with the M6D-type solid-state regulator.
Conclusion. The M551 ARJAAV Product Improvement Program, currently under way st
TARADCOM, is fmding and implementing costeffective solutions to the automotivelchassis deficiencies that will restore user confidence.

Robert B. deClaire is weapon systems manager in the Tank- Automotive Research and Development Lab on the M551 chassis and development engineer for the reliability, availability and maintainability Product Improvement Program. He has a BS degree in
aeronautical engineering from the University of Detroit and is a
graduate of Defense Syatems M8Jlllgement School, Fort Belvoir, VA.

Sentinel Radar Eyed for Industrial Security Use
Used successfully to protect fire bases in Vietnam from enemy ground infiltration, a Camp
Sentinel Radar (CSR1, designed by Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi, MD, has been
modified and is currently undergoing testing
for industrial security suitability at the Indiana
Army Ammunition Plant (lAAP).
The CSR senses moving targets by recording
Doppler shifts in the radar waves that are reflected back to ite 10D-foot-high antenna. A
balancing process is used to differentiate the
random movement of, say, blowing leaves from
the calculated movement of an intruder.
Th.e CSR has demonstrated in teste that it has
much to offer a wide-perimeter installation such
as IAAP because it provides the ability to detect
and track a single person target at significant
ranges and at a competitive price. Tests have
shown that an appropriately modified CSR will
eliminste the need for other intruder-detection
systems and will monitor a wider area without
being degraded by rain, snow, fog, foliage.
ModifiCations are being made by Harry Dia·
mond Laboratories researchers to simplify CSR
use while making it more reliable, as well as adjusting the system to the particular dimensions
and terrain of lAAP. Changes include: A remote-display screen to permit large physical
separation between the an tenna tower and
screen, low-temperature operation capability, a
target-decisioning and display technique obvi·
ate the need for a skilled radar operator, and a
radar-timing technique to establish a range
coverage best suited to lAAP.
The CSR is designed to overcome many problems involved in maintaining security at a large
installation, such as the IAAP, surrounded by
an 8-foot-high fence patrolled by guards; therefore, security depends upon chance detection.
Other systems are available but the "line of
sight" systems that sound an alarm when a
radar beam is interrupted, and the "seismic
tape" systems, which respond to slight seismic
disturbances, do not offer tbe ability to track an
intruder once his presen£e has been detected.
Moreover, ss the exclusion area of an ef·
fective security system increases, the quantity
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977

of perimeter equipment can present a severe
financial burden. An electronic protection sys·
tem originally proposed for lAAP, including
line-of·sight radar, seismic tape, and television

monitoring, would have cost $850,000. Harry
Diamond Labs' modified CSR will cost
$455,000.

New Aircraft Batteries Eliminate In-Flight Overheating
U.S. Army aircraft batteries redesigned to
eliminste in-flight over-heating are a new
development of the Electronics Command.
ECOM will separate effective Oct. 1 into an
Electronics R&D Command (ERADCOM), s
Communications R&D Command (CORADCOM) and 2 Communications and Electronics
Materiel Readiness Command (CERCOM).
Non·degrading materials will replace con·
ventional separators in the nickel·cadmium hatteries used presently for aircraft cranking and
emergency power. Overheating of batteries,
known as "thermsl runsway," has caused many
precautionary and some forced landings.
Non-degrading separstors use either poly_
ethylene or polypropylene as s base material.
opposed to the conventional cellophane
separator which oxidizes and degrades under

high temperatllle opersting conditions.
In their natural state, however, the new
materials are insulators rather than electrolytic
conductors, as required in battery separators.
Two or more processes can be used to make
them wettable and conductive.
One process provides a controlled microporosity by mechanical means and subsequent
treatment by a surfactant; an alternative is
radiation grafting of methscrylic acid to a polyethylene film, followed by use of wetting
agents. Longer service Ufe reportedly is assured
by using the new separators.
Power Sources Technical Area personnel
credited with team effort in developing the
improved separators are John Murphy, Martin
J. Sulkes, Otto Wagner, Dorothy Williams,
John Perry, Robert Smith, Stephen Bartosh.

NAS Documents Safety of Navy Seafarer Elf Research Project
Seafarer Elf, aU. S. Navy research project on
extremely low-frequency radio communication
intended to permit submarines to remain deeply
submerged for protection while receiving
signals, is safe . for humans, wildlife and the
environment. That is the conclusion of an 18
month National Academy of Sciences report announced Aug. 18 which states in summary:
"A number of concerns raised over the years
that Seafarer Elf fields might constitute a
source of dangerous - even catastrophic - environmental contaminstion have been eumined
and found invalid and unwarranted."
More than eight years of research findings are
substantisted by the NAS report. No ecological
effects or cause for concern in the area of
genetica, fertility, growth and development,
serum triglycerides, circadian rhythms, plants,
neurophysiology and behavior of marnmals
were found, the report states.
While the committee indicated there was no

need for human studies, it recommended new Or
additional research on Seafarer Elf possible
effects on cell growth, bird migration and fISh
behavior. Recognizing the possibility of electric
shock under certain conditions, the report
termed this a problem that can be solved by system design improvements being studied.
Future development of the Seafarer system
has Joint House/Senate Appropriations Committee funding approval of $15 million for FY
1978. Development of receivers, transmitters
and antenna, continuing biological and ecalogical studies - independent of finsl site selec.
tion· will be supported.
Selection of a site for the project will be recommended by the Nsvy to the Secretary of Defense after completion of the Final Environ·
mental Impact Statement. The Navy has in·
dicated a preference of the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan because the granite substructure
helps signal transmission.
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Contractor Support Alternative for Simulation Programs'
By LTC Robert L Catron
PM·Armorod Combat Vohlelo TochnolOlJ p,otr"m
The capability of simulation devices to perform a significant portion of
our training requirements has been achieved. State-of-the-art technology
in computer, visual, and instructional systems has reached a level where
tbe transfer of the training function from aircraft to simulators has approached or exceeds a 1:1 ratio.
Utilizing simulatora in pilot training has the inherent advantages of
personnel safety, energy savings, instructional flexibility, efficient use of
aviator resources, and cost effectiveness. Specifically, cost effectiveness
is the area where the maximum utilization parameter can be emphasized.
Each hour spent in simulator training frees the aircraft to perform
those tasks whicb can only be accomplished in flight programs. This capahility must be utilized to the maximum if we are to receive the potential
benefits that training devices afford.
Daily availability of simulation devices to meet goals of pilot training
programs is of paramount concern. In our current Synthetic Flight Training System (SFl'S) Program, the schednled utilization time has exceeded
100,000 hours annually.
Using a $200 an hour operating cost differential between aircraft and
simulator operation, the impact of lost simulator time replaced hyaircraft
time to achieve the same pilot proficiency thus becomes a $2 million-ayear cost differential. .
Recognizing this need for optimllm trainer utilization, much emphasis
has been placed in recent years on reliability and maintainability while at
the same time minimizing life-cycle cost. Built-in test features have been
. incorporated into simulator systems to provide quick isolation of
problems and replacement of failed assemblies.
Due to the economic impact of "downtime," rapid diagnosis and repair
is ,required, with the corresponding need for expert technical support. The
need for responsive maintenance on-site is emphasized hy the dependence
of the entire simulator on several centralized or time-shared elements
such as the central processing unit and the display system,
Th€ Basic Support Decision.. During early development of the SFTS program, the nature of the support requirement wss addressed. The U.S.
Army hss not embarked on a training mission of this magnitude for some
time. Consequently, there were no exiating procedures inhibiting the
planning for a support program to meet the mission ohjectivea.
The basic decision to be addressed was to develop either an organic (inhouse) support/maintenance capability or to continue under contract to
private industry for the support requirements of the SFrS program.
Tbe Basis of Issue Plan for Device 2B24 (the initial system in the SFrS
Program) indicated a potential support requirement not only at the U,S.
Army Aviation School at Fort Rucker, AL, but at numerous locations
througbout the U.S. and several overseas sites.
Planning was developed which addressed the support needs of the
prototype unit but, more significantly, looked to the long-range of device
deployment to establisb the direction for a performance-oriented, costreffective support program. The plan was analyzed and compared to the
projected organic support program outlined in the Qualitative and
Quantitive Personnel Requirements Information (QQPRI). The study
yielded the following observations:
• Contractor performance during the initial support phase for the development model met all program objectives.
• Although an organic support activity conld be developed to support
the projected program, a risk in performance/cost was identified due to
forecasted limited personnel resources, potential technical training costs,
and statistical personnel attrition.
• Policy defined in Department of Defense Directive 4100.15 provides
for reliance on the private sector for services of this nature,
• A cost analysis and comparison was prepared in accordance with
DoD Instruction 4100.33. Generally, the comparison indicated that the
cost for organic support versus contractor support was not substantially
different, and therefore was nota primary decision factor.
• Recognized also was that a commitment for long-range contractor
support must be accompanied by a contingency plan to allow for
competition in tbe private sector or for future development of an in-house
support program, Bssic investment material and dats assets should be
procured by the Army, and a government quality assurance element
should be assigned to remain technically current with tbe devices.
Based upon the analysis, a continuing contra.ctor support program was
recommended.
SFTS Contract Support History. The initial training system in the program. being developed by the U.S. Armv is Devicp. 2B24. Each complex is
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Helicopter Flight Training System Concept
made up of four cockpits to simulate the UHIH belicopter, a centralized
computer system; an instructor station which employs digitally driven
CRT displays; automated instructional systems; and tbe associated peripherals and 'interface electronics.
The Basis of Issue Plan for tbese devices call for up to 30 2B24 systems
to be operational at various Army installations within CONUS and oversess. Currently, six 2B24 systems are in operation at the Army Aviation
School, Fort Rucker. Single 2B24 complexes are at Fort Campbell, KY;
Hanau, Germany; Fort Lewis, WA; Fort Sbafter, HI; and Fort
Hunter/Stewart, GA.
The initial flight simulator development was accepted and type classified in 1972 and a production contract was awarded in December, with
the firat unit delivery in March 1974. The decision to continue and expand
the contractor support activity was made in lste 1974.
Through close coordination with the Army, the contractor developed a
long-range support plan whicb provided an efficient self-contained organ·
ization to support the projected multi-site requirements.
In developing the contractual document, a relatively simple approach
was adopted, The utilization requirements were identified and minimum
acceptable criteria were established - defined ss 90 percent availability
for the scheduled training exercises.
Tbe definition of system availability was identified and a fixed-price
contract executed to provide the performance. A Government Quality
Assurance element was assigned to monitor the contractor activity and to
act as alisison between the user requirementa and the contractor team.
Tbe contract support effort for the 2B24 program has been in operation
for three years, The performance and cost history over that time has justi·
fied the contract support decision.
The average availability of tbe 2B24 devices for scheduled aviator
training has exceeded 97 percent over the 3-year period. This performance has been achieved during a significant build-up mode from the
original development device (four cockpits) to the current 11 devices
containing 44 cockpits at six locations.
The Support Organization has been developed around a base activity at
Fort Rucker whicb supplies depot-type support and program management for the remaining operating sites. Required support functions of
manpower development, logistics support, reliability improvements, and
specialized repair have been expanded within the SFl'S support activity.
All technician requirements are filled througb an acquisition and training capability set up within tbe support program at Fort Rucker. and a
technical training school covering aU skill disciplines for the program bas
been developed. Experienced personnel in the 2B24 support aress conduct
classroom and on-the-job training for new employes, ss well as cross training for the support team. This program has proven extremely effective in
providing required skills on-site for the emerging 2B24 operating sites.
Under the support contract, the contractor is responsible to provide all
material required to support the program. This effort includes full
replenishment of the basic investment spares provided by the Army ss
government furnisbed equipment at eacb operating site. The base activity
performs the major material acquisition function and provides replenisbment and unique material to all operating sites.
In response to troublesome aress exhibiting high failure rates, the supAUGUST·SEPTEMBER 1977

por team ha recommended and implemented min;r design modifications to the eQuipm nt to impr ve reliahility. Also in areas lhal have been
identified as criticaJ for pares availability. such a cockpit instrumentation, a repair depot ha been developed within the maintenance
activity at Fort Rucker. Special test equipment and manpower skills have
been provided for support of all operating sites.
In addition to this management and depot capability at Fort Rucker.
the program is staffed with skilled leehnicians at each operating site for
all training activity as well as to perform the basic maintenance and device readiness activities.

The contractor support program has yielded exceptional devi e availability performance in a relatively cost-effective manner - identified by
summarizing the cost per cockpit availability hOllr deliver d. The estimate for 158_5 operational device months in ~'Y 77 is $17.50 per cockpit
availability hour, including all manpower and manpower acquisition.
The hourly cost is affected by several parameters including reduction
when devices are grouped at one operating site. During FY 75 when the
program was basically limited to the Fort Rucker operation, the availability hour cost was .$13_00 for 69.5 operational device months.
Since pre-operational start-up costs are amortized over the operational
period. the co t becomes a function of the amount of sites being' activated
during the period. FY 76 costs of 15.20 an hour indude pre- operational
co ts for the device activated in Hanau. Germany.
The FY 77 estimate includes pre-operational as well as operational sup-

port cost during- a sil(llificant build-up of eig'hl additional 2824 device
sites. The projected 2B24 costs for steady-swte operational support is
estimated to be $1 .OO/cockpit availability hour. This vnlue along with
the performance achieved compl'tre5' very fHvorahly wilh similar sUPI)url
program within the D partment of D fense.
ummar.v. As an extenSLOII to tht· Govtrnmelllllndustr.y team ;n simula·
tion development, the contractor maintfnam'f' cnn('('pt has prO/'('Il ,'~'r_v

beneficial to follow-on support programs. Today's .-mpha 'is on ... mulatinn
utilization for a wide uariet)' of training rt'qulrl'f1!('nts di'mands an npt,·
mum cost effective suppnrt posture. The U.S. Arm.v. alonl! 11,;th oth('r
DoD agencies. has tested the viability of (·()ntro(·tor suppurt (or larKe pn~
grams. Through proper planning and ('()ordination, the success rL'C1l1ZI'rl Ul
our SFTS program can be ohtained (or similar support rl'quir('''I('tlt,~.

LTC ROBERT L. CA TRON. pmduct ma,wj{('r·Arnwred Combat Vl··

hide T,'chnololl.Y at th,' Tank-Au/IImotive R&D Command (TARAD.
COM), Warren. MI, ha.< b.','n en!!a!!"d
in fiight simu/ntor d",','/npmt'f11 sinn'
1972. LTC Co/ron hold.< ~ ond MBA
degree. and IS a llraduatl' IIf III<'
Arm,Vs Command and Gmerol Slaff
Co/lege and the Defens" !'i.r.,,·m.•
Managemen / Col/egt'.

How Do You Simulate An Earthquake?

WSMR Aids Los Alamos on Plutonium
Plant Problem
one ten-thousandth of an inch. and mountinl! nn

LTG ROBERT J. BAER's promotion to that
rank occurred ept. 1 when he succeeded
LTG George ammet Jr. as DARCOM Deputy Commander for Materiel Development.
DARCOM GommanderGEN John R. Guthrie
and Mrs. Baer (Ann) join in the ceremony.

How do you simulate an earthquake in research to determine what can be done during
design and fabrication to assUl'e that control
mechanjsms of a plutonium processing plant
shut it down safely in evenL of caUlstrophe?
Essentially, that is the question with which
scientists and eogineers in the Army Materiel
Test and Evaluation Dir torat (ARMTE).
White Sands ( M) Mis i I Range, have been
dealing since con truction of the plant. now
nearing completion and started two years ago.
Guidelines of the U.s. Energ-y Research and
Development Administration require a plant
capable of with tanding natural phenomena. in·
elud.ing an earthquake, with a Silfe shutdown.
Searchers for a viable an wer to the problem

hydro-static bearings. With the modifi"aLions.
the shock u.ble can simulate destru{'tiven"Hs of
an earthquake reading' eight on th,' Richter
scale, as J'equired by desif(n spC<'ifimtionH.
WSMR, however. is now building " I"rgl'scale hydraalic facility with a Iriaxial
independent shaking- table to be com"lct,~1 in
J line 1971\.
Phil Pellette. responsible fnr ,.,ismw
qualifications at lhp Los Alamo~ PlutOnIum
facility, reports that items ranl(inf( from onl'inch valves to diesel-driven fire pumps haVl'
been tested at WSMR. Anout 90 pen'ent of th.·
equipmenL required fnr test., was availahle - al
very substantial ~avingR to the governmf'nl

management decision-makers, was announced

in the Dynami Environments Branch of
ARMTE's Applied Sciences Division h,we been
working with their counterpart.' in the Los
Alamos (NM) Scientific Laboratories, where the
plutonium prOCEssing plant is being buill.
Improvisation has been a k y word in meeting
test requirements of the plant compo'nents
within the WSMR launch complex 33 and wtic
test site 300K. Modifications co ling about
. 10,000 have served to condu{'t the vibration
and shock testing. WSMR test.s of missiles
required a shock displacemenL of only an inch
but Los Alamos called for up to LO inche..
A special vibration Lahle had to be conatructed. involving machjninf( to accuracy of

late in August by the Computer Systems
Command.
MG Jack L. Hancock, who heads the command,' also project manager for Tactical
Management Information Systems. Software
system ineluded in CS3 are: Division Logisticss
System (DLOGS): Executive 'oftware, Mainteoance Reporting and Managemen (MRM),
and Standard InstallationIDivi ion Personnel
System (SIDPER l.
Using the IBM 360/30 computer mounted in
vans, the CS3 is termed "much more sophi ticated and con iderably more reliable than th
previous y tern" (a UNIVAC 1005 computer).
The computer y tem is mounted in two 35-foot
mobile "air-ride" van and 3 MI09 shop vans.
The purpose of the GS3 is explained as "to
enhance the combat readiness of all division
units through improved support in the field."

TRITIUM SAMPLERS, part of the xhaust sUlck munitoring system in a plutonium pro<:e Ing facility being built for Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, are strapped onto a vibratinl(
tahle in preparation for a simulated earthquake. Po itioning the components are Dick, haw
(left) of Los Alamos. and Roger Green, of ARMTE's Applied Science Division at WSMR. Phil
Pellette of La AJamos looks on.

Information Computers Serve
All Active Army Divisions
All 16 Active Army divisions now have. for
the first time. mobile computer-hased management information system capable of providing
commanders current data to aid decisions.

Installation of the Combat Service Support
System (G 3) in the 5th Infantry Division
(Meeh). Fort Polk. LA. the 16th of the active
divisions to receive the most modern tool of
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Perhaps more important, the test.< hnvc
proved that some of the equipment desil(n",,1 for
the plutonium plant was being' over-huilt. nnd
Lhat it could be redesigned to Si,tisfy scismi,'
requirem nts And yield savint(s fabrication.
Althouf(h the desit(n hAsis is for an earth·
quake rc~';stering' eight on the Hjchter S{·"le. th,·
operational basis for equipment is only al~lul
half that force. Los Alamos scientist., deter·
mined. by geolog'ical and topof(raphical studies.
what the ground motion would be durin!: an
earthquake. Computers linked to the vihration
table du"licate that pattern for test purposes.
Operation of the "Ivtonium facility is
expected to begin late this y~ar.
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Armament Materiel Readiness Command ..

Serves Impressively Large Role in National Defense Structure
MG Willwrn E. Eicher iuls commallded the U.s. Army Arma·
mell t Ma-teriel Readines Command since it was activa ted in Jan·
uary 1977, a yea,r after he was assigned as deputy commander of
the Armament Command from which it evolved.
Prior to a 3-year assignment as director, Maintenance, HQ U.S.
Army MaterieL Command, he commanded Red River Army Depot
for a ear, following a 1971 tour of duty in Vietllam as cam·
mallder of the 26th General Support Group. Upon his return, he
became acting chief of staff, G·4, HQ XXIV Corps.
During 1969-71, he was with the A mmunition Brunch, Service
Diuision, J-4, Office of the Joint ChLefs of Staff in Washillgton,
DC. He commanded the 3d Ordnallce Bn, USARPAC, Vietnam
during 1966·67, fallowing a 2·year tour as chief, Data Collectioll
Diuisioll, White Sands (NM) Missile Range.
MG Eicher was commissioned a second lieuteMnl in the Tn·
fantry in 1950 under IheROTC Program and W(l$ wounded in Korea in 1951 whiLe erving in the For
East Command as a platoon leader in the 27th Infantry Regiment, 25th Infantry Division. During
World War II he serued as an enlisted mall.
Gradunted in 1950 from State College of Washingto.. with a BS degree, he received a master's degree in business administratio.. i.. 1960 from Syrocuse University. He is a/so a graduate of the In.fantry School, Ordnance School, Command a..d Ge..erol Staff College, and [ndustrial College of the
Armed Forces. Amo..g his rnilitar.y awards are the Silver Star, Legion of Merit wlOLC, Bronze Star
wlV Device (3 OLCs), Joint Service Camme..dntion Metinl, Army Cammentintion Medal wlOLC, and
RVNAF Gallnntry Cross wlGald Star.

Viewed in terms of programs, people. facil·
ities, an inventory valued wholesale at more
than $6 bilJion. and scope of mission, the U..
Army Armament Materiel Readiness Command, headquartered at Rock Island, IL, is a.n
impre ively large and impnrtant part of the
national defense structure.
Activated Jan. 31, 1977, along with its mis·
sion-related partner, the A"mament Research
and Development Command (ARRADCOMj,
Dover, NJ, the ARRCOM is an element of the
Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command (DARCOM), headquartered in Alexandria, VA. Both evolved from reorganization
of DARCOM's commodity commands into materiel readiness. and R&D commands,
ARRCOM prides itself on' being second in size
only to the Army Depnt System Command
(DF,SCOM), headquartered at Letterkenny
Army Depnt, Chambersburg, PA, among
DARCOM's 15 major subcommands. DARCOM
has on overall strength of about 116.000 civil·
ian and 9,700 military personnel. DESCOM has
about 40,000 personoel as compared to
AR.RCOM's 12,700.
ARRCOM includ
five government-owned
and operated arsenals. 2- Army ammunition
pla11ls. Olle product management office, and
field support elements su h as the DARCOM
ammunition activity at Savanna, IL, and the
U.S. Army Central Ammunition Management
Office·Pacifi . i.n Hawaii.
ARRCOM functions as a national procure·
ment, inventory control and maintenance point
for DARCOM and is respnn ibl for product
quality aSSUrance in its as igned areas of rna·
teriel. This involves suppnrt for many weapons
system. and compnn nts, in luding towed and
self· propelled artillery, mortar and recoilless
rifles. rocket launchers. individual and crew·
served weapons· about 57,000 line items.
ARR OM's managem nt re pon ihility ex·
tends to hundreds of line item such as tools and
maintenance equipment ommon to materiel a .
signed to two or more commodity commands.
Supported Items. The self-propelled artillery
weapons for which ARRCOM provides logistics

uppnrt and follow-on production respnnsibility
include the M107 and MUO, bei11g modified by
a product improvement redesignated as the
MllOA1 8·inch howitzer. ARRCOM also supports the MI09 155mm howitzer, which has
been in the field since the early 1960s. A prod·
uct improvement package which extends range
capability is being developed for this system.
In the towed artill ry category. ARRCOM
supports th.e XM204 105mm howitzer. designed
to replace (time still to be decided) the M101 A1
and MI02 howitzers, and the new M198
155mm howitzer. The M198 ha a range of
30.000 met rs with a rocket·assi ted projectile
and will replace the MU4A1 howitzer.
Other weapnna supported hy ARRCOM in·
c1ude the 106mm recoilless rifle, 4.2" mortar,
the new M224 lightweight company mortar, recently type-classified Standard A, and the
M16A1 rifle with 40mm grenade launcher at·
tachment.
M1JOE2 Product Ma/lOger_ Currently, one
ARRCOM program, the MUOE2 8-inch self·

•

Leonard R. Ambro illi' appointment as deputy for Life Cycle Management, HQ U.S. Army Arma·
ment Materiel Rendine Command, fo/towing it actinotio.. in Janunry 1977, is backed by a 35·year
industrioland U. . Army career as a civilian eientJst and inventor.
Ambrosini's U.S. Civil Serniee career began in /967 at Rock I land Ar enol, [L, HQ of the
ARRCOM. 10 years after he emigrated from witzerland to the United State. When he departed, he
was manager of R&D for Hispano-Suiza in Gelleva. where he started his illdu trinl career.
In the U.S. he erved 10 yenrs with Lear·Spiegler i.. Santa MOllica, CA, achieving th.e titles of direc·
tor, Weapon ystems and VP far Ordllance.
More thall100 patent award attest to hi in ventioe talent, in·
ctuding the Meridioll Seeker, a gyro compO$s for artillery, bal·
listic missiles and topographic alignment. His double·saluo rifLe
is believed the highest rate salvo rifte in existence. Other inuelltions have contributed to effectiveness of tank ammunition.
Ambrosini is kn.own as an expert in. electronic an.d mecham:clIl
fl12es, high-cycle automatic weapon.s, hydtaufic servomechanisms, inertinl gyro plntforms, self·extin.guishillg propeLlants, auto pitot and automatic Innding systems, an.d elec·
tronic fty.by.wire con.cepts. H. i~ a votillg member of I.he u.s.
A rmy Materiel Denelopment and Rendilless Command Fuze Re·
ulewBoord.
Among his affiliation are mem.ber hip in the American Tn·
stitute of Aeronautics and Astronoutics, lOis Society of En·
gineers and Architect. Federal Executiue Tnstitule Alumni As a·
ciation. andAlllerican Defe..se Preparedlle s Association.
t6
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propelled howitzer is under control of a product
manager respnnsihle also for its ammunition,
related components, training devices and test
eqwpment.
Retrofit nfthe MUO to the MllOAl began in
January 1977 when the M2A2 cannon assembly
was replaced with the M201 and the MU6
direct·fire tel cope was replaced with the
M139 cope. Currently b in); tested are
munitions and a muzzle brake that will extend
the y tem's range capability.
Conventional Ammunition. Effective Oct.
1, ARRCOM wiIJ become th ioint services manager for procurement, production, supply and
O1a'intenance missions for conventional ammunition within the Deparbnent of Defense.
The ingle manager concept is t<> integrate
under one roof conventional ammunition management of item currently assigned to each
individual service.
The objective i to minimize overlapping or
duplication <>f effort by each service.
Single mana~cr missions and functions will
be absorbed into ilie existi.ng ARRCOM struc·
ture in FY 78 witb one exception: an additional
directorate will be established to perform the
conventional anlmunition inventory management mission.
Top Programs. ARRCOM is involved in orne
of the Army's highest pri<>rity programs. The
Tank Project Office has respnnsibility for overall management of ARRCOM suppnrt to the
new production of M60A1 tanks, conversion of
90mm gun M48 series tanks to the M48A5
105mm configuration, and ov rhaul and return
to the field of damaged or worn out M60 tank.
ARRCOM en ores that adequate quantitie <>f
ARRCOM·managed item and compnnents are
delivered to tbe Detroit Army Tank Plant and
tbe Anniston Army Depot to allow th tank production-a celeration program to continue on
schedule.
The Tank Allocation Board, chaired by the
head of the Tank Project Office. determines
where scarce resources should be used t.o ensure
there is no slipllllge of production schedules, if
any tsnk item should become in short supply.
Another impnrta.nt project is the $45 million
product improvement program (PIP) for the
AUGUST·SEPTEMBER 1977

McAlester. OK. and Hawthorne. NV. will be
added to the ARRCOM or~anizntion as Army
ammunition plants. The ammunition activity l<r

XM235 5,56 Squad Automatic Weapon
Vulcan Air Defense Systems (VADS). ARRsibility of supporting the ARRADCOM Chem·
COM bas developed a series of modjfications to
ical ystems Laboratory.
improve the reliability, availability and mainRMA's primary materiel responsibility is detainability (RAM) of the MI63 self·propelled
militarization of chemical mixes. Pine Bluff is
and M167 towed VAD .
Lasked with the production of chemicals. moke.
Because of the number of modifications, the
riot control, incapacitating, incCJ\diary agents
total impact is con id red a major change and
and other pyrotechnic mixes. Pine Bluff also
modified y tems bave an "A1" model desig·
operates 8 depot which has an engineering and
nation. Thi retrofit program began in April
technological program related to mall\,f8ctuJ'·
1976 and is scheduled for completion in March
ing processes,
197 .
Frankford Arsenal's closing date is Sept. 30.
Directorate Chollges. Reorganization has
Logistics function will be transferred to
brought a number of changes to the direc·
ARRCOM and the R&D functions 10 ARRADtorates. For example, tbe Procurement and
COM. The Cartridge Actuated Devices (CAD)
Production Directorate has been reorganized
and Propellant Actuated Devic (pAD) mission
into four units. They are the Procurement
has been transferred to the avy.
Directorate, the Production Directorate, the
Watervliet Arsenal nem Albany. NY. proIndu trial Management Directorate, and Produces gun and cannon Lubes, mortars and recoilcurement and Production PolicylPlans Office.
J s rifles. cannon subsystems and components.
The Maintenance Directorate was reorganized
Rock Island (lL) Arsenal is noted for produc.
into 11 divisions to provide better operations
tion and assembly of gun mounts, receivers, reand logistic support for fielded armaments,
coil mechanisms. and special and common tool
components and related materiel. The new Cus·
set assemblies. Realignment of the armament
tomer upport Division is responsible for a ur·
community inlo the two new functionally
ing that the maintenance customer receives adeoriented commands resulted in deactivation of
quate usable fielding plan , new equipment
RIA's Rodman l.,borat<>ry_
training publications, and technical a si Lance.
Rodman's engineering mission was trans·
The Logistics Engineering Directorate (LED)
ferred to ARRCOM and its R&D mission to
became operational Mar. 3D, 1977, and the
ARRADCOM_ A small portion of engin ring'
Product [mprovement Coordination Office was
direct sUPllOrtto production was retained in the
established 2 months earJier.
arsenal's recently formed Engineering Direc·
The LED a wned responsibility for du-ecting
torate, which min'ors the major ch'lnge to the
ARRCOM's product engineering mission. with
arsenal's over-all mis ion.
prime function of providing product and proc·
Currently, R1A is manufacturing' the M198
ess engineering a istance to ARRCOM contrac·
155mm howitzer on a limited basis until detors, plants and arsenal; controlling tbe con·
signs are stabilized and follow-on large-scale
figuration of mis ion item and providing tech·
production can be initiated.
nical data for procurement actions; and serving
GOCO Facilities. ARRCOM's production
as the engineering interface with ARRADCOM
capabilities include 25 government-owned, confor item pre-transition engineering and product
tractor-operated plants (GOCOs). Only 12 are
design changes.
urrently active and tbe others are in sLand·by
Tbe Product Improvement Coordination Of·
tatus. The plant employ 760 government per·
fice is concerned with upgrading performonce,
s nne I and over t6.300 contractor personnel.
reliability, 8vailability and maintainability for
Other ARRCOM production facilities include
all weapons and anununition man8ged by
one active small arms plant, two active propel·
ARRCOM. The $60 million program is planned
Isnt and explosive plants, two active metal
to provide the Army with the most effective
parts plant. and
ven active load and a .
modification concepts at the lowest practicable
sembly ammunition plants.
When the single manager mission is imple-

e~pense.

Approval has been ~iven for the development
of a charter for the Industrial Base Management ystems Project Office, intended to de·

mented fully the Naval Ammunition Depots a

cated at the aval Weapons upport Center.
Crane. IN. will come under ARRCOM control.
Expenditure of $200 million dnlla" for earh
of the next. 20 yeArs is forecast for model"nizinJ!
and expandinl[ ARRCOM's 1[0vernll1ent·owned
production facilities. Major Ilrojerts inelude n
new M42/M46 ~renndc metul parts prodnetion
facility at Riverbank AAP. CA. and small· ral·
iber ammunition plant modernization ill Lak('
City. 10, and the ''Twin Cities" nf ~llIlneapolis
and St. Paul. M .
The M483 Improved Conventional Munition
OCM) Complex is a planned GOCO faeility to be
constructed at a site not y t dcterminP<l ,11·
though the 1978 budget includes a request f r
funds for commencement. of construction. Three
proouC'tion facilities - projectilf' mewl P81'L.!i.

cargo metal parts and load-as.""mble·park . are
planned.
In/erface with Other Commands. ARRCOM
mainlains a stron~ inte.rfac

of support. to

numerous DARCOM commands. Examples ar
the Troop Support and Aviation Materiel Readi·
ness Command (TSARCOMl, with airborne
armament and munitions; Tank Automot.ive

Materiel Readiness Conunand (TARCOM), with
armament for M60Al and M60A2 tMks, the in·
fantry/calvary fighting vehicle and M551 Sheri·
dan tank; Mjssile Materiel Readiness Command
(MIRCOM), with warhead explosive component . fuzing and firinl[ devices.
Personnel. CurrellL ARRCOM manpow r
trengtb total about 12,000 military and civilian personnel. Assignment of the McAlester
and Hawth rn plants and the Crane activity,
as mentioned earlier. will add about 2.600 per'
sonnel. About 60 percent of the civilians are as·
signed to the five arsenals and ammunition
plants. About 95 military and civilian repre·
s nwtives of ARRCOM are stationed around
the world to monitor and a i tin tbe Ol>eration
of fielded products.
Mentioned at the beginninl( of tbis artid,·. ;os
an indjcator of ARRCOM's mal(nitude of "j1<'ra·
lions. w its maleri ) wholes3le cost inv{'nlory
of 6 billion. Similar indic-ators are the $1 1.1\
billion toLaI replacement cost of ARRCOM
arsenal and plant farilities ;ond equipment. An·
other $114.2 million (estimated) for IIQ
ARRC M, th Ammunition enter. Atthison
AmlY Stor.g Activity and the nARCOM fir·
ing ran!!e. ARHCOM i a big orl[anization . ,'ven
in the over·all immensity of its par nt U.S.
Army Materi I ]) velopm nt and Readines.'
Command. Moreover. its 12.000 I rsonn I have
a prideful appreciation of the iml nanc' of
their mi ion in achi ving U.S. Army ohj tives
f comba readine. for any requir ment.

velop and improve management systems for the

ARRCOM mobilization 8nd production ba e.
Arsenals. ARRCOM deals with a situation un·
usual among materiel readines command. Because the extensive capacity to produ e a major
part of its product line is not readily available
from industrial sources. this capability is built
inlo tbe ARRCOM organi,..tion
The arsenals represent a dependable in-house
cap8bility to provide limited production,
procurement, supply and maintenance management. Rocky Mountain AI' nal (RMA) near
D nver, CO, and Pine Bluff Arsenal. outh of
Little Rock, AR, are Jiovernment·owned and operated plants (GOGO) facilities with the respon·
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ARRADCOM Mission: Superior Firepower Through Advanced Technology
Technology advances to assure that superior
firepower is de igned and engineered into
weapons and ammunition are inherent in the
mission of th new U.. Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover, I J.
Established in January 1977, ARRADCOM
consolidates elements of the separated
(abolished) Armament Command, formerly
headquartered at Rock Island, IL . including
five historic arsenals, namely Frankford, Rock
Island, Watervliet, Edgewood and Pica tinny,
the la t having occupied for more than 100
years the Dover, NJ, site on which HQ ARRAD·
COM and many of its functional elements are
now Incated.
Integration of research and development activities, in the interest of cost-cutting efficiency
in use of manpower and faciliti resource, will
give ARRADCOM about 8,000 employes, a decrease of about 2,500, when completed.
The research, development, test and evaluation budget for FY 1978 is $245 million and is
programed to increase to $280 minion in FY 79.
Msjor par of lhe over·all mission are as·
signed to: Large Caliber Weapons Systems
Laboratory, Dover, NJ; Ballistic Research
Laboratory, Aberdeen Provinll' Ground. MD;
Chemical Systems Laboratory, m the EdJ!:ewood
area of tho APG; and the Fire Control and Small
Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory Dover,
NJ.
New construction projects to provide
adequate facilities for the ARRADCOM mission
are moving ahead rapidly. Scheduled for com·
pletion durin the summer of FY 78 st a co lof
more than $4.720 million are a new explosives
laboratory and a technical data facility.
Plan bave been prepared for a new physical
sciences laboratory and an energ tics labora·
tory, programed for FY 78 at a cost of
$6.770,000. Contracts totaling $12,450,760
have been placed for modifications to six build·
ings, including in ta1lation of equipment
Scheduled for FY 79 is constru tion of an engineeringladministration building and renova·
tion of two other buildings at a cost of $13.750
million.
ARRADCOM Commander MG Bennett L.
Lewis also turned the first spadeful of earth
during groundbreaking ceremonies in Augusl
for the technical data facility, to be completed
next ummer ata co tof $1.812,000.
The facility will manage ARRADCOM's micro
data repository and will link up with all
ARRADCOM and Armament Materiel
R adine Command data sources. An anti·fire
gas suppression system is de igned to smother a

MG Bennett L. Lewi, commander of the U.S. Army Arma·
ment Command at Rock 1s«lOd, 1L, from September 1975 to Jan·
uary 1971, is commander of the UB. Army Armament R&D
Comman.d (ARRADCOM), Dover, NJ.
MG Lewis wa pecial as.•istant to the commander, U. . Army
Materiel Command from May 1974 to September 1975; chief,
Requirement and Deuelopments Diviswn, J·5, Joint Chief of
Staff in Washington, DC, July 1973 to April 1974; and chief, En·
gineer Branch, Off",er Personnel Directorate, U. . Army Mili·
tary Persollnel Cellter, Alexandria, VA, February·June 1973.
An assignment as commander alld director of Resrorch.
Development OIld Engineering a.t the U. . Army Mobility Equip·
mentR&DCommand{MERADCOM), Fort Beluoir, VA (1970·73)
followedgraduatwn from the U.S. Army War College at Carlisle
Barracks, PA.
Graduated from the UB. Military Academy at West Point, NY, in 1950, he obtalned a master's degree in ciuil engineering from Haruard Uniuersity ill 1955, and in 1963 completed the resident course
at the Command and General Staff College (C&GSC), Fort Lawell worth, KS.
In Vietnam (1968·69), he commanded the 14th Ellgineer Combat Battalion and was assistant chief,
Construction Diuision, USARV. He erued in Korea as S·3 and executiue officer of the 8th Engineer
Battalion, 1st Caualry Diuision, and ill Europe as a construction engineer (1959·60).
Slate ide assignments include chief, Readiness Diuision, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Manpower and Reserue Affairs); staff as istant, Land Forces Program Diuision. Office,
As i tan t ecretary of Defense (Systems A lIalysis); and instructor at the C&GSC.
His awards and decorations include the Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Bronze Star
Medal with "V" Deuice, Meritorious Seruice Meda~ Air Medal, Joint eruice Commendation Medal,
Army Commendation Medal with 2 OLCs, and the Parachutist Badge.

fire withut causing damage to millions of data
cards on armament R&D projects.
ophisticated testing equipment to perform
ARRADCOM's mission includes an X-ray mao
chine that can "see" lhrough six inches of solid
steel; wind tunnels that permit evaluation of
aerodynamic characteristics of ballistic projectiles over ranges varying in velocity up to u·
personic speed ; and a facili ty believed unique
that makes "soft" in·flight projectile catche .
The scope of RDT&E fforl assigned to the
four major in·llOuse laboratories m ntioned
earlier i reflected by an FY 7 budget of $147
million (including 37 million to other U..
Government agencies) as compared to conlract
activities totaling 9 million.
The Mu;sion. MG Lewis sees ARRADCOM's
mission as 3-fold: To develop product improvements and new items, and provide for transition
into quantity production; maintain a strong
technology base· in government, industry and
academic institutions - from which to apply new
knowledge to improve materiel systema or com·
ponents; to prevent technological urprise by
the potential enemy, and to provide technical
support for combat readiness objectives.
ARRADCOM is responsible for managing all
research, dev lopment and life-cycle engineering of assigned weapon systems - including

•

BG Dauid W. Einsel Jr. is deputy commallder of the U.S. Army AT/namenl Research and Deuelop·
ment Command, following 1976 duty as commander ofARRADCOM' Implementation Force.
Designated as a DistinQui hed Military Graduate, BG Elnsel earned a BA degree (cum laude) in an
honors program in chemIStry and an MA in ph.vsical chemistry from Ohio State Uniuersity. He has a
1956 M~ degree in phy ic from the Uniuer ityof Virginia and has completed requirement of the
Army Command and General Staff College, Army War College and the Chemical Corps As ociate
Aduanced Course (honor graduate).
During 1975, BG Einsel was chief, Chemical·Nuclear Office, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations, Deparlmenl of the Army, after seruing fiue years as
commander of the U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories.
Duties as a joint staff plallner, Requirements and Deuelopment
Diuision, J5. Office Join t Chief ofStaff, DA, followed seru",e as
chief. Nuclear WooJ>Ons Effects and Resrorch. Nuclear Branch,
HQ Army Mat~ri I Command (now DARCOM). He was chemical
offlCuand deputy G-3, 1st Caoolry Division in Vietnam.
BO Em el is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Society of Sigma Xi,
American Associatioll for the Adooncem nt of Science, and the
Association of tire U.S. Army. H is also a graduate of the
University ofPittsburgh Management Program for Executive.
His military decorations include Ihe iluer Star, Legion of
Merit. Bronze Star Medal for Valor with Oak Leaf C'luster,
Meritoriou
eruice Medal, Army Commendation Medal, and
Purple Heart.
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initial low-rate production for conventiooal systems, and life-cycle procurement and production for nuclear munitions.
The Large Caliber Weapon y terns Labora·
tory is responsible for armament systerns
including R&D and initial acquisition exceeding
40mm, and is lhe Army's lead laboratory for
energetic materials. Its upport function in·
cludes rocket and missile warheads along with
tank and aircraft armaments. Where the Army
has assigned primary responsibility to a project/product manager, manag rial and teclmical
support ia provided.
A cros -section of this laboratory's commod·
ity responsihilities includes sub-ay terns such as
howitzers, tank guns, ammunition, fuzes.
nuclear devices (less physics package), mortars,
mine and demolition items, energetic materi·
als, recoilless riJ1es, and fire control (the last
being technically supported hy the Small Cali·
ber Weapon Systems Laboratory).
One of the labora tory's major projects may reward the Army's 25·year search for the ulti·
mate antitank weapon. Known as SADARM
(Sense and Destroy Armor), tbe system is well
along in the exploratory development pha e. It
is expected to enter advanced engineering
development during FY79 and could be in the
field in the early 1980..
Acclaimed as a "miracle of packaging," the
ADARM round is only eight inches in diame-·
ter and 45 inches long, but it contains three submunitions. Each contain a lethal mechanism, a
vortex ring parachute, a power supply, a sensor,
a signal processor and a safe-and·arm mechan·
ism. The primary sensor candidate is a mini·
meter wave radiometer.
SADAKM does not need external guidance
and control equipment nor require illumination
of the target. An all·weather sy tern, with
multiple slrike capabilities, it is designed for
use against massed armor beyond the forward
edge of the baltle area. A low-cost system,
SADARM is designed for delivery by any of the
artillery weapons already in use, and will require no maintenance or adju tments at any
time during its life-cycle.
A project nearing the end of engin ring
development is the 105mm towed howitzer intended to replace lhe aging inventory of
MI01A1 and M102 .
The XM204 howitzer uses a unique oft recoil
or fire-out-of-battery principle. The oft recoil's
energy-conserving system allows trunnion
forces to be reduced 60 to 70 percent: no stakes
AUGUST-SEPTDffiER 1977

or spades are needed for improved stability and .
reliability.
The weapon can be emplaced in one minute
and because it bas no trails, the crew has easy
access to the breech. This allows for s rate of 15
rounds s minute compaxed to 20 rounds a
minute for conventional105mm bowitzers. The
XM200 aupercharge under development will
provide a 27-percent increase in ran~e. The
XM204 is scheduled for type clasaification this
winter.
The Small Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory is assigned exploratory, advanced, and
engineering development including life-cycle
technical responsibility for systems and certain
ancillary items through 40mm. Weapons sys·
tems include small arms, grenade launchers,
sutomatic cannons for ground use, air defense
and aircraft and combat vehicle anns.m.ent; al·
so, fll'lH:Ontrol systems and components for
close-support weapons irrespective of caliber.
The Chemical Systems Laooratory is charged
with the mission of research on a variety of
weapons and munitions, along with riot control
and antipersonnel agents, trograms in
detection and identification, an warning sys·
tems for chemical and biological agents. CSL
also functions as Department of Defense executive agent for all R&D for CWICBD (Chemical
Warfare/Chemical Biological Defense) and
standardization.
CSL is placing much emphasis on the development of smoke obscurants and screening techniques as a protection against antiarmor missiles. One effort, to provide the Army with a
quick-forming, long-lasting visual screen for
armor vehicles, is being pursued by adopting a
system of multitube launchers and red
phosphorous grenades which has been used
successfully by the United Kingdom. The
adaptation of these devices is expected to protect the series of U.S. Armor and special.
pm-pose vehicles.
The Ballistic Research Laboratory bas lead
laboratory responsibility for research in
ballistics and vulnerability reduction. Investigations are made of launch and flight dynamics,
propulsion drnamics, terminal ballistics,
ballistic modeling, and work in mathematical
and physical sciences. Advanced computer technology and scientific instrumentation fall into
this grouping.
BRL Director Dr. Robert J. Eichelberger recently was awarded the Depaxtment of Defense
Distinguished Civilian Service Medal for notable achievement. BRL also was designated
1977 Army Laboratory of the Year in an
announcement by the Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Research, Development and
Acquisition, who initiated this awards program
in 1974.
OutstandingJI~e.. has been made by BRL
in exterior ballistic theory, including the calculations of magnum forces for supersonic shell
and the calculations of spin-up frequencies for
liquid-filled abell. Progress also has been made
in weight effectiveness of new armor concepts,
in charge design for solid propeUants, and in
experimenta that provide important data on the
basic physical and chemical processes of wear
and erosion in gun tubea.
ERDA Support. ARRADCOM's organizational structure includes a support office for the
Energy Research and Development Administration for major programs 8S requested. Services
include, but are not limited to, technical
expertise for industrial enersY conversion plant
design, ecology and econoIIllcs, bY-llroduct and
waste disposal, and process moni tonng.
Project Managers. Three !,roject managers
are also assigned to ARRADCOM, the PM for
Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems (CAWS),
PM for Selected Ammunition (SA), and PM for
Army Gun Air Defense System (ARGADS).
The PM CAWS is responsibile for engineering
development of all 155mm cannon artillery
weapon systems and ancillary equipment up
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977

Dr. RobertE. Weigle, whose research achievements earned him
a Presidential Citation in 1965, is technical director of
ARRADCOM, following duty since 1968 as TD of Watervliet
(Ny) Arsenal's Benet Weapons Laboratory and the arsenal's chief
SClentlSt.
Dr. Weigle has a 1951 BCE degree in structures, a 1957 MS degree and a 1959 PhD in applied mechanics, all from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, where he served (1955-59) as on ossociate
research scientist. Briefly during 1968 he was vice president for
Engineering, Allied Research Associates Inc. and Inter, while em·
ployed at Watervliet, a consultant to the U.S. Army Research Offiee, Durham, NC.
Dr. Weigle was, in 1971, an Army Materiel Command repre.
selltative 011 Mutual WeapollS Deve/cpment Exchange Agree"!e~ts With the Federal Republic of Germany and met with Au.strian.and Norway representatives on
SImilar matters.
In 1965 he also received a Deportment of the Army Decorotion for Meritoriou.s Civilian Service. A
regUltered professional engineer in New 1'0rk and Pennsylvania, he is listed in Who's Who in the
East, Men and Women in Science and the International Biographicol Dictionary.
Among hisprofessional affiliations are the National SOCiety of Professional Engineers, American
Society {or Experimental Stress Analysis, American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Scumt.flC Research Society ofAmenco, and AmencanAcademy of Mechanics.
through firat procurement. Recently he bas
been assigned responsibility for managing the
Navy's Semiactive laser-guided 5-inch and 8inch projectiles.
This dual-service effort is programed to maximixe component commonality, and thus minimize costs of both the Army and Navy guided
projectiles. The Army's "Copperhead" has onboard electronics and controls which make
flight corrections to bring the projectile into
contact with eitber stationary or moving targets which have been fIXed by a laser's beam.
Another major CAWS project is the M199
towed howitzer. This weapon is air-transportable and will bave greater range and traverse
capability than the currently fielded M114
series howitzer. The PM CAWS is also respon·
sible for insuring interoperability of 155mm
weapon systems with our qusdrapartite agreement allies, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy and the United Kingdom.
Selected Ammunition is one of the Del?artment of the Army's largest programs, considering the number of commodities involved, and
the fmancial, personnel and physical resources
invested. SA involves the interface of all three
military services, numerous other U.S. Government agencies, and scores of private industrial
and research organizations.
Since 1961, mOre than $4 billion has been invested in SA research, development and production, which involves improved Conventional
Munitions (lCM) and mass Scatterable Mines
(MSM).
ICM are a clasa of ammunition utilizing submissiling and advanced terminal ballistics tech·
niques. ICM munitions cover the full spectrum
rangng from 40mm through artillery projectiles
and missile warbeads, and air-delivered missiles
requiring advanced R&D technology and highly
automated production.
MSM bave recently been given maior emphasis by U.S. military forces. The new mines being
developed, produced and deployed, utilize advanced fUZlIlg, sensin!1 and terminal effects
technology, coupled Wlth a means for rapid
emplacement by a wide variety of delivery
methods.
Meanwhile, the PM ARGADS in overseeing
development of a Division Air Defense (DIVAD)
Gun System to replace the Vulcan Air Defense
System now in the field. It wiu be mounted on a
modified M48A5 tank chassis, and wiu have
better mobility and armor protection. The system wiu use both acquisition and tracking
radars and the most modern fire control digitsl
computer available. Two contractors will be
selected for a 2·year competitive development
program.
Interface. ARRADCOM interfaces with
numerous U.S. Government agencies and industrial organizations. Armament Materiel
Readiness Command liaison detachment of
nearly 300 personnel has been permanently as-

•

signed to HQ ARRADCOM, and it is planned to
bave ARRAbCoM personnel stationed at HQ
ARRCOM, Rock [Sland,
in the near future.
Each of these commands has a separate and
sis.nmcant role to play in keeping America's
military forces fully prepaxed at all times. The
coordination of effort they are demonstrating is
expected to assure mutual success in their role
of making available to the U.S. Army soldier
the maximum of the most effective anns.m.ent
at the lowest practicable cost.

n..,

Human Engineering Lab Wins
Third Award for Excellence

Presentation of a third COn8e<:utive annual
Army Award for Excellence to the Army
Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground, was one of LTG George
Sammet Jr.'s farewell honorary acts before his
Sept. 1 retirement, after 35 years service, as
Deputy CG for Materiel Development, Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Com.
mand.
Recognized as a world leader in human factora engineering . the art of designing a compatible (agreeable) interrelationship of operating personnel with the equipment they use HEL is directed by Dr. John D. Weisz, who accepted the honorary plaque in the presence of a
large group of HEL employes.
LTG Sammet congratulated the HEL workforce on their long-eontinued record of excellence in performing their assigned mission. reviewed the progress of some major ongoing efforts, and urged them to maintain a proud
tradition among Army in-house labs. HEL recently celebrated its 26th year.
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TARADCOM Developing Multiplex Wiring System for Combat Vehicles
By Marquis W. WOCHIy and Kenneth K. Um
Engineers in the Armor and Components Division of TARADCOM's
Tank·Automotive Research and Development Laboratory have begun
efforts to develop a multiplex wiring system tha t will enable a tank crew
to control, monitor and power most of the vehicle's electrical and electronic equipment through a single multiconductor cable.
Such a system would eliminate many of the complex wiring harnesses
presently required, thereby resulting in improved reliability and main·
tainability, 88 well 88 reduced life-qcle costs.
•
The effort is part of a new TARADCOM program called ATEPS (Advanced Techniques for Electrical Management, Control and Distribution
Systems). Objectives are to upgrade military ground vehicle electrical wir·
ing, controls and displays to reflect the latest sdvances.
ATEPS employs a technique known 88 time-division multiplexing, s
time-sharing method of communication. A single communication
medium, such as s pair of shielded wires, carries a multitude of signals,
each intended to serve a different purpoee.
Major benefits which lIllIy be derived from ATEPS multiplexing teCh·
niques include: Significant reduction in wiring (bulk and weigbt); significant reduction in number of connectnrs; significant reduction in number
of pins required per connectnr.
Other gosls are potential improvement of Electromagnetic Interference
and Electromagnetic Radiation (EMIJEMR) characteristics; improved
reliability by the application of error checking and redundancy; better
maintainability due to inherent self·test and built-in teet features;
upgraded interface compatibility with other multiplexed and computer·
controlled subsystems; and increased flexibility for modification of the
subsystems, resulting in lower life-cycle cost.
Multiplexing has been used extensively for years by the telephone
industry to reduce congestion of phone lines. More recently, it h88 been
employed in military aircraft, space vehicles and ships to lower the large
volume of internal signal wires.
The automotive industry is also intensively researching possibilities of
multiplexing and electronic displays for application to the commercial
suto market_
Since January 1976, TARADCOM engineers have completed a con·
ceptual design of such a system as applied to a main battle tank class
vehicle. Fabrication of the first ATEPS breadboard demonstrstion hardware is expected to be completed during FY 1978.
The principal component of the concept is a central computer complex
which will receive, process and regulate all of the data related to the operation of the vehicle. Each crew member will have a small integrsted control and display unit that will reduce sharply the number of switches and
gauges presently required to operate numerous combat vehicle systems.
Data signals and power needed for these systems will be carried by a
single ATEPS multiconductor cable, first looped around the inside of the
tank hull and then forming a similar loop around the inside of the turret.
The two loops will be connected by a hull·to-turret coupler (slip ring)
which has only 16 signal electrical contacts instead of the more than 50
needed in present tank wiring systems. an improvement made poBaible
by multiplexing.

MARQUIS W. WOODY is all. electrical
engineer in uehiculc.r electrical power
distribution systerrlll, Armor and Components Diviswn, U.S. Army TankAutomotive
R&D
Command
(TARADCOM), Warren, MI. Woody
earned a BS degree in industrial engineering at Weat Virginia State College
(I949) and a BS degree in electrical en·
gineering at Lawrence Institute of Technology, Southfield, MI (1954). He has
been with the command since 1952.
KENNETH K. UM, born in Canton,
ChiM, emigrated when three years old to
the United States. He attended Cass
Technicol High Schooillear Detroit, MI,
and earned a BS degree in electrical engineerng at Wayne State Uniuel'Sity
(I 971). He worked as a computer research assistant with the Surgical Reseorch Group at Sinai Hospital while
pursuing gradUlJte studies, and receiued
all. MSEE degree from Wayne State in
1974. He became a TARADCOM predecessor organization employe in 1975.
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One set of conductors, known as the "data bus," will carry signala between the central computer, the control and display units, and each of the
vehicle's electrical components. A second set, called the "power bus," will
supply the electrical energy needed to operate the equipment. The data
bus and the power bus will be molded together into a flat cable, with the
shielded data bus in the center.
Remote terminals or electrical controllers located at points along the
ATEPS cable will be used to connect the vehicle components and each con·
trol and display unit to the central computer and to the vehicle's main
power source. The remote terminals will relay multiplexed data between
the units.
The crew will be able to control and monitor all of the tank's equipment
througb the use of integrated control and display units which have multi·
purpoee displays and multipurpoee controls. Each breadboard unit will
have 20 push buttons and a gas plaslIlll display screen of about 30 square
inches.
Operation of these units will be similar to that of hand·held calculators.
If, for example, s crew member wanted to rotate the turret, he would
press the appropriate buttons on his control and display unit. This would
transmit signals through the dats bus to the master computer.
The computer would then interpret the order and signal a remote
terminsl to switch on the power control to the turret mechaniam. The
sequence of events would tak!' only a fraction of a second.
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ATEPS Concept for Turret
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If the driver wanted to check engine oil pressure. the computer could in·
stantly relay the desired information to the display panel. The computer
would periodically check all sensors and display the information when
requested or when a malfunction occurred.

The computer processing system will operate at one million data bits f
information a second. Depending on kinds and the number of sensors at·
tached to the multiplex bus, the crew could obtain more vital infolmation
than ever before, at a much faster rate· thus enhancing their efficiency
and vehicle survivability.
The computer will service signals from all current combat vehicles sub-

systems and components. Restructuring the computer program and add·
ing additional remote terminals or electrical controlJera where necessary
will enable it to handle any future electronic systems and components.
The ATEPS potential appears to be limitless. For example, the com·

puter could be programed to conduct on·board, in·operati n vehiel diag·
nostics. It could provide a tank commander with rapid combat readine
status reports prior to combat opera lions, and be programed to carry out
defensive measures against incoming enemy missiles_

Initial cost of such a multiplex system would be greater than thut of a
conventional wiring system but, as indicated before, the improved
reliability and ease of maintenance will lower life-cyele costs. Envisioned
is the po ibility of eliminating the need to rebuild vehicles. as is now required. due to electrical wiring harness deterioration· resulting in tremendous co t avings.
A breadboard model plarUled for next year will be used to demonstrate
the system and help engineer to make furtl,er refinements to the con·
cept. If all goes well. the Army could be teStUlg prototype models in
vehieles in 1980.

Direct Logistical Support - New Eyes and Ears for DARCOM
By COL Carmine P. Giordano
Numerous sophisticated equipment systems
are assigned to Army organizations. Does the
soldier control those systems, or do the systems
controJ the soJdier?
This ia the question posed by MG George S.
Patton Jr., commander of the 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood, TX, and a solid supporter of a
new Direct Logistical Support (DLS) concept.
MG Patton pre nted the challenge in
remarks at a DLS Screening Committee meeting at Fort Hood in April, saying, in part: "We
have many complex systems in the 2d Armored
Division. Sometimes they control us, instead of
the other way around. Sometime we do not
under tand them 01' have the clout to make
them work for u . DARCOM doe wlder tand
them • and will make them work for u.."
DARCOM, the United States Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command. ha
been assigned the task of making the DLS plan
work worldwide. The program is being te ted at
Fort Hood. with prospects for full irnplement.,·
tion for the U.S. Army in Europe this fall.
DARCOM Deputy CG for Materiel Readiness
LTG Eugene J. D'Ambrosio considers the DLS
program vital to the present·day Army. He
notes: "It is essential to the combat readiness of
the Army that the DLS achieves success.
DARCOM intends to utilize DLS as our eyes and
ears, keeping us continually aware of what is
happening to our equipment in the field Army."
DLS test efforts at Fort Hood will help to
establish the numbers of pecple needed at each
logistic echelon, and will formalize the essential
partnership between DARCOM equipment
experts and the soldier in the field.
WfIAT IS DLS? Simply, it is the Army's plan
to enhance readiness and sustainability of the
Army in the field and to improve the logistical
aupport for weapons and equipment systems.
The DLS concept was developed at the direction of the Department of the Army when it. was
recognized that readiness and sustainability are
frequently hamper d by factors outside the
traditional logistics functions of supply, maintenance, transportation and services.
Mat.ters involving personnel, training, doctrine or funding are often t.he root causes of
problems that have seemed due soJely to a
deficiency in the logistics sytem. DLS is pro·
gramed to solve these problems. Hopefully, it
will offer the ultimate solution to heretofore un·
answerable questions posed by the field soldier.
• DLS seeks to spot and fmd ways to clear up
trouble spots. When deficiencies are not cor·
rectable due to lack of resources at a division
level, DLS is designed to enable the user, the
soldier in the field, to seek ways to solve any
.problem with help from outside resources.
AUGUST EPTEMBER 1977

DLS brings the experts to the soldier and equipment to help solve problems. The 2d
Squadron, 1st Cavalry, 2d Armored Division, comes into focu as (I. to r.) P4 John Savage;
Pete Melsted, DARCOM; CPL Derrold Fortune; Phil Bare, MIR OM; CPT Richard Gaughan,
Squadron motor officer, and Pbil Brooks, DARCOM, di cuss Moo1 Sheridan maintenance.
'We want to get to the root of the problem"
assislance officers, field maintenance tech·
said BG John Bruen, chairman of the Direct
nicians, and other field advisory p rsonnel such
Logistical Support Ste ring Committee - "clear·
as logistics management specialists. They will
ly define a solution to the problem and pinpoint
form the backbone of the technical channel.
responsibility to correct it within a minimum
NO NEW DATA SYSTEMS. Max.imum use
time period.
will be made of the information available
"DLS is not a spy system. We want the user in
through existing systems, management inforthe field to call it like it i and not be afra id to
mation and automatic data processing systems;
iden tify a problem area. DLS is based on a part·
no new D1.'3 ADP systems are planned.
nership between DA RCOM and the user com·
Finally, the DL'3 will not require major
munity. We want to help the user in any way we
changes to tbe current Army organization and
can to solve logistic support prohlems,"
logistics system. Missions and responsibilities
First evaluation of the plan was revealed at
of the DARCOM commands, the Forces Comthe DLS Steering Committee Meeting at Fort
mand (FORSCOM), Training and Doctrine ComHood. TX. The TRADOC Combined Arms Test
mand (TRADOC), and the Military Pel'sonnel
Activity (TCATA). conducting the test of DLS,
Center will not be changed substantially.
reported that it was destined to be a success
DLS will fully use present resources but some
worldwide in the Army.
additional resources may be needed to achieve
DLS will provide technical channels of comthe total objective. A precise estimate depends
munication through all echelons of the Army upon the weapons systems finally selected for
from the Army staff to the user. These channel
inlensive management.
will permit the free flow of logistics in forma·

If the Army is to achieve totaJ readiness re·

tion and intelligence up and guidance and
problem solutions down.
Particular emphasis is placed on communica·
tion channels between DARCOM materiel readi·
ness commands and the soldiers in the field.
DLS includes extensive use of logistics

gardless of the environment in which it must
operate it will succeed because of . not. in spite
of· logistics. Direct Logistical Support is aimed
at making logistics support work, and thus insuring a combat-ready equipment posture for
the field Army· anytime, anyplace, anywhere.

COL CARMINE P. GIORDANO is a Reserue officer and mobil·
ization designee assigned to the DARCOM Office of the hief of
Public Affairs. A 32-year ueteran of military s rvice, he is a
Nauy veteran of World War II alld was commissioned in Armor
at the Fort Kilox (KYj Officer CO/ldida!e School ill 1952. III 1967,
while serving as information afficer with the 78th Division
(Training), he was a recipient of the Public Rewtions Society of
America's "Sit vel' A II viI" award (or achievement in the gnuem·
lIlent information field, the (irst time an Army Reserve unit
lIlember achieved lhis honor. In ciuilian life he is a journalist,
edilorand a surrogate judge.
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Transient Analysis, Electromagnetic Interference Studies
By Rudolph J. Prochazka
Pulsed gmticule and optical trigger design
modification, inslalled in a Tektronix 485
oscilloscope, provide the operator with two
desirable options for related work in high·speed
transient waveform pbotogruphy . tran ient
analysis and electromagnetic interference (EMl)
studies.
Pulsed Oraticule. The photographic writing
speed of an oscilloscope depends on three vari·
abies . the cathode ray tu be (CRT), the film
speed, and the lens/aperture combination of the
camera. For this reason, high·speed single-shot
photographi techniques require a large lens
aperture to capture an oscilloscope signature.
The lens/aperture can be adjusted by the operator for specifi weep speeds. In addition,
the cale illumination usually lil adjusted manu·
ally to a predetermined intensity level and
turned ofr.
However, th IsIge aperture and high· peed
film create a probl m when tbe graticule is
photographed. Consequently, several methods
have been d veloped by oscilloscope operators.
They include adjusting the aperture, the shutter
speed, and the scale intensity each time the
graticule is recorded.
These procedures ofLen produce overexposed
or underexposed graticule' until the operator
becomes proficient wilh "hi" 0 cilloscope/camera combination. Th problem can be
eliminated by installing a yncronous·pulse
graticule circuit.
Each time tbe oscilloscope is triggered. the
graticule is "flashed 00" for a predetermined
time interval. The design modification takes
advantage of internal oscilloscope circuitry in
order to maintain the integrity of the instru·

Fig, 2. Dual-Function
External Trigger Inputs
hard·wire coble could contaminate the enclosure
with electromagnetic radiation. TlUs problem
can be eliminated by using a fiber-optic cable
that terminates at a photodiode inside the
oscilloscope. providing a Iight·activated elec·
tricaIly isola.ted trigger.
To preserve the operational characteristics of
the instrument and complement external
triggering functions of the oscilloscope, the
original coaxial input is not modified. Instead,
optical triggering is aclUeved by installing a
specifically designed nonmetal1ic fixture. When
assembled. tlUs fixtuxe contains the photodiode
and provides axial alignment between the diode
and fther· optic cable.
In most oscilloscope. several modes of trig·
gering are available, i.e., internal, line, and ex·
ternal, wlUch usually are elected by a front

RUDOLPH J, PROCHAZKA was engaged in electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) lechnology at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research
and Development Center (MERDC), Fort Belvoir, VA, and Ihe Bal·
listie Be earch Laboratories (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG), MD. prior 10 }971 when he joined the Harry Diamond
Laboralories, where he hns conlinued lhis research. He a!!enrled
Fairleigh Dickinson University for 3~ years, holds lwo polen Is, and
has aUlhored several articles on specialized inslrumentalion and de·
vices used in EMP hardening programs.

ment.

This allows fuJI control of the graticule inten·
sity by use of the Scale IlIum control. The cir·
cuit is activated by pressing tbe Pulse Scale
button (Fig. 1) and the variable pulse duration
depeods on a rear panel control.
Circuit design permits the graticule to be
pulsed only at the end of eacb beam excursion
across the CRT. The intensity level is adjusted
only after the hutter speed and aperture set·
ting are selected for proper exposure of the
triggered event. Tbe procedure chosen to trig·
ger tbe oscilloscope is left tn the operator's di .
cretion.
Exlernal Oplical Trigger. The oscilloscope is
one of the most frequently used instruments in
EMI studies. EMl·bardened inclosures are used
to create slUelded environments and minimize
spurious signals on data channels.

Within this environment. the existence of a

Fig. 1. Pulsed Graticule Switch
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panel control. On the Tektronic 4 5 oscilloscope, this control is identified as tbe A Trigger
"source." In the external lriggering mode. an internal 20·decibel attenuator can be selected by
the source control for high·level e"ternal trig·
ger signals.
If necessary, this option an be duplicated by
installing an external 20-decibel attenuator at
the input to the oscilloscope's external trigger.
Consequently, tbe photodiode circuitry is con·
nacted to the source control in lieu of the at·
tenuator circuit, and the po ition is annotated
with OPT. The modification is sbown in Fig. 2.
Con lusion. Opti al triggering can eliminate
the problem of contamination from spurious
sigoal tbat can exist when triggering an
oscilloscope witb hard-wire cables during EMl
te ting and e"periments.
A photo-sensitive device insteJled in the e,,·
ternal trigger circuitry complements the
original coaxial input and provides users witb a
dual· function e"ternal trigger for occasions
when electrical isola.tion is not necessary.
The large aperture that i normally used to
enhance writing peed creates a problem wben
pbotographing the graticule. Consequently,
many techniques have been developed by
operators, but all require some degree of adjust·
ment each time the graticule i photographed.
The Syncronous Pulsed Graticule modification
replaces this methodical procedure with an
automatic, less redundant technique.
These modifications provide the oscilloscope
operator with a unique instrument for transient
analysis and EMl experiments and evaluation.

AutoMicrobic System Aids Infections Diagnosis
~'aster

and more accurate identification of

microorganisms responsible for urinary tract

infections is provided hy a new "AutoMicrobic
ystem" in US(! at the Bacteriology Laboratory
of Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort am
Houston, TX.
Chief of Microbiology MAJ James W. Higbee
and Chief of Bacteriology CPT Joseph M. Mad·
den term the computerized system "the best
solid input into the field of automated microbiology."
The system can determine the number and
types of organisms present within a maximum
of 13 bours. Normally a minimum of 48 hours
would be required to obtain this same infor'
mation using the conventional manual method.
Designed initially for u e by the ational
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Proj·
ect Skylab. the unit can identify nine of the
most common microorganisms. and determine
how susceptible each i to various antibiotics, in
Ie than 25 hours.
Identi·Pacs (clear plastic punch cords) a.re
used as the vehicle for processing up to 120
specimens simultaneously. Thirty packs are
EWSMAGAZI E

placed into eacb of faux tray which fit into on
incubator reader. Tbese tray rotate on a
caroUS(!l every 15 minutes. Cards are scanned
hourly by ligbt-emitting diodes wlUch report
any changes from inltial entries in a computer.
Data recall is achieved by use of a cathode roy
tube lioked to. module,
A computer printout provides a specimen
identification number, time expired since introduction of the specimen, microorganism
present and colony count. The system was un·
able to identify a specimen in fewer than 0.1 %
of 2500 clinical samples.
Operable 24 hours a day, tbe unit contains a
bui)t·in·battery capable of providing power for
up to five hours before converting to a manual
technique. An additional incubator module will
permit handling of 240 specimens.
Believed to be the first military medical •
center to inslall tbe AutoMicrobic y tem.
BAMC plans future investigations of biochemical Identi·Pacs; 00 antibiotic card for
determining mininlUm drug dosage to inhibit
microorganism growth; and rapid detection of
microorganisms in blood or cerebrospinal tluid.
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1977
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Speak ing 0 n ... Continued from inside fronteov.r

Additional tasks planned for implementation are on a resource-available basis. including Reliability Engineering Data Requirements and Collection, a program ultimately directed to improved techniques in the collection of reliability field data_
Projected also are development of a Mission Profile Methodology: revision of MIL- TD-721 and MIL- TD-756: and development of Software Reliability concepts patterned after hardware reliability quantities.
With the signing of the October 1976 charter. the JTCG expanded its
ope of activity from Electronic y terns Reliability to RAM. Ad- Hoc
ubgroup have been organized to defme recommended methodology program to cover the areas of nonelectronic reliability lest and analysis.
nonelectronic reliability de ign. and maintainability_ The Maintainability
ubgroup will present fmdings later this month while the other two subgroup will define their programs by January 1978.
The JTCG-RAM Funding priority tasks from FY 76 - FY 78 is presented in Table 1. ote the relative inactivity in FY 76 and FY 7T because
of lack of funds. However, the program was fully initiated in FY 77 in all
Services and continues in FY 78.

People in Perspective ...
USMA Gridiron Talent Scout ...

Draws 2-Weeks R&D MOBDES Duty at HQ DARCOM
When R&D Mobilization Designee
COL Ricbard Lindon Bowman recently served two weeks or active duty at
HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command, he received
much more attention than the normal
MOBDES officer on AD.
COL Bowman, who as a young man
stacked in nt 6' 2". 210 pounds during
a year (1956) with the New York footbali Ginnts, is serving his fourth year
as assistant coach of the V.S. Military Academy Black Knights footbaU
team.
How well the Black Knights fare
COL Richard L. Bowman
this season will depend, in large measure, on how well he has done his
basic duties rather than coaching.
Basically, he is a talent scout responsible for assuring thnt, in competition with representatives of powerhouse universities, he gets the kind of
men wbo can meet USMA's strict entrance qualifications - and also perform outstandingly on the gridiron_
Each year be sends about 20,000 questionnaires to high school football
coacbes througbout the nation, witb tbe goal of recruiting roughly 100 of
the very best graduates through a higbly selective screening process.
Usually about 1.000 of the respondees are able 10 qualify academically as
weu as on the basis of exceptional athletic prowess_
One of those COL Bowman hopes will prove out well in training for the
1977 team is relatively important to bim; his soo Bill. his elde t. 6' 1'- and
195 pounds. is a plebe trying out for the quarterback slot.
Pro peetive candidates for the team who survive the rigorous screening
process then have to go through the normal USMA admissions procedure.
Tbat includes writing to their congressmen or seoators for nomination.
Then they mu t pass the ACT (Amcrican College academic test), followed
by a physical examination.
Among recruitment inducements COL Bowman uses effectively to
draw Buitabl talent from rival university recruiters are the USMA advanced education opportunities - free of charge to the ambitious on s.
Some 70 percent of USMA graduates, he point out, are enabled to continue studies in field of speeial intere t at graduate schools such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology or California Institute of Technology as part of their development to prepare for top leadership posts.
Attrition of recruits for the football team is no higher at the USMA, despite the high scholastic standards and the rigorous schedule of activities
omprising a plebe's life, than at other major universities, COL Bowman
said. Many of those who fail to "hack it" as football players go into other
athleti including track. basketball, baseball. wrestling and the intramural sports program.
COL Bowman' experience for the
i tant coach duti began at the
University of Oklahoma during the highly successful rep;ime of Bud
AUG ST
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The major funded thru t in the Army is the application of Computer
Aided Design Techniques in the reliability desil!11 proce s. The Navy's nMjor effort is in the area of de'-elopment of F..nvironmental ProfiJ , and
their Methodology_ The Air Force major activity is in Combined ~~nviron
mental Reliability Testing (CERT)_
UMMARY. A Joint Army, Navy, Air Force Electronic, YSlems Ikliability program was developed as a result of the Airlie Hous Workshop
in May 1975_ Over the last two years, the proJ(l"am has been refined and
prioritized because of funding limitations. In FY 77, the proRram wa
launched by all the Services.
The program is expected to impa t on the reliability of materiel beinll'
acquired by the various Services. Previou endeavors of the J(l"OUP air ady
have in,pacted broadly on Wenpons Systems Reliability,
In particular, the efforts on Parts Control and lection and th i·
suance of MlL-STD-965 are noteworthy. Current efforts on
MlL-STD-781C will also impact on Weapons Systems Relinbility in that
laboratory test results and field reliability dat1 will be closely allied, and
that testing costs ultimately will be reduced,
Wilkin n. As an ROTC student he was a 3·year r gular at d f n ive end
and upon graduation entered two years active duty with the Army. Then
he played with the New York football Giants, Four knee operation ut
hi career short. but be left with an unforgettabl imp" sion of Coach
Vince Lombardi.
During the next seven years h was an assistant on the University of
Oklahoma football staff. foUowed by head coachinR dulie at four ru/(h
schools in Oklahoma. Illinois and Indiana before he joined the USMA
staff. What about his hopes for the Black Knights havin/( a successful
1977 s ason?
'·Well. I think we will have a sub tantially trength ncd squad. I believ
we have at lea t one bona fide All Ameri a candidat in lennie Brundage. 6' 4'" and 215 pounds as a tight end. He i also a starter on our
basketball team and a very hill'hly motivated youn/( man. There ar ev·
eral others for whom I have high hopes. I exp t a succes ful season."

USMA Graduate Enters 'Greener Pastures' ...

Outstanding Young Officer Explains His Decision
Many of those who learned to know
him well in a progression of challenging assignments aTe of the opinion
that when MAJ Steven CaJdwellleft
the service, the Army lost a man with
high potential to advance to general
officer rank_
Graduated in 1968 from the U.S_
Military Academy with a bschelor's
degree in science and from the Har-

vard University Graduate School
with a master's degree in business ad-

ministration. MAJ Caldwell bowed
out of the Army just after he served
as project officer for AUanta IV . the
ArmylIndustry Executive Seminar
that attracted some 350 top manage-

MAJ Steven Caldwell

ment representatives.

at A tlnnta lV Seminar

During 1969, he served in Vietnam a a r onnai san'e platoon I ader
an
with the 2/327 Infantry. 101st Airborn Division (Airmobile) and
aerial operations officer (1970). followed by duty as an Infantry operations officer. He was awarded two Bronze Stars (one for valor), Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry with Bronze Star, and the Air Medal.
Assigned in 1970 to HQ U.. Army Materiel Command (chflnget:1 in
1975 to Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command .
DARCOM), he served as aide-de-camp to AMC Commander GEN Henry
A. Miley Jr.
During 1972 he was assigned as special staff assistant to the Chi f of
Procurement Policy, followed by duty as peeial a i tant to the director
of Procurement. MG Chester McKeen, where his dutie included a trip to
brief the Saudia Arabia Minister of Def ose. and then a management
speciali t, Office of the Program Manager, Tank Acceleration Program
when t.he U_S. Army's critical sbortage of modem tanks was of serious national concern.

From September 1975 until he ended his active duty, MAJ Caldwell
(Continued on page 24)
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Career Programs
Perdue Selected for Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship

authored or coauthored an extensive tist of scientific and technical arti·
c1es. He is a member of the institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the American Physical ociety,
H has also served as a research associate in the Electrical Engineering
Department at Duke University and as an adjunct assistant professor in
the Electrical Engineering Department, North Carolina State University.

Physicians Earn APA Administrative Certification

l

I

LOAN FELLOW Thomas M. Perdue reads telegram to wife Linda,
son, Michael, and daughter Kristin, informing him of selection for
the 1977·78 Program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Selection as an Alfred P, Sloan Fellowship winner, involving a year of
study with an opportunity for a master of science degree in management,
is for Thomas M. P rdue part of a succe story started in 1957,
While attending Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Perdue enrolled in the
U,S. Army Missil Command' cooperative student·worked program, Ac·
celeration up the career ladder picked up a head of steam for him in 1974.
Su tained superior performance with the Army Ballistic Missile De·
fense ystems Command contributed to two honors· a U,S. Civil Service
Comm; sion Intergovernmental Affairs Fellowship, and the Safeguard
hallistic missile defense system commander's Junior Executive Award.
Perdue is cw·rent.ly chief of Range Safety for the Army Ballistic Missile
Defense Systems Command in Huntsville, AL. Since he became a full· time
electronics engineer with the Missile Command in 1961. he has served
progres ively with the Nike Zeus Project Office and succesSOr units.
He was a member of a 6-man team that developed plans for transf r of
Kwajalein Missile Range from U,S. Navy control to the Army, and then
developed plans for lllillUlgement of the range, Perdu was assigned
safety responsibility for launches from Kwajslein and later Wsk Island
in 1967_ He was then <:oncerned with providing launch support for John·
son Island, Vandenberg Air Force Base. CA, and for PacW ·based ships,
Graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute with a BS degree in elec·
trical engineering, he has done graduate work in ope,'ations research at
the University of Alabama, One of his hobbies is diving, along with under·
water photography and woodworking, He plans to make Shittum wood
plaques for each of about 50 of his Sloan Fellows classmates at MIT.

ARO's Dr. Wittmann Receives SARS Fellowship
Under a Secretary of the Army Research and Study (SARS) Fellowship
Program, Dr. Horst Wittmann is devoting a year of investigative effort into

theoretical and experimental means for
optimization of IMPATr diodes at the
Institute for Industrial Electronics,
Technical Unjversity of Vienna, Austria.
Dr, Wittmann is associate di.rector of
the Electronics Division, U.S. ArnlY Research Office, Research Triangle Park,
NC, He has also accepted a Fulbright·
Hays Scholarship in an honorary capacity from th Council for International
Exchange of Scholars.
Dr. Horst Wittmann
Employed at ARO since 1970, Dr. Wittmann shares responsibility for
directing a broad program of research in th fields of electronics, informa·
tion, and computer sci nce. He is an adviser to the Joint Services Elec·
tronics Program and the Advi ory Group on Electron Devices,
Dr, Wittmann's a adem it credentials include a BA degree from Melanchthon Gymna ium, Numberg, Germany, an MS degree from the University of Erlangen, Germany, and PhD in ex perinlen ta I physics and
phy ical chemistry from the University of Graz, Austria,
Prior to joining the ARO professional staff, he was a research physicist
at the U.S. Army Missile Command, Ther he received a patent for the
first apptication of s laser light source in th pectro copic field, and
developed a theoretical model for low·temperature electroluminescence.
Listed in American Men and Women of Science, Dr. Wittmann has
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Two officers at the Dwight
Dsvid Eisenhower Army Medical
Center, Fort Gordon, GA, are believed the first active duty mili·
tary physicians certified in ad·
ministrative psychiatry by the
American Psychiatric Associa·
tion.
COL (Dr.) Eric Nelson, chief of
Psychiatry and Neurology, and
LTC (Dr.) David Armitage, direc·
tor of Residency Training, have
joined only 523 acLive members
within the ranks of more than
23,000 APA members.
The Joint Corumi ion on Accreditalion for Ho pitals requires
that administrators of a p ychia.
tric facility (at les. t 100 bed) be
LTC Arm,tage & COL Nelson
certified in psychiatric administration, Accreditation by the APA's 26year-old Commission on Certification is important to Drs. Nelson and Ar·
mitag because the Department of Psychiatry and Neurology plans to
make administrative psychiatry part of the residency curriculum at the
Ei enhower Center. APA prerequisites include certification by the Am rio
ean Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, and completion of th,-ee years
service while psychiatric administration has been a major concern.

An applicant must then pass a stiff 6·hour oral exsm covering adminis·
tration and organizational theory, administrative and community psychiatry practice, medical care administration, bodget and finance, personnel administration, and law and psychiatry, Although no formal course
work precedes the exam, the Certification Commission provides all candi·
dates with an extensive reading list upon which the test is based.
Dr. Nelson earned his BA degree from Harvard University and nis MD
from Rochester (NY) Medical School. His internship and residency were
served at Letterman Army Medical Center, San Francisco, CA.
Dr, Armitage has a bachelor's degree from Muskingum College and an
MD from the College of Medicine of the State University of New York at
Syracu e. He interned at Tripler Army Medical Center, HI. and served hi
residency at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC,

Outstanding Young Officer Explains His Decision
(Continued from page 23)
was a consultant and special assistant witb the Office of the Deputy Com·
mander for Materiel Acquisition (changed under DARCOM to Deputy CG
for Materiel Development), working with LTG George Sammet Jr, under
the guidance of assistant deputy John D, Blanchard.
During his military career, MAJ Caldwell had his share of opportunities
to "see the world," as Army recruitment posters suggest, with trips to
Australia, Taiwan, Spain, Italy. Saudi Arabia and Morocco.
Considering the unusual succession of highly interesting assignments,
plus travel to foreign lands during a 9-year military career, why would a
young man like MAJ Caldwell leave to enter the busine s world?
Everything had been going exceptionally well- a beautiful wife he met
while attending Harvard, a first child born Mar, 30, 1977 (Steven J, Jr,)
. , . all 'the goodies.' "I left the Army," he explains, "because I felt that the
Army forces its p rsonnel to be 'generalists' in an era when specialization
is essential due to the complexity and sophistication of the Army's role of
ns tional defense· of constant readiness for any type of combat,
"Unfortunately, I believe the generalists are often handicapped to com·
pete in specific areas (like materiel acquisition). I did not want to be put in
a position where I was a highly qualified gen ralist· not capable of quali·
fying as an expert in a specific field,
"With Grace CW, R. Grace Co, in N w York City. Grace Plaza on the
Avenue of the Americas). I am a financial projects supervi Or working on
assorted financial projects requiring Grace capital, , , (such as) the acquiition of a chain of 350 retail stores, With some of the good luck I had in
the Army, I may progress, Still, I may have some regrets. The many highly dedicated and exceptionally competent people with whom [ was privileged to work made me feel that the Army is a fine career."
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Sturdivan Goes Into Executive Development Program
Selection of Larry Sturdivan for six
mooths of training under the technical
director's executive development pro-gram has been announced by the Army
Cbemical Systems Laboratory (CSL).
Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD.
Federally employed since 1964. when
he joined the professional laff at the
Army Balli tic Research Laboratory at
APG. turdivan is the 23d employe
selected for this training since it was ini·
tiated in 1970.
Following three month of varied
La
St d'
training assignments in tbe CSL. he will
rry ur Ivan
receive three montbs of managerial
training at HQ Army Materiel Development and Readines Command.
Graduated from Oklahoma State University with a BS d gree in phys·
i and from the Univer ity of Delaware with an MS degree in slalisti s.
he is the U.S. repre entative to the Group of Terminal Ballistics Experts
for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Small Arms Tests.
turdivan has authored numerou technical publications on human vul·
nerability. ba presented papers at variou national and international Con·
ferences. and is a member of igma Xi cientific Research Society of
North America. A 1975 recipient of a Department of the Army Sustained
Superior Performance Award. he received a 1976 Special Act Award for
achievements in the soft body armor program.

Reader's Guide
Corps of Engineers' Pestiferous Problem ..

Aquatic Plant Control Book, Film Report Progress

ARI Publications Include Guidebook for Writers

u.s. Army Research In titute for lhe B h;lVioral and S(J('iHI :;!'ielJ("'.
publications announced recently in Iud two te<'hnic,,1 paper•. " te<'lmi!',1
report and a guidebook f r writing trainin!! literalure.
Technical Paper 27 . The Perception nf Tactical fnldilg,'//CI' f//d,,'al"lI/s
by intelligence Officers. provide information on improved lP('hnjfJllP~ for
intelligence collection planning and analysi . and how to asSf"S~ pffN'livf'-ness of traditional indicators.

Analyses are bnsed on responses from 44 capwins nrolled in the Intel·
ligence Officers Advanced Course who servNl:l~ staff offirpr~ in An inf.lntry division conductin!! a mobile defense in north·c ntral W st Germany.
Findings reveal th3l traditional indications of fOl1V ntional ()('rHtioll~
are poorly understood alJ(Uor intrinsically inadE'qu3l€' for ('ontt'mporHry
intelligence operations. Suggestions call for an improv('n indif'tltions

structure and betler baseline data.
Technicnl Pnper 281, Comparison of Four Unaltend"d Grmmd S,'//sor
Displays, reports on the RO-376 X- T plotter and thr.. varia lion. of the
situation map display, in terms of effect n monitor performan e.
Sixteen U.S. Navy personnel received training on the various displays
and operators, and then monitored each display for two hours to report
target information. Results were reported on prepared forms and com·
pared to known ground truths. Operator perform an was unaffected
generally by the type of display used. Detection of a higher perCenlalle of
targets occurred during low rather than high periods of t.arget activity.
Technical Report 76-A3. Trallsfer of Training and Skill Relentinn, "
the result of a 17·week expel'iment with 106 enlisted perMnnelto exploro
the relationship betwern the retention of training rOllrs{\' rontf'nt nnd r("·
call during a performance test.
Instruction was provided by the Training Extcnsion Cour erl'E ) materials on selection. maintenance a.nd us of hand !!renad . Retention of
trainin~ content was measured by a wril.t n exam.
How well training was transf rred to actual operating oondition wa
measured by a riterion performance test (CRT). Incr ased delay het.ween
training and administration of the CRT revealed decline in performan .
Guidebook for the Development of Army Training Literalure i a 11>:'·

Difficulties of the U.. Army Corps of
Engineer in continuing efforts to keep
navigable waterway as well as recrea·
tion lakes pa sably free from tangled
masses of water hyacinths and other
noxious weed date back more than 75
years, and have been di ussed in hun·
dreds of articles and reports.
Progress during the past decad in the
Corps' aquatic plant control researcb will
be detailed by one of its leading autbori·
ties in this field in a forthcoming book
aulhored by Dr. Edward O. Gang tad.
Complementing this report is a new
3Q.minute, 16mm flim titled Waterhya·
Dr. Edward O. GangSlad
cinth: The Silent Aggre r, available from Department of Agriculture.
Part of tbe material that will appear in the book to be published by CRC
Press Inc., Cleveland, OH. was prepared by Dr. Gangstad for presentation
at the 1975 Research Planning Conference on the Aquatic Plant Control
Program, and is included in the proceedings of that meeting.
Dr. Gangstad is of the opinion that the most dramatic advan es in techniques currently applicable to control problems have been made during
the past decade. Hi book will report on experiments with laser beams:
import of lbe white amur fish from Ru ia and its development as a
monnsex (to control propagation) al the Fisheries Research, lation. Stull·
gart, AR; and use of weed·eating beet! along with contr lled·relea e
chemical weed killers.
Currently, the Corps of Engineers control program j limited to $5 mil·
lion annually and for th pa t five year has averaged about $3 million.
Dr. GangSlad has categorized, in order of magnitude. the problem weeds:
water hyacinth, a!ligatol' weed. hydrilla. water lettuce, and pond weed.
The U... Department of the Interior, Department of Agriculture and
numerous slates have their own control programs. Dr. Gan!,:stad esti·
mates the over·all expenditure is avera!,:in" about $75 million annually.
The Bureau of Reclamation is involved with the problem as related to
water conveyance systems sucb as canals, dams, eLc. Research also is conducted by numerous academic institutions.
Dr. Gangstad entered U.S. Government servic in 1950. shortly afler
receiving hi doctorate in biocbemistry from Rut"ers University. He
earned BS and M degree in thO field from the University of Wisconsin.
Since 1969 he has been ngllged in the Corps of Engineers aquatie week
control program. Four years work with the Department of Agriculture on
weed conlrol was related to strategic fiber crops. Twelve years with the
Texas Research Foundation at Dallas were devote<1 primarily to research
on problems related to the forage crops.

nllaged in hardware desiKn H,,,I
Ifl Fro<:lure Mechanics has been announcer! by the U.S. Army Materials and Me,
chanics Research Center. Wat.erto",n. MA.
AMMRC MS 77-5 contain mOre than 30 CaSC histories of practical en·
gineering application relative to desiJ,,'l1. inspection. m:linLenance ;lOU
failure analysis. lt WaS ompil d by Dr. Thomas P. Rich and Ur. David .J.
Cartwright of AMMRC's Mechani s R arch Laboratory.
Dr. Rich ha. conducte<1 m chanies re earch into deformation and frac·
ture of material for the past s ven years and is leader of AMMHC's Life
Prediction and Reliability Mechanics Team.
Dr. Cartwright rc.-ently completed a year of work at AMMHC as a vi.it·
ing North Atlantic Treaty Organi7.ation Fellow. He is a medlOni"al en!':i,
neering professor at the niversity of Southampton, F:ngland.
Authored by industrial. government and academic sl)('{'ialislS from the
U.S. and Great Britain. the case studies are listed by major :ubjed "'eas
of aerospnce. joints and mountin~s. pressure vessels and rotating mad,in·
ery, surface vehicles and mat rial.
Hardware case sludies include helicopter c-omponenu , airr'raft st.rUI··
lUre. rocket motors. gun tuhes and military hridges. Most. tudles an' 12
to 15 pages in length and composed in standard formaL
Additional information relative to this dc){'umentlllay be oblume<1 from
Dr. Thomas Rich. Autovon 955·;141!!.
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page illustrated document that erves as a complete job aiel for writers of
performance·oriented t.raini.ng lit ratur such as field manuals. trainin!,:

ci.rculars and special text .
The guidebook emphasizes principles of good writinl!. at the ,·ompre·
hension level for the intend d audience. through xten ive use Ill' eXllm·
pies rather than lectures on format and style.
Information was obtained from interview with Army writ rs and edit·
ors in fiv Army Service hool Center where training literature upporting high·density Mililary Occupational pecialty areas is produced.
Guidebook topics are presented in a "before and after" format (former
writing style and as revised for better comllreh nsion) in lude fi Id artil·
lery, air defense (technical, combat and administrative), ordnance (techni.
cal and combat), quartermaster. medic, armor, transport...'lUon, and MPs.
Corre pondence relative to di tribution of any of lbese publications
may be addressed to: U.S. Army Research Institule for th,· B,'havlor,,1
and Social Science. ATTN: PERI-PP. 5001 Eisenhower A,·c.. Alexan·
dria. VA 22333.

AMMRC Publishes Fracture Mechanics Monograph
Intended for immediate use by per On

failure analysis. a new SOD-page monog-raph liUecl rase .';tuclU's

Conferences & Symposia . ..
MIRADCOM Hosting Shock and Vibration Symposium
Discussion of atal:e-<>f-the-art developments and potentisl problems is
programed for the 48th Shock and Vibration Symposium, Oct. 18-20, at
HQ U.S. Army Missile R&D Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Sponsored by the Shock and Vihration Information Center (SVlC),
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, the symposium is hosted
annually on a rotational basis by the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. About 400 participants
are expected this year.
The SVlC operates under authority of the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering. The sWf includes a director, two technically skilled coordinators and two secretaries.
Annual symposia constitute one of the largest aingle sources of information in the sbock and vibration technological area. Attendees are primarily government and industrial working scientista and engineers.
MIRADCOM Commander MG Charles F. Means will offer the welcoming remarks, followed by a ksynote address hy Dr. John L. McDaniel, deputy/technical director of MlRADCOM. Chairmen are James Daniel of
MIRADCOM and svrc Director Henry C. Pusey.
Invited Speakers are CommanderlDirector COL John L. Cannon of the
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg,
MS, whoae topic is Sbock Response Research at WES; Dr. Robert M.
Hamilton, chief, Office of Earthquake Studies, U.S. Geological Survey,
Reston, VA, whose aubject is Earthquakes: Their Causes and Effects; and
Edward J. Kolb, technical information officer, HQ U.S. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command, Alexandria, VA, wbo will discuss
Technical Information Resources for Shock and Vibration Community.
Numerous Army representatives will present papers or preside as cliairman or cochairman at sessions during which more than 50 papers are programed, along with two panel discussions. Navy, Air Force, NASA, aca·
demic and industrial experts from all parts of the U.S. will bave similar
roles as chairmen, panelists or presenters of techniciIJ papers.
Scheduled topics of unclassified general sessions and panel discussions
will include: Model Test Analysis, Tracked Vehicles, Instrumentation,
Structural Analysis, Special Topics, Software Evaluation (panel discussion), Data Management (panel diacusaion), Vibration Testing, and Isolation and Damping. One classified session has been programed with attendance contingent upon establishment of a valid SECRET clearance and
a need-to-know.
Attendees remaining in the Huntsville area Oct. 21 may wish to take
advantage of a special tour of MIRADCOM facilities, including a missile
frring range and an excursion of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center.
Additional information relative to registration, attendance, fees and
lodging may be obtained from the Shock and Vibration Information Center, Naval Research Laboratory, Code 8404, Washington, DC, CommercialPhone: 202-767-2220 or Autovon: 297-2220.

WES Hosts 4-Day Subsurface cavities Symposium

I
Detection of Subsurface Cavities Symposium dignitaries (from left)
J. P, Sale, chief, WES Soils and Pavements Laboratory; COL John L.
Cannon, WES commander and director; William E. Davies, U.S.
Geologic:aI Survey; Paul Fisher, Office, Chief of Engineera; Dwain
K. Butler and R. F_ Ballard, WES Soils and Pavements Laboratory.
Dangers of collapse of ground above subterranean caverns, with possible calamitous results in loss of life and property, were discussed at a 4day Detection of Subsurface Cavities Symposium in Vicksburg, MS.
Keynote speaker William E. Davies of the U.S. Geological Survey said
the caverns - caused by chemical weathering that converts rock material
into the liquid state - are not easily detectable, and that collapse of ground
above them has occurred even in preferred conatruction sites.
Sponsored by the Office of the Army Chief of Engineers and the Soils
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and Pavements Laboratory of its Waterways Experiment Station (WES),
the symposium attracted geologists, geophysicists, geotechnical engineers, administrators and planners from all parts of the United States.
Speakers included experts from the WES, district and division offices
of the Corps of Engineers, the Tennessee Valley Authority, Southwest Research Institute, Colorado School of Mines, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Texas A&M University, the University of Missouri at Rolla, and a
professor from the Compagnie Generale de Geopbysique in France.
Many of the preferred construction sites have been used, peakers reported, making more urgent the development of reliable detection of subterranean cavities, including treatment to make possible the use of land
above the cavities.
Methods of cavity detection discussed at the symposium fall into three
categories: remote sensing, ground surface, and direct contact.
Remote senaing methods have the advantage of covering large areas
quickly and economically. Although these methods are not capable of
locating or delineating specific cavities, they can be used to select problem
areas for more intensive study by other methods.
Ground surface methods include, among others, seismic, electrical resistivity, self-potential, acouatic subbottom profiling and gravity surveying.
These methods of surface geophysical exploration vary greatly in their
ability to reveal specific cavities, but some have potential as valuable subsurface cavity locstion tooIs.
Direct contact methods are considered the only means of definitely estahlishing the existence of a cavity. Borings and excavation may be used
to prove out potential cavities indicated by remote sensing or surface geophysical methods. The high coat of drilling and the time involved limit application of this method.
Emphasis of the symposium wae on presentation and state-of-the-artreview of geophysical cavity detection ae the most promising method.

Conferees Report on Pressure, Temperature Research
High-pressure, low-temperature research, during which pressures of
400,000 atmospheres (about 6 m.illion pounds per square inch) have been
achieved at temperatures down to 10° above absolute zero (- 459.6° F.)
was the topic of three papers presented recently by Watervliet (NY) Arsenal investigators.
"Bismuth Phase Transition Below 30° K. at 150 K-bars in an Argon
Pressure Medium" was presented by Clarke G. Homan during the International Conference on High-Pressure and Low-Temperature Physics at
Cleveland (OR) State University. Julius Frankel and David P. Kendall ~
authored the paper.
Homan also delivered a paper on •Acoustic Velocity Ratios in Solid Argon at 75° K. Up to Static Pressures of 150 K-bars" at the Sixth International Higb-Pressure Conference conducted by the University of Colorado
at Boulder. Coauthors are Frankel, Kendall, John P. Barrett and Dr.
Thomas E. Davidson, who chaired a session on "High-Pressure Vessel and
Pipeline Material Behavior."
Frankel also delivered a paper at the Boulder meeting, "The Use of Isotropic Sodium Chloride Acoustic Velocity Rations in Ulua-High-Pressure
Pbysics," coauthored by Fred J. Rich, Homan, Dr. M. A. Hussain and R.
D.Scanlon.

TECOM Workshop Reviews Disaster Contingency Plans
Contingency plans for effective response to natural disaster and emergency aituations were discussed in depth by U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command subordinate command representatives and guests at an
August Military Planning Workshop.
Hosted at HQ TECOM, Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground, the meeting
was opened by TECOM Deputy Commander BG Philip L. Bolte who emphasized the continuing need for preparedness. A 1974 tornado at J efferson Proving Ground was cited as an example.
"Emergency and disaster situations," BG Bolte said, "involve assistanoe
to civilian authorities which requires detailed advance coordination and
planning by TECOM installations and field activities."
TECOM Director for Plans and Programs COL George F. Carroll ex·
plained detailed requirements for plans to cope with civil disturbances,
environmental disasters, rapid mobilization of forces for war emergencies, and related programs.
COL Frederick C. Turner of the Army War College aasesaed"The Soviet
Threat" and Douglas Byard of the 902d Military Intel1igenoe Detachment
diacusaed communist block intel1igence-gathering activities.
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Other presentations included Terrorism and Hostage Situations, by
DaroJ E. Fry, FBI special agent; Sbelter Management, by Larry Sunday,
HQ Army Materiel Developmeot and Readiness Command; and Joint Re·
source Damage and Capability Assessment System, by Jame Kilker of
tbe Logistics Systems Support Agency, Tobyhanna Army D pot. PA.
Worksbop representative included I van L. Stadjuhar. White Sands
Missile Range. NM; MAJ George R. McAlpin. Dugway Proving Ground.
UT; SFC Robert Walker and Barbara C. Campbell. Yuma Proving
Ground, AZ; Luth r D. Schultz, Jefferson Proving Ground. IN; William
H. Allbritten and Eleanor F. Stokes, APG, MD; Roy L. Miller. Aircraf
Development Test Activity, Fort Rucker, AL; CPT Donald R. Pawlow ki.
Cold Region Test Center, Fort Greeley. AK; Donald L. MUler and Felix
R. mith; EI tronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca. AZ; and SGM BUll'
J. Barber, Tropic Test Center, Fort Clayton. CZ.

MORA Conference Themes Urban Warfare Environment
Improved equipment, training and doctrine for soldiers in the urban
warfare environment themed a recent 2·day MOBA (Military Operations
in Built-Up Areas) conference at the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HELl, Aberdeen (MDl Proving Ground.
Attended by more than 75 high-ranking military and civilian DoD personnel, this second meeting in a planned series included discussion of firepower, weapons, communications, mobiJjty, camouflage. munitions, target acquisition and support tasks.
Participants were from HQ Department of the Army, U.S. Marille
Corps, U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readi·
ness Command (DARCOM), and the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC).
Designated as the DARCOMrrRADOC point of contact for all MOBArelated activities, the HEL initiated the meeting to provide an exchange
for the growing bank of knowledge relative to urban military operations.
HEL Director Dr. John D. Weisz credited the MOBA team with "an outstanding job in bringing the MOBA research and development program
into being and for providing the ltrSt hard data in a number of critical
areas." He predicted that the MOBA will be one of the top-priority R&D
programs ill the Army in four to five year .
Don Egner heads the HEL MOBA team which has conducted research
on the most suitable weapons for close-quarter fighting in cities and
towns. He said that MOBA is now a recognized concern ill the new Army
field manuals. Another conference may be held within 9 months.

Awards ...

DUAL AWARDS honored Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL)
personnel recently when Director Robert J. Eichelberger (center)
accepted the Laboratory of the Year Award from Assistant Secretary of the Army (RDA) Dr. Percy Pierre, and the DARCOM Award
for Excellence from Director of Development and En~neerin~ BG
Alan Nord. The DARCOM Award recognized technical achievementa, quality of technical management and effective use of available personnel and financial resources. Initialed in 1975 to recognize and upgrade performance of Army in-house laboratories, tbe
Laboratory of the Year Award was presented to the Night Vision
Labora~-g', Fort Belvoir, VA. Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) received the econd award for "numerous significant achie\'ements," particularly introduction of Meningoccal Vac·
cine Type C for military use. The basis of the BRL award for t976
was reported in the March·April Army R&D Newsmagazine, p. 4.
AUGUST-SEPTE~mER
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3 Aberdeen MTD Personnel Receive Awards
Three personnel assigned to the Materiel Testing Directorate (MTDI at
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), MD, received awards recognizing outstanding contributions to the MTD mission.
Kenneth I. Ruff, a mechanical engineerin/( technician in the Artillery
and Armor Division, received the Director's Award for "... improvements to test sites. target setup, velocity measurem nts, and ftxtures,"
which have been "invaluable a ts to th Army."
CPT C. Dauid Brown received the Crozier Award. presented annually to
a military member of MTD in memory of former (1901-18) Chief of Ordnance MG WUliam Crozier, for his work on varied projects including a
video instrumentation system for testing and analysis. a laser target
simulator, and an automatic video target-scoring system.
Walter M. Powers, an artillery repair leader, won the Groak Award for
his "exceptional competence and skill in directing the repair and maintenanceof ordnance items used by MTD:' Estahlished in 1969, it honors the
late George Groak. former MTD employe credited with enhancing the
reputation of APG's technicians.
MTD Director COL E. P. Davis presented the awards during a ceremony
attended by supervisors and branch chiefs of the directorate.

ARRADCOM Man Wins ADPA's Harvey Knowles Award
Achievements in development of anti·
tank ammunition have earned the
American Defense Preparedne Asso·
ciation's Harvey C. Knowles Award for
Earl Buchanan of the U.S. Army Arma·
ment R&D Command. Dover, NJ.
Chief of ARRADCOM's Tank
Ammunition Section, Buchanan received
a $1,000 honorarium and a Certificate of
Achievement. He is the 11th recipient of
the award and the Armament Command's second winner.
The citation acclaims his technical
direction and leadership leading to development of the armor-piercing. fin·
Earl Buchanan
stabJized, discarding-sabot. kinetic·energy round. believed capabl of defeating armor at greater ranges t.han any other ammunition.
Memorializing the founder of the ADPA's technical and management
divisions, the Knowles Award is presented annually to an Am rican citi·
zen for a major technical contribution to armament progress.

4 Natick Employes Get Research Achievement Awards
Outstanding contributions in the physical.
engineering, food and
life sciences by four
Natick (MAl Research
and Development Command employes have
earned
Research
Achievement Awards
from NARADCOM's
chapter of Sigma Xi, a
national
scientific
honorary society.
John W. Halliday, a
chemist in the Food En·
gineering Laboratory,
is cited for studies dealing with effects of
ionized radiation on
beef muscle protein.
His work is expected to
demon trate whole·
someness of irradiated
beef, leading to Food
and Drug Administra·
tion approval for general consumption.
William E. Nykuist.
Aeromechanical En·
gineering Laboratory,
analyzed the heat trans-

J. W. Halliday

R. W.Segars
(Continued on page 28)

W. E. Nyk vist

CPT D. L. Wolf.
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fer process of roasting beef with the intent of developing improved
methods for ma"imum yield and quality. He computed effects of temperature, roast size and oven power.

Ronald W. Segars, a physicist in the Food Scieoces Laboratory. tested
stress and strain characteristics of beef muscle tissue hy constructing a
mathematical meat model and an original testing device.
The device enables researchers to gather data previously ohtained from
costly consumer acceptance panels. Results of this work were preseoted
in a technical report at a National Science Foundation symposium at Rut·
gers V ni versity.
CPT Danney L. Wolfe, a veterinarian with the U.. Army Re arch In·
stitute of Environmental Medicine. implanted monitoring devices in the
heart, lungs and skull base of goats, relative to a study of altitude acclima·
tization. His work is expected to have far-reaching impact on altitude research which cannot be conducted on humans.
NARADCOM Radiation Chemist and Awards Committee Chairman Dr.
Irwin A. Taub cited all of the "junior researchers" for exhibiting a high degree of innovation and resourcefulness io studyiog pressing problem.

Dr. Eichelberger Wins Distinguished CS Award
Dr. RobertJ Eichelberger. director
of the U.S. Army Balli tic Research
Laboratory. Aberdeen eMD) Proving
Ground since 1967. is one of six Department of Defense employes honored recently with ODD Distinguished
Civilian Service Awards.
Employed at BRL since 1955. Dr.
Eichelberger received the ODD high·
est award for civilian for "outstanding contributions to detonation phys·
ics, hypervelocity impact and penetratioo mechanics and shaped
charges, all resulting in major imDr. RobertJ. Eichelherger
provemeots and innovations in the
Army's offensive tIrepower, effectiveness and survivability."
The award citation acclaims his "exceptional ability to plan research
programs and to identify and implement specific fundamental tudies
oeeded to provide a sound basis for subsequent applied R&D."
Dr. Eichelberger was recognized also for acbievements leading to BRL's
selection in 1976 as the "U.S. Army Laboratory of tbe Year." aod for earl·
ier "e"cellence" awards from the American Defense Preparedness Ass0ciation.

An internationally renowned ballistics authority, be is a member of
nine professional and three honorary societies, more than 30 technical
panels and committees, and bas received seven major civilian service
awards, including the Decoration for Exceptiooal Civilian Service.
Other award recipients are Charles H. Andregg. deputy director for
Management and Technology, Defense Mapping Agency, for charting and
geodesy; William J. Cassell. comptroller. Defen Logistics Agen y. for finaocial management support of U.S. logistics programs; and
Dr. Thomas M. Do vis, head, Mathematical Modeling Project, Naval
.Oceanographic Office. for collection and analysis of oceanographic data io
support of Fleet operatioos; Robert E. Dmke, deputy director for Operatioos. National Security Ageocy, for cryptologic management; and Can·
rod P. Peterson, deputy director, Directorate of Accounting and Finance,
Department of lhe Air Force. for leadership of government financial management operations.
Initiated in 1955, 000 Distinguisbed Civilian Service Awards are presented annually to six employes whose careers renect exceptional devolion to duly and significant contributions to DoD efficiency, economy
or other operational requirements.
Nominations for dentinc and non cientific achievements are normally
made from among tho e employes who have previously been awarded the
Decoration for Exceptiooal Civilian Service. Winners receive a gold medal
and citation certificate.

sighting ioto a single unit. Earlie;
designs required two separate
sights to cover the complete ballistic range of the projectile.
Assigned to ARRCOM's Product Assurance Directorate as a
mechanical eogineer, Stratman is
credited with initiating development of hardware for testing caseless grenade ammunitioo. He has
served as Rock 1 land ArsenaI
representative to NATOlBrussels
00 small-caliber linked grenade
ammunition, and was employed in
the former Rodman Laboratory.

Dr. Anderson Elected as Food Technologists Fellow
Dr. Edward E. Anderson, special
assistant for the DoD Food Research, Development, Testing and Engineering Program at the U.S. Army Natick (MAl
R&D Command, is a oew Fellow of the
Institute of Food Technologists_
Dr. Aodersoo is ooe of two U.S. food
scientists elected this year by IFI' members. He is the only active DoD employe
and is one of only seven U.S. Governmeot food scientists holding this title
among more than 15,000 U.S. members.
As principal NARADCOM authority
for over·all DoD Food Programs, Dr.
Anderson coordinates services and
Dr. Edward E. Anderson
equipmeot for·the Tri-Services aod the Defense Logistics Agency.
Author or coauthor of 45 technical papers, he holds 10 U.S. aod
Canadian pateots. He is a member of the Society for Nutrition Education.
Americao Defense Preparedness Association, American ociety of Military Comptrollers, Sigma Xi, American Association for the Advancement
of Science. and the American Public Healtb Association.

BWL Man Patents Process for Coating Gun Barrels
A new proce for applying multiple coatings to interior of artillery
gun barrel ha earned a U. patent award for Harold Goodheim, a
mechanical engineer with the B net Weapons Laboratory Advanced Engineering Group. Watervliet Arsenal, NY.
Five or mor types of coating fluid can be passed. in sequeoce, through
gun barrel interiors without mixing with or contaminating each other.
After coating the barrel. each fluid is completely expelled and the fluid
flow control valves are purged by a high·speed jet of air.
A veteran government employe and graduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Goodheim will receive no royalties since his invention
is certified as being in the public domain. The Army will award him a
small honorarium for the effort he devoted to perfecting his prace

Personnel Actions
Dr. Davis Takes Over as Deputy DDR&E (R&AT)

Patents for invention of a f1ash suppressor for the M219 machinegun
and a sighting system for hand-beld grenade launchers were awarded recently to Urban (Fred) Stratman, V.S. Army Armament Materiel Readi·
oess Command. Rock Island, lL.
The suppres or. a product improvemeot effort, reduces or eliminates
bright nasbes created by ignitioo of hot, unburned gases exiting the gun
muzzle. Vent holes confine most of the burning inside the suppressor.
The sighting system for grenade launchers incorporates full-range

Responsibility for the technology hase portion of the Depart·
ment of Defeose re earch, development, test and evalualion
program was assumed recently by
Dr. Ruth M. Davis.
Appoioted Deputy Director of
Defense R search and Engineering (Research and Advanced Technology), Dr. Davis was, until she
transferred to DoD, the director
of the In litute for Computer
ciences
aod
Techoology,
Natiooal Bureau of tandards.
She has been engaged since 1962
in various areas of computer
informatioo technology.
Dr. Ruth M. Davis
During 1976 she was an adjunct
professor at the Morre School of Engineering, University of Penn yl·
vania. She has taught in graduate schools of American Vniver ity and the
Vniver ity of Maryland, and was a visiting professor for three years at
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the University of Pittsburgh.
Other key career assignments have included staff assistallt for Intel·
ligence and Reconnaissance. Office, Director of Defense Research and En·
l(ineering. OSD: a ociate diJ'ector for R&D and dU·ector. Lister Hill Na·
tional Center for Biomedical Communications. National Library of
Medicine, National institutes of Health.
Dr. Davis has a BA degree in mathematics from American. University
and MA and PhD degrees from tpe University of Maryland. (all SCL).
Elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 1976, and the
National Academy of Public Administration in 1974, she is on the Ad·
visory Council of the Electric Power Research Institute. and was on the
Maryland Governor's Science Advisory Council (1972-77).
Listed in Who's Who in. America, American Men and Women ofScience,
and Wh.o~ Who of American Womell, sbe received the National Civil
Service League Award in 1976, a Federal Women of tbe Year Award in
1972, and a Rockefeller Public Service Award in 1973.
Dr. Davis has published more than 100 articles in professional media.
She is a member of the Operations Research Society of America, Mathe·
matical Society of America, and Association for Computing Machinery.

laBerge Assumes Army Under Secretary Duties
Dr. Walter B. LaBerge. former
assistant secretary general for Defense Support, North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, has been
Sworn in as Under Secretary of
the Army, succeeding Norman R.
Augn tine. who resigned in Jan·
uary to return to industry.
Dr. LaBerge served during
1973-76 a a sistant ecretary of
the Air Force (Research and Development), following a signments with the U.S. Naval Weapons Center, CA, as deputy TO and
later as technical director.
Assignments with Philco·Ford
Corp. included vice president,
Electronics Group: division vice
Dr. Walter B. LaBerge
president, Western Development Laboratories (WDL): vice president,
R&D Corporate Staff: director, Houston Operation: and director of Engineering, WDL.
His academic credentials include a 1944 BS degree in naval science, a
1947 BS degree in physics and PhD degree in pbysics, all from the Uni·
versity of Notre Dame. Memberships have included Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board, and Naval Operations Industry Advisory Committee.

Dickinson Selected as CORADCOM Commander
MG Hillman Dickinson. assigned since 1974 to the Office, Deputy Chief
of Staff for Research, Development. and Acquisition. Department of the
Army. is the new commander of the

LTG Robert M.
hoemaker.
commander since 1975 of m
Corps and Fort Hood. TX, has
been selected as deputy commander. U.. Army Forces Com·
mand, Fort McPherson. GA.
Graduated from the U.S. Mili·
tary Academy in 1946 with a BS
degree in military science, he has

completed requirements at the
Army Command and General
Staff College, Army War College
and the Army Infantry School
(basic and advanced courses).
During 1970-75. LTG Shoe·
maker served consecutive assign·
ments at Fort Hood as deputy
commander and cbief of staff. m
LTG Robert M. Sboemaker
Corps; deputy commander, MASSTER (since redesignated TCATA·
TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity): and commander, 1st Cavalry
Division, Airmobile (TRlCAP).
Other assignments have included assisllLlt division commander and
chief of staff, 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), Vietnam; assistant and
later chief, Plans and Programs Division, Office of the Director of AmlY
Aviation, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development.
LTG hoemaker wears the Di tingnished Service Medal. Silver Star
with Oak Leaf Clu tel' (OLC), Legion of Merit, Distinguished Flying
Cross, Bronze Star Medal, Air Medal. Army Commendation Medal with
OLC and Combat Infantryman Badge (2d awardl.
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nam; and squadron commander,

IUh Armored Cavab'y Regiment.
Vietnam.

Among his military honors are

the Legion of Merit with three
Oak Leaf Clusters. Bron.e Star
Medal with "V" Device and OLC,
Meritorious Service Medal and

Air Medals with "V" device.

1I1G Hillman Dickinson

Stevens Commands New Aviation R&D Command
MG Story C. Stevens, deputy
commander of the U.S. Army
Aviation Systems Command, Sl.
Louis. MO, since 1976, is commander of thc recenUy established U.S. Mmy Aviation Reearch and Development Com·
Oland (A VRADCOM).
MG Slevens ha a BS d I(ree in
chemical ellg'ineerinK from Pur~

due University and BS and Mil degrees in aeronautical engineerin,g-

MG S

Shoemaker Assigned as FORSCOM Deputy Commander

u.s.

Command (CORAD OM). Fort Monmouth. NJ.
Graduated in 1949 from the U.S. Military Academy. MG Dickinson has
an MS degree in physics from Columbia University and a PhD in physics
from tevens Institute of Technology. His military schoo1inl1 includes the
Comnland and General Staff College. Army War olle!!e. and Armor
School Ba ic and Advanced Course.
During 1973·74. MG Dickinson was deputy commander. U.S. Army
Training Center. Fort Knox, KY. following an assignment as senior ad·
vi er with the 1st Regional As i tance Command, M.A V.
Other key assignments have in·
="""=..,...,....=
cluded deputy director. Defense
Communications Planning Group.
Joint Task Force 728. Washing·
ton. DC; plans officer, U.S. Mili·
tm'y Systems Command, Viet·

from Georgia Institu c of Tech·
nology. He is also a liraduat. of
the Command and Cen ral Sl:,ff
Colleg-e. and National War 01-

C S
tory . levens
le~e.
MG tevens has serv d duty tours as commander, K.iser lau ro (G r·
many) Army Depot; commander. 1 t Support Brigade and community
commander. Mannheim, Germany; and comptroller. HQ Military Traffic
Management and Terminal S rvice. Washinl(ton. DC.
Other assignment have included chief. Airmobility Division. Dire<;·
torate for Research, Development and Engin rinl(, HQ Army Matericl
Command; commande,·. 58th Transportation Battalion and deputy j(roup
commander, 34th Group. Vietnam; and systems analyst and chief of
Aviation, Weapons Systems Analysis Directorate, Office, A"my C of S.
MG Stevens is a recipient of the Distinguished Flying Cross, lAlj(ion of
Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters (OLC), Bronze Star Medal with OLC.
Air Medal (13 awards), Meritorious Servil" Medal and the ACM.

Thurman Gets 3d Star, TRADOC DC Assignment
.

MG John R. Thurman. a veteran of more than 31 years of
military service, has been approved by Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown for promotion to 3·
star rank and assignment as
deputy commander, U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command.
MG Thurman currently Wear.
five hats as commander, U.S.
Army Combined Arms Center;
commander. U... Army Com·
bined Arms Comb t Develop·
ments Activity: commandant.
Army ('"ommand and General
MG John R. Thurman III
Staff College: commander. Com.
(Continued on page ~())
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bined Arms Training Development Activity; and commander, Army Dj .
ciplinary Barracks, Fort Leavenworth. KS.
Graduated from the U.. Military Academy, h also has a BS degree in
international affairs from George Washington University. He has com·
pleted requirements at the Command and General taff Coli ge, Armed
Forces Staff College, Naval War College and Artillery and Guided Missile
School.
MG Thurman served during 1975·76 as commander. 2d Lnfantry Divi·
sion. Eighth U.S. Army, Korea. following assignments in the Office of the
Chief of Staff and Offit'" of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff. U.S. Army.
Pentsgon. Washington, DC.
Foreign duty tours have included assistsnt division commander. 8th [nfantry Division, U.S. Army, Europe; assistsnt commander. 25th Infantry
Division, Vietnam; and deputy chief of staff, Plans, ill Marine Am·
phibionsForce, MAC, Vietnam.
Among his military honors are the Legion of Merit with five Oak Leaf
Clusters (OLC). Distinguished Flying Cross with OLC. Bronze Star Medal
with "V" device and four OLC, the Air Medal, Army Commendation
Medal and Purple Heart.

Lunn Directs DARCOM Development and Engineering
Director of Development and
Engineering. HQ U.S. Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Command, is the new tiUe of
MG Robert J_ Lunn, who took
over duties of that office Sept. 28.
MG Lunn completed a 3-year
tour of duty at Fort Bliss. TX.
serving first as assistant commandant, U.S. Army Air Defense
School. and was promoted to 2·
star rank June 11, 1976. He as·
sumed command of the Air Defense Center and Fort Bliss, TX,
June 14.
Immediately prior to assignment to Fort BIi s, MG Lunn was
deputy commander, 32d Army Air Defense Command, Kaiserslautern,
Federal Republic of Germany. An assignment as assistant to the Secretary of the Army preceded a sumption of command of th 94 th Air Defense Artillery Group in August 1971.
Another key assignment. following graduation from the Army War College in 1968. was chief of the Air Defense and Missile Division. Omce of
the Chief of Research and Development. Department of the Army.
SimiJarly, he took command of the 4th Missile Battslion, 44th Artillery
in Korea. after graduating in 1965 from the U.S. Army Command and
General taft College, Fort Leavenworth. KS.
Graduation from the University of Arizona in 1961, with a rna ter'
degree in aerospace engineering, was followed by assignmenL as project
officer. Lance Missile Development Program. Artillery Board. Fort Sill.

During 1955-57, Dr. Hermann
was a U.S. Air Force electrical
engineer assigned to the N A.
Following completion of active
duty. he was retained as an SA
consultant while serving as a professor at Iowa State University.
Returned to NSA in 1962 under
a Fellowship, he served on the
Technical Planning staff and duro
ing 1964-65 on the Research and
Engineering staff, including a detaiJ in the Office, Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
Dr. Hermann's academic credentials include BS and MS de·
grees and a doctorate in philosophy, all from Iowa State U.

/

Dr. RobertJ. Hermann

Babers Succeeds Baer as XMl Project Manager
BG Donald M. Baber , deputy
commander ince 1976 of the U.S.
Army Tank·Automotive Materiel
Readiness Command, Warren,
MI, has succeeded MG (P) Robert
J. Baer a project manager of the
XM1 main battle tank. MG Baer
is now deputy CG for Materiel Development. U.. Army Materiel
-Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM).
BG Babers was director, Procurement and Production, during
1975-76 and project manager.
M60 Tank Production at the
Tank-Automotive Command.
BG Donald M. Babers
That duty followed an assignment
as commander, 46th Support Group, 1st Corps upport Command, XVlH
Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg. NC.
Assignments at the Tank-Automotive Command included project manager, M5611XM705 Truck Vehicle Programs; director of Procurement
and Production; and deputy for Logistical Support.
BG Babers has a BA degree in secondary education from Oklahoma
A&M College and an MBA degree from Syracuse University. He has completed requirements at the Command and GeneraJ Staff College, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Artillery and Missile School (Basic
Conrse) and Ordnance School (Basic and Advanced Courses).
BG Babers wears the Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC),
Bronze Star Medal. Meritorious Service Medal, Army Commendation
Medal with two OLC and the Purple Heart.

OK.

Watts Departs MIRCOM for 21st Support Command

After graduating from the United Stat Military Academy in 1950
with a B degree. MG Lunn was a igned to the 8th Antiaircraft Artillery
Battalion at ault aint Marie. MI, until April 1. 51.
MG Lunn then commanded B Battery, 44th Antiaircraft. Artillery BattaJion, Camp Stewart, GA. followed hy command of batteries in Japan
and Colorado. Graduated from the British School of Antiaircraft ArtiJlery, Wales, in 1956. he then served with the 32d Antiaircraft Artillery
Brigade in England and Germany.
Among his military honors are the Legion of Merit with OLC,
Meritorious Service Medal and Army Commendation Medal w/OLC.

Assignments with N A have included chief. Office of ystems Engi·
neering; deputy assistant director for Science and Technology; acting
chief, Office of ystems Management; and assistant to N A Direct,,,.

BG David E. Watts, former
deputy commander of the U.S.
Army Missile Materiel Readiness
Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL,
reported in August for new duties
as deputy commander, 21st upport Command, Gernlany. His
successor at MTRCOM has not
been designa ted.
Assigned to Redstone in 1976
following a tour as chief of staff.
U.. Army Japan, BG Watts commanded the 1st Infantry Division
upply and Tran portation Bat·
talion in Vietnam during 1 67-68.
He later commanded the upport
Command of the 1 t Cavalry DiviBG DavidE. Watts
sionatFnrtHood TX
A twice wounded combat veteran. he is a graduate of the University of
Connecticut and has a master's degree in logistics management from the
U.. Air Force Institute of Technology. He is a graduate of the Command
and General Staff College and the Army War College.
BG Watts wears the Legion of Merit. Bronze tar Medal with Oak Leaf
Clu ter (OLC), Meritoriou Service Medal, Air Medal (3 awards), Purple
Hearl with OLC and Combat Lnfantryman Badge.
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Dr. Hermann Takes Over as Principal DASD (CCC&11
Newly appointed as Principal D puty Assistant cratary of Def n
(Communications, Command Control and lntellig nce). Dr. Robert J. Hermann accepted that dutl' after serving since 1975 as special assistant to
GEN Alexander Haig. Supreme Allied Commander and Commander-inChief, Enrope. with NATO.
Identifled in progr ively responsibl po ition with the Natiooal
Security Agency for 20 years until 1975. Dr. Hermann served GEN Haig
in the area of Strategic Warning and Combat Information Systems.
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Dr.-Dobbins Joins Test and Evaluation Command
Dr. Delaney A. Dobbins was
awarded the Decoration for Excep·
tional Civilian ervice with the U.S.
Army Tropic Test Center. Panama
Canal Zone, when he left re':ently for
a new position at HQ U.S. Army Test
and Evaluation Command, APG, MD.
The award recognized him for his
achievements during more than a
decade of service with the USA TIC
on two tours of duty, the latter since
1970 after a 3·year absence.
.
Dr. Delaney A. Dobbms
Dr. Dobbins is now serving in a
dual role as acting deputy for analy is (and also as istant deputy for
analysis) to TECOM Commander MG Patrick W. Powers. He wa chief.
Technical Division. USATTC. when he departed from Fort Clayton. CZ.
Preceding his initial assignment to Panama in 1963. he served with the
U.S. Army Behavioral Sciences Research Laboratory (BESRL). Washmg.
ton, DC; with a private consultant firm in Florida; :md a research direc·
tor at the Louisiana tate Department of inStitutions. H ha BA. MA
and PhD degrees from Louisiana State University.
During 1967·70, Dr. Dobbins was a staff scientist with the Army Research Office Office of the Chief of Research and Development. Depart·
ment of the Army. Key areas of study with the U ATTC have included
tropic materiel deterioration, jungle sound propagation and visibility,
mass data collection, and drug evaluation.
He earned a DA Meritorious Civilian Service Award, three Outstanding
Performance Awards and a Sustained Superior Performance Award,

Leszczynski Gets Training Devices PM Assignment
COL Joseph J, Leszczynski. com·
mander of the U.S. Army Training
Device Agency (USATDA) at the
Naval Training Center, Orlando. FL,
in 1975, until he went to Korea as
Division Artillery commander, 2d In·
fantry Division, returned in July as
project manager, Traimng Devices.
Commissioned in 1953 upon grad·
uating from OCS at Fort Sill. OK, be
is also a graduate from the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff
College, and the Army War College.
He holds a BA degree from Park Col·
.
lege, Parkville, MO, and MS degree
COL J. J. Leszczynski
from Shippensburg State College.
COL Leszczynski held R&D assignments in the Office nf the Chief of
R&D (OCRD) and at the U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC) as special
assistant to the deputy commander for Materiel Acquisition.
An airborne-qualified artillery officer, the colonel has commanded
troops at every level through Division Artillery. including the 1st Air·
borne Artillery Battalion. 320th Artillery. 82d Airborne Division. Fort
Bragg. NC (1969·70); and the 3d Battalion. 319th Airborne Artillery.
173d Airborne Brigade in Vietnam (1968-69).
Among his awards and der.'Orations are the Legion of Merit.
Idier's
Medal Bronze Star Medal with "V" device and twn Oak Leaf Clust r
(OLC): Air Medal w/9 OLe, Army Commendation Medal. Military ervice
Medal, and the Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry w/Silver Star.

MIRADCOM Establishes Antitank Missile System PO
Developmen I of the new Ad·
vanced Heavy Antitank Missile

The system is te he fired from a ground tripod or mounl~d on vehicles
such as helicopters, M-1t3 APC and the Infantry Fightinl( Vehicle.
MTRADCOM has conducted extensive research at Redstone plorinA'
new antitank technolo!!y and cnrrently is managing a contract with
Northrop Corp. for a concept definition tudy on AHA
and d velop·
ment of basic gnidance link hardware. The command plans to award several contracts next year to get idea on developing th new tank killer.
COL Lax was until a igned to his new dnties commander of the 7th Infantry Division upport Command, Fort Ord, CA. He graduated from the
Citadel with a BS in chemistry and has a master's degyee in industrial
management from Babson lnstitute. He is a graduate of the Command
and General taff CoUege (C&GSCl and the Army War College (AWC).
He has served in Germany and Vietnam. Honors include the Bronze Star
Medal. Legion of Merit. and Army Commendation Medal w/OLC.

Hoge Becomes 10th ETL Commander/Director
COL Philip R. Hoge. a former com·
mander of the 10th Engineer Battalion, 3d Infantry Division. has as·
sumed duties as the tenth commander and direr-ter of the U.S. Army
Engineer Topographic t.lboratoril'S
(BTL), Fort Belvoir, VA. He sUI'ce<'ds
COL Maurice K. Kurtz Jr., who retired July 31, with 28 years servi"e.
COL Hoge has served as deputy
community commande,·. KitzinA' n.
Germany; chi f. Mapping and Charting Branch. Military Ol>erations Divicor PhT R H .
sion. U ARF.UR. and S venth Army;
I Ip . oge
and execuliv~. 1st Eng-inerr Bat.
talion, 1st Infantry Division. Vietnam.
Assigned to tl,e Department of Army Stllff from 1966-6!l. COL HOI(
was chief of the Budget Branch, Office, Deputy Chief of Slllff for Com·
munications-Electromcs. He later participated in specilll study I(roups for
the Chief of Staff, Army, and the Depuly Chief of Staff for Personnel,
A graduate of the University of Missouri. COL Hoge h:lS" maslRr's dl~
gree in geodetic science from Ohio Stale University. He is also a I(r:ldu"l('
of the C&GSC and AWC.
Among his military awards are the Distinguished r'lying Cross. Bronz('
Star with "V" device and two oak Lellf Clusters (OLC), Air Mcdill with
four OLC, and the Army Commendation Medal (A RCOM) with OLC.
J

Klugh Takes Command of Dugway Proving Ground
COL James R. Klugh, Dugway
Proving Ground's new commander.
assumed that till following a teur of
duty as chief of sUlff, U.,. Army
Tank·Automotive Materiel Readiness
Command, Warren, ML
Commissioned through the Reserve
Officer Training Corps in 1953, COL
Klugh has a bachelor's degree from
South Carolina SUIte College and a
master's degree in public administra·
tion from hippensburg (PA) State
ColJege. He is a graduate of the
C&GSC and AWC.
COL James R. Klugh
COL Klugh has served assignments in Kor a, Europ and Vietnam. He
wears the Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Clu tel' (OLC). Mentor,ous S<>rv.
ice Medal, ARCOM wl2 OL and the Air Medal w/"V"

Petersen Assigned as APG Deputy Commander
COL Donald F. Petersen assunwrl
duties recent.ly as deputy 1'0mm"n<I.. 1'
of Aberde<'1l (Mnj Provin/( nround.
rolowing :] on(\'~YeBr tour in Korroa as
director of Plans, Trainill/( alld S""urity for the YOIl/(san Garrison.
COL PetHsen serv d wit.h th.. :JJst
Infantry R I(iment in Korea and twn
teurs in Vietnam with th 101st. Air·
borne Divisinn and the 24 th '"rps.
Tours at Fort 13ra/(/(. NC. WI'''· wilh
the 325th Airborne Illfantry Rp/(imellt and the InstitulR for MilillJry

System is now under a new provi·

. ional project office est.1blished at
HQ U.S. Army Mis He R&D Com·
mand, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
COL Joseph O. Lax Jr. is project manager and Clarence Tid·
well, former chief, Pershing Program Management Office. is his
civilian deputy. A provisional office means formal acceptance and
approval by Army is pending.
COL Joseph O. Lax Jr.
MlRADCOM is looking at a variety of concepts for the
AHAM role with new and in.proved capabilities in counterm a ure and
smoke environments, and featuring a faster. longer-range mi ile thal
will have a secondary self-defense capability against aircraft.
AUGU T· EPTEMBER 1977
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rOL Donald F. Petersen

Ot.her key a, signments h"ve
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eluded the 25th Infantry Division, Hawaii; Continental Army Command,
Fort Monroe, VA; HQ First Army, Governor's lsland, NY; and Basic Combat Training Brigad ,Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
In 1952 he graduated with a BS degree in forest management from
North Carolina tat Univer ity. He i a qualified Army aviator and has
completed requirements of the Army Command and General taff College, and the Infantry Advanced Course.
COL Petersen is a recipient of lhe Legion of Merit, Distingaished Flyin~
Cro . Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Service Medal (three awards), Air
Medal (four awards) and the Army Commendation Medal (two awards).

Rawlinson Heads Atmospheric Sciences laboratory
COL William E. Rawlinson Jr., former director, Command and Executive Development tudies. Army War College, has assumed new duties as
commander/director of the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. the largest
tenant organization at White Sands Missile Range, NM, and an element of
the U.S. Army Electronics R&D Command, Adelphi. MD.
Graduated from th U.S. Military Acad my in 1953. he ha a ma ter'
degree in bu in s administration from George Wa binglon University
and has finished the Industrial College of the Armed Forces course.
COL Rawlinson eoli ted in the U.. Marine Corps during World War U
and served two years. After graduating from the U MA. he served in
nine campaigns in Vietnam, including command of an artillery unit duro
ing the 196 TET offensive.
His military decorations include the Silver Star, Legion of Merit with
Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), Brnnze Star Medal witb OLC, Purple Heart,
Meritorious Service Medal with OLC and Army CoJ1lm ndation Medal.

Brown Manages Tilt Rotor Aircraft Project Office
LTC James H. Brown has been appoint d manager, Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft Project Office. Army Air
Mobility R&D L..1.boratory (AMRDL),
NASA-Ames Research Center, MoffeU Field, CA.
Dr. Hans Mark, AMRDL, head of
the Ames Directorate, announced the
appointment.. LTC Brown. project
deputy manager of the project for almost two years. succeeds David D.
Few. ASA-Ames Research Center,
promoted to assistant chief, V/STOL
Technology Division.
The XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research
LTCJamesH.Brown
Aircraft is a joint Army- A A project being built by Bell Helicopter Textron Corp. The 42-footlong. 32-foot wing span aircraft incorporates winglip-mounted engines and transmissions. The 25-foot prop rotors tilt from
a h licopt r position for hover. vertical takeoffs and landings to a horizontal po ition for forward night.
In the airplane mode, the aircraft is capable of forward speeds in excess
of 300 miles per hour. The tilt rotor is expected to operate with' less noise
than conventional helicopter or turboprop aircraft of comparable size.
Two air raft will be built and te ted under the contract. The o. I aircraft made its fIT t initial hover flight May 3 at Arlington. TX.

Crawford Gets TllO Post at Chemical System lab
Cbarle H. Crawford, an operations reearch analy t. is the new technical
industrial liaison officer (TlLO), Plans
and Programs Office, U.S. Army Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen (MD)
Proving Ground.
Formerly assigned to C L's Systems
Analysis Office, Development and Eogi·
neering Directorate. he has a BS degree
in mathematics from California tate
College and has done graduate work at
George Wa.hington University and the
University of Delaware.
Crawford served as an Army matheCharles R. Crawford
matical assi tant from 1965 until he
joined tbe civilian staff at Edgewood Arsenal in 1968.
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Army R&D - 15 Years Ago
Materiel Command Activation Merges Tech Services
u.. Army Materiel Command (AMC) assumption of operational responsibility merged most of the traditional role of 5 of the 7 Technical
Services. in the "interest of research and development acceleration essentialto a modern Army."
From headquarters in Washington, DC (Bldg. T-7 at Gravelly Point).
AMC Commander LTG Frank M. Be SOn Jr. exercises control over a network of military in tallations involving about 166,000 civilian employes
and 20,000 officer , with a total inventory of 23.5 bjJjjon and estimated
annual expenditures of $7.5 billion.
Empowered as no other command in U.S. Army history, AMC directs
activities of laboratories. arsenals. depots. proving ground. test ranges,
procurement offices and transportation terminals throughout the U.S.

CRD Message Urges In-House 'Pursuit of Excellence'
Army Chief of R&D LTG Dwight E. Beach, in a letter addressed to the
chiefs of all Department of the Army R&D in-house laboratories and arsenals. stated in part:
''The President and the Secretary of Defense have vigorously acknowledged the inlportance of federal laboratories sucb .. yours. They have
placed new emphasis on in-house estahlishments as the focal points for
Defense Department research and development. Realizing the great value
of the laboratories, yet sensing weaknesses in them, tbe Secretary of Defense bas directed that positive actions be taken to augment tbeir effec·
tiveness .... I am sure that tbe renewed appreciation of our laboratories
by the bighest authorities is as beartening to you as it is to me. I bave long
conaidered thnt the in-house labs are the spearhead of the entir R&D
organization.
"However, I have also felt that our pursuit of excellence for these faciliti~ has not been as unrelenting as it migbt be. Unquestionably, tbe quality of our R&D depends upon the quality of our laboratories and their
competence remains largely in your hands. no matter what program is
prescribed .... You must attain lhe highest standards or we will fail."

Army Initiating Program Based on Bell Report
Recommendations in the Bell Report, a penetrating study of Government R&D contracting procedures and in-bouse laboratory capabililities,
prepared at the request of President Keanedy, are getting high-priority
treatment by Army R&D top management.
Army Regulation 705-55, Management of U.S. Army Researcb, Develnpment, Testing and Evaluation Laboratories or Activities, emphasized the imporlance of top-quality management at the laboratory level to
utilize properly, highly motivate and retain the most competent scientists, engineers and technicians ohtainable.
One of the most difficult bottleoecks to solutinn of this problem of retaining superior personnel thoroughly trained in Army R&D methodology
gave a prospect of opening up late in Augasl. Congress appeared almost
certain to approve a modified version of President Kennedy'a plan to raise
salaries of government scientiflc and engineering personnel to a level
more commensurate with private industry salaries.
The Bell Report stressed the need for improved in-house capabilities of
planning, supervising, coordinating, controlling and evaluating all phases
of the U.S. Government R&D program. It recommended thaI con tant
attention be given to improve Government-industry R&D partner hip
relations in making R&D dollars return a maximum in defense systems.
Tbe Bell Report was prepared by a committee headed by David E. Bell,
director of the Bureau of the Budget, and consisted of: Hobert S.
McNamara, Secretary of Defense; Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission; James E. Webb, administrator, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; Dr. Alan T. Waterman, director,
National Science Foundation; Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, special Bssislan to
the President for Science and Tecbnology; and John W. MBCY Jr., chair·
man, U.S. Civil Servic Commi ion.

WRAIR Dedicates Wing, Biomedical Research Reactor
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington. DC, commemor·
ated one of the epocbal advances in its 69-year bistory as one of the
world's great medical research centers witb dedicalion of a new wing to
tbe beadquarters building and a 50,OOO-watt nuclear reactor designed for
biological research.
In line with the U.S. Army Medical Service research program, intended
to establish a medical capability for U. . force 10 fight under all environmental condition. the 5-story wing provides about 80.000 feet of floor
space. In addition. it ha two subterranean level for the reactor.
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Commercial Construction Equipment in Noncombat Support Roles
By Billy J. Slinger
Using many of the procedures developed in
the Army's Commercial Construction Equipment (CCE) program, the Department of De-fense is launching a new program to provide
commercial equipmeDt to Doncombat troops.
The DoD program is still in its initial planning
phase, but the Army's CCE effort has beeD
under way since 1969 and is currently a special
program effort with its OWD project leader.
Since its inceptiOD, CCE has beeD closely associated with the mechanical and construCtiOD
equipment efforts of the U.S. Army Mobility
EquipmeDt Research and DevelopmeDt Com·
mand (MERADCOMj, Fort Belvoir, VA.
The DeparbneDt of the Army directed iD 1969
that commercial construction equipmeDt be
utilized by combat service support units. Objectives were: to reduce the acquisitioD time; iDsure fielding of equipmeDt curreDt with the latest techDology; reduce diversificatioD of end
items and repair parts in the inveDtory; and to
procure aDd support equipmeDt at the lowest
liftH:ycle cost.
MERADCOM contributed to development of
CCE methodology. The hasic concept is to sur·
vey commercial users and document their experience with a data report - used to formulate a
performaDce-type apecificatioD that serves to
reduce governmeDt testing.
A 2-step formally advertised solicitation for
an unmodified end item is issued to any manu·
facturer who has a product fielded successfully
for more than a year. The coDtract is awarded
aD lowest bid price. Fielding criteria, training,
warraDties, commercial maDuals, aDd parts support for 45 days are included.
Through the CCE program, the Army has
purchased aDd fielded 12 different commercial
items for noncombat construction support uses.
aDd is considering quantity procurement of five
additional items during FY77.
Included in the equipment already fielded are
three items that served as the pilot program· a
25-ton truck·mounted hydraulic crane, a 1,500gallon tank·type truck mounted distributor for
bituminous material, and a 20- ton. 71,000
GVWR. on· and off·highway dump truck.
AU of the pilot item contracts were to be
multi·year (3 to 5) awards using the 2·step for·
mal advertiaing method of procurement. in addition, the crane contract was to be awarded on
a life-cycle cost basis.
Eacb choice proved exceUent in tbat it presented a unique example or experience. How.
ever, the six crane manufacturers who submitted proposals did not have sufficient records
for an award based on life-cycle cost factors.
Manufacturers normally install the
distributor (tank and distribution system) on a
truck chassis furnished by the buyer. The Army
opted for the M809 series, 5-ton military de·
f
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signed truck chassis as government·furnished
equipment. and the distributor was mounted on
the M809 series chassis for standardization.
fn the case of the dump truck. the Army
specified the available component options for
the engine, transmissions, axles, suspension,
tires and dump body. which is akin to the same
procedures used by other truck purchasers in
the commercial marketplace.
A 4·year contract was awarded to Harnischfeger Corp. for 560 units of the commercial
model MT-250 crane. A 5-year contract was
awa.rded to E.D. Etnyre for 150 units of the
Model 0-60 distributor mounted on an M809
series truck chassis. A 5·year contract was
awarded to International Harvester Co. for 700
units of the model F5070 dump truck.
These pilot items have been fielded in the Uni·
ted States and overseas. Reports indicate that
the troops are weU pleased with them. After the
pilot items proved practicability of the CCE
plan, the Department of the Army issued a
letter providing guidance for future acqu.isition
of Commercial Construction Equipment, based
on lessons learned during the pilot program.
In considering the future of CCE and the use
of its procedures in establishing the new
Department of Defense program. the logical
question i : Does the CCE procurements fulfill
needs of troop users? Also, is the best equipment being fielded in the least amount of time
and at the lowest possible cost?
MERADCOM is dedicated to the CCE pro-

gram and has appointed a project officer for
Commercial Equipment to insure that it continues to thrive. User'a reports are laudatory
regarding the fulfillment of mission needs.
Equipment procured is modern, high.ly p~o
ductive. is under 8 warranty for a one-.year
period. and availability has been out:atanding.
Kits are being developed by MERADCOM for
such things as towing capabilities, blackout
lights, lifting and tiedown eyes, and winterization to increase versatility.
With respect to acquiring the best equipment,
in the least time, at the lowest cost, here again
the Army gets high marks_ Equipment represents the latest state-of-the-art aDd is being produeed by large corporations for vast commercial
enterprises in the UDited tates and overseas.
Parts support, training and maDuals are avail·
able from the manufacturiDg plants, fraDchised
dealers, distributors aDd warehouses in the United States and overseas.
Since the Army is relyiDg on the commercial
equipment manufacturer's R&D efforts. the
time required to field an end item is 31 months·
as compared with 44 months required when an
end item is modified by the Army for 8 military
peculiar requirement, or 72 month required for
Army to design, produce and field aD end item.
Manufacturers compete for the Army's business and reductions of 30 to 40 percent off list
prices are not uncommon for large Army quan·
tities since there are DO "military peculiar"
items.
We learn as we go along and it certainly appears we have learned that there is a valid place
for commercial equipment in the Army's non·
combat support role. Evident also i that com·
mercial equipmeDt can be fielded faster. at less
cost, is modern, highly productive, and
effective. The Department of Defense is wise to
foUow the furrows plowed by the CeE program
and save the natioD's defense dollars.
ITEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION include
75O-cubic feet a minute (CFMj air compressors;
a 150· toD aD hour (TPH) crushing, screening
and washing plant; 15-toD engineer equipment
transporter trailers; 25·toD crawler cranes; and
8-eubic·yard concrete mobile trucks.

CCE ITEMS PROCURED AND FIELDED

Description
Roller, steel wheel,

Contract

Contractor

Jun. 74

Hyster Co.

Jun.74

Clark Equipmenf Co.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Deere and Co.
Tampo Manufacturing Co.

Model
C350B

Quantity
66

10-14-lon
Looder, scoop, 4Y:r-5 cu. yd.
Tractor, crowler

Jun. 74
Troctor. wI loader. backhoe Jun. 74
Roller, vibratory
Feb. 75
Roller, pneumatic
Jun.75
Tomper, backfill. hand·
Jun. 75
operated

Compoctor, high·speed
Tester, density and
moisture, nuclear method

Sep. 75
Jul_ 76

Hysler Ca.
Stone Construction
Equipment Co.

Koehring Raad Div.
Campbell Pacific
Nuclear Carp.

BIUY J. SliNGER is the DARCOM project officer for Commercilll Con truction Equipment (CCE) and serves under the comUniuersity of Missouri in 1959 and worked for International HaruArmy. He received a BS degree in mechanical engineering from the
Uniuersity of Missouri in 1959 and worked for International Haruester Co. until he joined the Mechanical and Construction Equipment Labomtory at MERADCOM in 1966. He is a registered professional engineer with the Sf<Jte of Massachusetts, a member of the Society of Automotive Engineers, and was a 1975 nominee for the
MERADCOM Commander's A ward for Leadership.

1758
D·8K
JD410
RS 28
C530
VR-l1

258
496
214
176

K300
BRC-M82BlI4

205

103

260
103

A • TIME FUZE FUNCTIONS
B • EXPULSION COMPLETED
C• TERRABRAKES DEPLOYED
D• IMPLANTATION AND SENSOR
FUNCTIONING INITIATED

PHOTOS- ARI:lAO(OM Technical 0010 Facility, 5ch.dulftd
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